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Abstract
To prevent climate change, three options are currently considered: im-
prove the energy conversion efficiency of primary energy sources, develop
carbon free alternatives to polluting fossil fuels and abate potential emis-
sions before they are released inside the atmosphere. We study the optimal
mix and timing of these three mitigation options in a stylized dynamic model.
Useful energy can come from two sources: a non-renewable fossil fuel resource
and a carbon free renewable resource. The conversion efficiency rate of fossil
energy into useful energy is open to choice but higher conversion rates are also
more costly. The economy can abate some fraction of its potential emissions
and a higher abatement rate incurs higher costs. The society objective is to
maintain below some mandated level, or carbon cap, the atmospheric carbon
concentration. In the empirically relevant case where the economy is actually
constrained by the cap, at least temporarily, we show that the optimal path
is a sequence of four regimes: a ’pre-ceiling’ regime before the economy is
actually constrained by the cap, a ’ceiling’ regime at the cap, a ’post-ceiling’
regime below the cap and a final regime of exclusive exploitation of renewable
resources. If the abatement option has ever to be used, it should be started
before the beginning of the ceiling regime, first at an increasing rate and at
a decreasing rate once the cap constraint binds. The efficiency performance
from any source steadily improves with the exception of a time phase under
the ceiling regime when it is constant. Renewables take progressively a larger
share of the energy mix but their exploitation may be delayed significantly.
Absolute levels of carbon emissions drop down continuously but follow a non
monotonic pattern in per useful energy unit relative terms.
Keywords: energy efficiency; carbon pollution; non-renewable resources;
renewable resources; abatement.
JEL classifications: Q00, Q32, Q43, Q54.
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1 Introduction
Following the first oil shock of the seventies, policymakers have expressed
a strong concern for energy efficiency improvements. Numerous agencies,
plans and incentives have been created and designed to alleviate the effects
of high energy prices on welfare. If the economic relevance of such policy
initiatives has never been put into question, the same cannot be said of their
actual impacts. Many studies have shown that even given positive incentives,
households or firms may not adopt more energy efficient devices.1
However, whatever the alleged resistance of economic agents to become
more energy efficient, there is clear evidence that the overall energy effi-
ciency of industrialized economies has constantly risen in the last decades, as
an effect of dedicated policies or the mere working of market forces and the
respective dynamics of costs and benefits. The Figure 1 illustrates the past
and projected trend of US energy efficiency expressed in energy consump-
tion per GDP unit. It shows that between 1950 and 2010, primary energy
consumption per $ GDP has dropped more than a half and is expected to
continue to decrease in the next decades at an accelerated trend after the oil
shocks of the early seventies.
The fear of oil shocks has been replaced today by the concern for climate
change. Fossil fuels accounts for 87% of primary energy consumption at the
world scale and fossil fuel burning is the largest source of GHG emissions.
Raising energy efficiency of fossil fuel exploitation stands as a top priority in
carbon emissions mitigation. This is not the only option however.
Three main ways toward ’green’ energy systems are today on top of the
desk. The first one is energy efficiency improvements, resulting in less carbon
emissions release in the atmosphere per unit of GDP. The second one is the
substitution of fossil fuels use by other carbon free primary energy sources,
renewable or not: nuclear power, hydropower, wind and solar power, biofuels.
The transformation of these primary energy sources into useful energy raises
1The U.S. government has created a dedicated agency for energy efficiency, the Amer-
ican Council for an Energy Efficient Economy which publishes regularly reports on this
topic. Similar institutions exist in UK, France or Germany. For the energy efficient devices
adoption debate, see Brown, 2004, Allcott and Greenstone, 2012. For global estimates of
energy efficiency trends, see Schafer, 2005, Gillingham et al., 2009, IEA-OECD, 2013.
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Figure 1: US Past and Projected Energy Efficiency Trend.
also energy efficiency problems. As an example of such difficulties, it is
currently pleaded in the energy debate that renewables like wind or solar
being intermittent sources with low conversion performances, the economic
scope of these options should be rather limited. The third option is ’end-
of-pipe’ abatement of emissions and geological carbon capture and storage
(CCS) is currently viewed as the most promising technique in that respect.2
However, being still in infancy, the deployment of such abatement techniques
also raises strong efficiency concerns before becoming economically relevant.
For self-evident reasons, a lot of attention has been devoted to the co-
ordination failures faced by today governments trying to cope with a global
externality like climate change. But even in a fully cooperative world, the
design of an efficient policy agenda able to curb the current trend of GHG
emissions is not en easy task. One must take care of the temporal heterogene-
ity between policies, usually cast in the short run, and climate dynamics, a
set of complex evolutions extending well ahead the next centuries. Moreover,
available options to mitigate climate change interact themselves both in the
scale and time dimensions and thus should not be assessed in isolation, or on
the sole basis of their relative profitability at some given time. Such ’prof-
itabilities’, whatever might be their definitions, are jointly determined by
the relative competitiveness prospects of the mitigation options, themselves
depending on the climate dynamics and the climate policy agenda.
2See for example Budinis et al., 2016.
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In this context, we ask the following questions. How the various mitiga-
tion options previously outlined should be combined ? What should be the
right agenda of options in terms of relative scale and priorities? What will
be the consequences of fossil fuel scarcity on the optimal mix and timing of
mitigation options?
A lot of applied studies have explored the economic ’greening’ issue. Many
of them have relied on numerical simulation models at various space and time
scales. As an example, the Figure 2 shows projections from the International
Energy Agency about the desirable mix of different ’green’ options under an
atmospheric carbon concentration stabilization target in line with the +20C
objective:3
Figure 2: Mitigation Efforts to Meet the 450 ppmV Target.
As usual, it is hard to assess the reliability and the underlying economic
rationale for such figures. They suggest however that efficiency gains should
play a leading role in the mitigation efforts to meet the temperature rise
stabilization goal. But if the substitution options and the abatement options
have received considerable attention in the theoretical economic literature
on climate change management, this is much less true for energy efficiency
dynamics. Many models assume given and fixed efficiency rates for different
energy sources or introduce exogenous trends of efficiency improvements.4
3IEA/OECD, 2013.
4On the theoretical side, main original contributions are Farzin, 1996, Farzin and Tahvo-
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Efficiency gains being usually explained by technical progress, the issue
is hence accommodated inside the large body of literature devoted to tech-
nological advances and innovations. This is in particular the case for all the
recent works on so-called ’green’ R&D. In this literature, innovation improves
inputs efficiencies, in particular those of primary energy sources. But eco-
nomic efficiency is a slightly different concept than energy efficiency as used
in many empirical studies. One objective of this paper is to build a bridge
between these two concepts.5
To address these questions, we develop a stylized model summarizing
the main ingredients of the problem. Useful energy can be obtained from
two primary sources: a polluting non-renewable resource and a carbon-free
renewable resource. The exploitation of the non-renewable resource incurs
extraction costs increasing with past extraction. The conversion rate of fossil
primary energy into useful energy may be adjusted over time, but more
efficient energy converters are more costly to manage. The global economy
can also engage in emissions abatement, higher abatement rates being also
more costly to achieve.
As in Chakravorty et al. (2006), we assume that the economy wants
to maintain the atmospheric carbon concentration below a mandated level.
Under this stabilization constraint, we study how the economy should manage
the three options at its disposal to mitigate carbon emissions: raise the
energy efficiency performance of fossils, use more clean renewables or abate
some fraction of the potential carbon emissions before they are released in
the atmosphere.
In the interesting case where the economy would be at least temporarily
constrained by the carbon pollution mandate, we show that if the abate-
ment option has ever to be used, it must do so around the beginning of the
time phase under the carbon cap and be ended strictly before the economy
nen, 1996, Tahvonen and Withagen, 1996, Toman and Withagen, 2000. For more recent
contributions see Golosov et al., 2014, Van der Ploeg and Withagen, 2014. The applied
literature has intensively used IAM’s to assess climate policy options. Prominent contri-
butions are Gerlagh and Van der Zwaan, 2006, Stern, 2007, Nordhaus, 2008.
5The issue of technical change has quite naturally attracted a lot of attention in the
theoretical and empirical literature. See for example Manne and Richels, 2004, Gerlagh,
2004, Edenhofer et al., 2005, Grimaud et al., 2011, Hassler et al., 2012, Sorrell, 2014. Re-
cent contributions in the macro growth literature are Acemoglu et al, 2011, 2016, Smulders
et al., 2011, Van der Meijden and Smulders, 2018.
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can escape the constraint, a consequence of the time increasing costs of the
polluting non-renewable resource. The abatement rate should first increase
before the economy is constrained by the cap, second be constantly decreas-
ing during the constrained time period, and last be nil strictly before the end
of the constrained period.
Furthermore, the fossil energy conversion performance should steadily
improve with the exception of the last phase of the constrained period with-
out abatement, a phase during which the economy should maintain at a
constant level its energy conversion efficiency. The renewable option rises
progressively at the expense of the polluting non renewable option. The
combination of efficiency gains, substitution toward renewables and abate-
ment induces, with a stationary useful energy demand, a permanent drop
down of polluting emissions anyway insufficient in a first stage to prevent the
progressive accumulation of carbon into the atmosphere.
The rising costs of extraction of the non renewable resource imply that
some fraction of the initial resource endowment should remain permanently
stored underground, what we call the unburnable fossil resource stock. The
time increasing cost of fossil fuels extraction also induces a permanent rise
of the useful energy price until the complete transition toward green energy,
with the exception of the no abatement phase when constrained by the cap,
during which the energy price should be constant.
Section 2 presents our model of energy use and production. The opti-
mality problem faced by the society is laid down in Section 3. We focus on
the interesting case of an economy actually constrained by the atmospheric
carbon stock size, at least during some time period, a period we call the ceil-
ing regime. Section 4 studies the unconstrained time phases before and after
the ceiling regime. Section 5 describes the optimal behavior of the economy
under this regime. The main features of the optimal policies are presented
in Section 6. Section 7 focuses on the implications of limited carbon seques-
tration capacities. We examine in Section 8 the implications of alternative




We consider an economy in which the useful energy (U.E) can be produced
from two primary resources, a nonrenewable and potentially polluting one
(coal) and a clean renewable one (solar). Let respectively qx(t) and qy(t)
denote the instantaneous production rates of coal and solar U.E, (C.U.E and
S.U.E thereafter). Assuming that C.U.E and S.U.E are perfect substitutes
we may define the aggregate U.E production, denoted by q(t), as the sum of
both C.U.E and S.U.E productions: q(t) = qx(t) + qy(t).
Users gross surplus
The instantaneous gross surplus function of the final users, u(q), satisfies
the following standard assumption:6
Assumption A. 1 u : (0,∞) → R+ is twice continuously differentiable,
strictly increasing, u′(q) > 0, strictly concave, u′′(q) < 0, with u′(0+) = +∞
and limq↑∞ u′(q) = 0.
Alternatively we denote by p the marginal gross surplus u′, by p(q) ≡
u′(q), the inverse demand function, and by qd(p), the direct demand function,
the inverse of p(q) well defined under A.1.
Producing useful energy from coal
The coal sector includes two industries. The mining industry produces ex-
tracted coal from underground reserves and the coal transformation industry
produces C.U.E from extracted coal. Let X(t) be the stock of underground
stock available at time t, X0 be the initial endowment, X0 = X(0) and x(t)
be the instantaneous extraction rate: X˙(t) = −x(t).
Concerning its energy content, the stock of coal is assumed to be ho-
mogenous. But the deposits are more or less easily exploitable. Since inter-
6For any function f defined on X ⊆ R and for any x¯ ∈ X¯ where X¯ is the closure of X,
we denote by f(x¯+) and f(x¯−) respectively the limits, limx↓x¯ f(x) and limx↑x¯ f(x), when
such limits exist.
6
temporal cost minimization implies that the less costly deposit be exploited
first we may assume that the unitary extraction cost is some decreasing func-
tion of the not yet exploited stock X. Let a(X) be this function so that at
time t, the total extraction cost amounts to a (X(t))x(t). The function a(X)
satisfies the now standard assumption A.2:7
Assumption A. 2 a : (0, X0] → R+ is twice continuously differentiable
on (0, X0), strictly decreasing, a′(X) < 0, strictly convex, a′′(X) > 0, with
a(X0) > 0, a′(X0−) < 0, a(0+) = +∞ and a′(0+) = −∞.
Let ηx be this fraction of the extracted coal energy content converted into
U.E by the coal transformation industry (C.T.I thereafter) so that the C.U.E
production rate at time t amounts to qx(t) = ηx(t)x(t). Getting more U.E
from a given quantity of coal requires more costly industrial processes. Let
us denote by b(ηx) the processing unitary cost of the C.T.I extracted coal
input as a function of the efficiency rate ηx, hence a processing cost b(ηx)/ηx
per C.U.E unit, equal to the processing marginal cost.
We assume that b(ηx)/ηx is increasing, hence also b(ηx), and bounded
from above by η¯x < 1, since according to the second law of thermodynamics
some energy is necessarily lost in the transformation.8
Assumption A. 3 b : [0, η¯x) → R+ is twice continuously differentiable on
(0, η¯x), increasing, b′(ηx) > 0, strictly convex, b′′(ηx) > 0, with b(0) = 0,
b′(0+) > 0, b(η¯−x ) = +∞ and b′(η¯−x ) = +∞.
Producing U.E from coal requires not only coal but also other costly
inputs hence a positive marginal processing cost at 0+, implying, together
7See Solow and Wan (1976), Heal (1976), Lehvari and Liviatan (1977) and Hanson
(1980) for early analysis, and Cairns et al. (1998) and Hart (2016) for more recent devel-
opments.













hence b′(ηx) > 0 is necessary for db(ηx)/ηx > 0.
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with the continuity of b at 0, that: b′(ηx) > b(ηx)/ηx, ηx > 0. Hence b(ηx)/ηx
is increasing, and limηx↓0 b(ηx)/ηx = b′(0+) > 0.
The assumption b′(η¯−x ) = +∞ allows an easier computation of the quali-
tative features of the optimal paths. In the same spirit similar assumptions
will be postulated for the abatement cost function, g, and the solar energy
cost function, c, defined in the below paragraphs. We show in Section 8
that assuming a finite cost b′(η¯−x ), and finite values of g and c at the upper
bounds of their arguments do not alter the main qualitative characteristics
of the optimal paths.
Pollution
Burning coal to produce U.E generates a potential polluting emission flow.
Let ζ denote the unitary pollution content of coal so that potential emissions
would amount to ζx(t) when the C.T.I uses x(t) units of coal. The C.T.I
can abate some part of the potential flow. Let ηz(t) be the fraction of the
potential emissions which is captured and sequestered and z(t) the effective
flow feeding the atmospheric pollution stock: z(t) = (1− ηz(t)) ζx(t).
Let us denote by Z(t) the atmospheric pollution stock at time t, and by Z0
its initial level, inherited from the past: Z(0) = Z0. To simplify we assume
that the atmospheric stock is self-diluting at some constant proportional rate
α.9 Thus the dynamics of Z(t) is given by:
Z˙(t) = z(t)− αZ(t) = (1− ηz(t)) ζx(t)− αZ(t) .
The atmospheric pollution stock must be kept at most equal to some
upper bound, or ceiling, Z¯, to prevent excessive damages like in Chakravorty
et al. (2006).10 The constraint is roughly equivalent to the +20 objective of
the COP 21, would the Paris agreement be enforceable.11 In order that the
9See Forster (1975), Farzin (1996), Tahvonen and Salo (1994), Tahvonen and Withagen
(1996) and Toman and Withagen (2000) for theoretical models in which α depends on Z.
Some such self-dilution processes give rise to strong non convexities, hence difficulties for
characterizing the optimal paths.
10The other standard formulation is to assume that the damages increase continuously
with the pollution stock. See Moreaux and Withagen (2015) for a recent study of the
optimal abatement policy in such a case but without the efficiency improvement option.
11Actually there exists some time lags between the CO2 concentration and temperature
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model makes sense we must assume that the initial stock Z0 is smaller than
the cap Z¯.
Abating the potential emissions is costly. Let g(ηz) be the unitary pro-
cessing cost of the potential emissions ζx to be incured by the C.T.I for
abating the fraction ηz of these emissions. The total abatement cost of ηzζx
amounts to g(ηz)ζx, hence an average cost g(ηz)/ηz per unit of abated pol-
lution, equal to the marginal cost. Higher abatement rates are technically
more difficult to achieve, thus more costly. Denoting by η¯z < 1 the upper
bound on feasible abatement rates, we assume that the function g(.) satisfies:
Assumption A. 4 g : [0, η¯z) → R+ is twice continuously differentiable on
(0, η¯z), strictly increasing, g′(ηz) > 0, strictly convex, g′′(ηz) > 0, with g(0) =
0, g′(0+) > 0, g(η¯−z ) = +∞ and g′(η¯−z ) = +∞.
The rationale underlying A.4 is the same than the rationale underlying A.3.
The assumptions b′(η¯−x ) = +∞ and g′(η¯−z ) = +∞ are simplifying assump-
tions.
We first assume in Sections 3-6 that there is no sequestration cost per se
and g(.) must be understood as a capture and sequestration cost. In Section
7 we develop the model and then g(.) will have to be understood as a pure
capture cost to which must be added a specific sequestration cost, a cost itself
depending upon the cumulative sequestered flow. The assumptions relative
to this development are laid down when needed, in Section 7. We show that
the main qualitative characteristics of the optimal paths are the same in both
versions of the model, hence the best is to begin with the most simple one.
Solar energy
The other primary resource is the solar radiation attaining the earth sur-
face. S.U.E production is a clean process generating no pollution to simplify,
in any case less than burning fossil fuels, in competition with the abatement
option to satisfy the CO2 concentration constraint, and presently beginning
increases. See Weitzman (2010) and Mason and Wilmot (2015) for the policy implications
of such lags.
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to be competitive since already unfold at a significant scale contrary to the
abatement device.
Concerning the S.U.E we do not detail the process of conversion of solar
radiation into U.E, neither the allocation of land among its different uses.12
We simply assume that the cost of S.U.E, denoted by c(qy), and its marginal
cost are both increasing functions of the production rate. Note that this cost
must include the loss incurred for diverting the land from other uses, thus
include the land rent, the equivalent of the mining rent in the production of
C.U.E.13 Let us denote by q¯y the upper bound on the S.U.E production rate,
then:
Assumption A. 5 c : [0, q¯y) → R+ is twice continuously differentiable on
(0, q¯y), strictly increasing, c′(qy) > 0, strictly convex, c′′(qy) > 0, with c(0) =
0, c′(0+) = c > 0, c(q¯−y ) = +∞ and c′(q¯−y ) = +∞.
Competitiveness of the coal sector
Absent any C.U.E production, the S.U.E industry is the only supplier of
U.E. Since the S.U.E is a renewable resource without stock effect, its optimal
production rate is the solution of the static problem max {u(qy)− c(qy)qy}.
Let q˜y be the solution of this problem, unique under A.1, A.5, then: u′(q˜y) =
c′(q˜y), and denote by p˜ the corresponding U.E price: p˜ = u′(q˜y).
In order that the C.U.E be ever competitive we must assume that for the
least costly grade of coal, X0, free of mining rent, exploited at the minimum
C.U.E average complete cost without emission levy, this minimum average
cost is lower than p˜. The minimum average complete cost is given by the
transformation rate, denoted by ηx(X0), solving min {(a(X0) + b(ηx)) /ηx}.












12A main other use of land is the production of food. See Amigues and Moreaux (2018)
for a detailed analysis of the allocation of land among food and U.E production.
13However there is some difference: At time t the land rent is the opportunity cost
incurred for diverting the land from other uses at the same date while the mining rent is
the cost incurred for diverting the coal from future uses.
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that is, the marginal efficiency cost b′(ηx) must be equal to the minimum of
the average complete cost (a(X0) + b(ηx)) /ηx.14
Assumption A. 6 The C.U.E sector is competitive, that is:




Discounting and social welfare
The social rate of discount, ρ, is assumed to be positive and constant
through time. The social welfare is the sum of the discounted net surplus
provided that the CO2 atmospheric concentration be kept at most equal to
Z¯.
3 The social planner problem















{u (ηx(t)x(t) + qy(t))− a (X(t))x(t)− b(ηx(t))x(t)
−c(qy(t))− g(ηz(t))ζx(t)} e−ρtdt (3.1)
s.t. X˙(t) = −x(t) , X(0) = X0 > 0 given (3.2)
Z˙(t) = (1− ηz(t)) ζx(t)− αZ(t) , Z(0) = Z0 < Z¯ given , Z¯ − Z(t) ≥ 0
(3.3)
x(t) ≥ 0, ηx(t) ≥ 0, ηz(t) ≥ 0, qy(t) ≥ 0 . (3.4)
Let λX and −λZ denote the co-state variables of X and Z respectively,
14A similar expression holds at any time t for the grade X(t) when coal is exploited.
See equation (3.10) infra.
15We omit the constraints X(t) ≥ 0, η¯x − ηx(t) ≥ 0, η¯z − ηz(t) ≥ 0, and q¯y − qy(t) ≥ 0,
which are never active under A.1-A.5.
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then the current value Hamiltonian reads:16,17
H = u(ηxx+ qy)− a(X)x− b(ηx)x− c(qy)− g(ηz)ζx
−λXx− λZ [(1− ηz)ζx− αZ] .
Denote by ν the Lagrange multiplier associated to the ceiling constraint
Z¯−Z ≥ 0, by γ’s the multipliers associated to the non negativity constraints
(3.4). Then the Lagrangian of the problem (S.P ) reads:
L = H + γxx+ γηxηx + γηyηy + γyqy + ν(Z¯ − Z) .
3.1 First order conditions
The f.o.c’s read:
w.r.t. x : u′(ηxx+ qy)ηx = a(X) + λX + b(ηx) + ζ [g(ηz) + (1− ηz)λZ ]− γx
(3.5)
w.r.t. ηx : u′(ηxx+ qy)x = b′(ηx)x− γηx (3.6)
w.r.t. qy : u′(ηxx+ qy) = c′(qy)− γy (3.7)
w.r.t. ηz : λZζx = g′(ηz)ζx− γηz , (3.8)
together with the usual complementary slackness conditions.
The condition (3.5) states that, when x > 0, hence γx = 0, the marginal
surplus generated by an additional unit of extracted coal converted into ηx
units of useful energy, u′ηx, must be equal to the full marginal cost of extrac-
tion, transformation, abatement and taxation, that is the sum of:
- the full marginal cost of coal extraction, a(X) + λX , the unitary ex-
traction cost, a(X), augmented by the mining rent associated to the
grade X;
- the marginal cost of transformation of one unit of extracted coal into
ηx units of U.E, b(ηx);
16By choosing −λZ as the co-state variable of Z, λZ appears as the shadow marginal
cost of the pollution stock hence as the optimal emission tax rate.
17We drop the time argument absent any ambiguity.
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- the full marginal cost of the potential pollution ζ of this additional
unit of coal input of the C.T.I when the fraction ηz is abated, that is
the abatement cost, g(ηz)ζ, augmented by the tax on the non-abated
pollution, (1− ηz)ζλZ .
The condition (3.6) states that the marginal surplus generated by a slight
increase, dη > 0, of the conversion rate of the extracted coal into U.E, u′dηx
must be equal to its marginal cost, b′(ηx)dηx. Note that when coal is ex-
ploited (3.6) reads more simply:
u′(ηxx+ qy) = b′(ηx) =⇒ p = b′(ηx) . (3.9)
The condition (3.9) is nothing but than the profit maximization condition
w.r.t. ηx of the C.T.I when the coal input price is equal to a(X) + λX , and
the emission tax rate is equal to λZ , given an abatement rate ηz. The C.T.I
profit reads:




= 0 =⇒ p = b′(ηx) .




[a(X) + λX + b(ηx) + ζ (g(ηz) + (1− ηz)λZ)] . (3.10)
The equation (3.10) is the f.o.c on ηx for the minimization of the average cost
{a(X) + λX + b(ηx) + ζ [g(ηz) + (1− ηz)λZ ]} /ηx.18 As expected, the price is
equal to the marginal cost itself equal to the average cost.
The condition (3.7) states that the additional surplus generated by a
small increase of the S.U.E production must be equal to its cost when the
solar energy is exploited:
qy > 0 =⇒ u′(ηxx+ qy) = p = c′(qy) . (3.11)










This is the f.o.c on qy for the maximization of the profit of the S.U.E sector,
piy = pqy − c(qy).
Last (3.8) states that for a given tax rate λZ , the marginal cost of abate-
ment must be equal to the marginal cost of emissions, the non-abated po-





= 0 . (3.12)
This is also the f.o.c of the maximization of pic w.r.t. ηz.
3.2 Cost dynamics and unburned coal
When time differentiable, the dynamics of the co-state variables must satisfy
the following conditions:
λ˙X = ρλX − ∂L
∂X
: λ˙X(t) = ρλX(t) + a
′ (X(t))x(t) (3.13)
λ˙Z = ρλZ +
∂L
∂Z
: λ˙Z(t) = (ρ+ α)λZ(t)− ν(t), ν(t) ≥ 0, Z¯ − Z(t) ≥ 0,
and ν(t)[Z¯ − Z(t)] = 0 . (3.14)
Furthermore, λX , X, λZ and Z must satisfy the transversality condition:
lim
t↑∞
[λX(t)X(t) + λZ(t)Z(t)] e
−ρt = 0 . (3.15)
Since a′(X) < 0 then the current mining rent, λX , may be either increas-
ing or decreasing. However the full marginal cost of the extracted coal, that
from now we denote by ω, ω(t) ≡ a (X(t)) + λX(t), increases during the pe-
riod of coal exploitation. Substituting for λ˙X(t) its expression (3.13) in the
time derivative of ω(t), we get:19
ω˙(t) = −a′ (X(t))x(t) + ρλX(t) + a′ (X(t))x(t) = ρλX(t) > 0 .
(3.16)





−ρt} = a′ (X(t))x(t) < 0 .
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Let (t1, t2), t1 < t2, be a time interval during which the ceiling constraint
does not bind. Since Z(t) < Z¯, then, from (3.14) with ν = 0, the shadow
marginal cost of the CO2 stock must grow at the proportional rate ρ+ α:
Z¯ − Z(t) > 0 =⇒ λZ(t) = λZ(t+1 )e(ρ+α)(t−t1) , t ∈ (t1, t2) . (3.17)
For any optimal path along which the constraint binds, let us denote by
tZ and t¯Z respectively the first and the last date at which the constraint
is tight. We show later (Section 6, Proposition P.5) that the time interval
during which the constraint binds is unique, that is the whole interval [tZ , t¯Z ].
Furthermore the ceiling regime must end before the time tX at which the
extraction is closed.20 Since Z0 < Z¯, then tZ > 0, and since t¯Z < tX , then
from t¯Z on, the shadow marginal cost of the CO2 stock must be nil since the




(ρ+α)t , t ≤ tZ and λZ(t) = 0 , =⇒ ηz(t) = 0 , t ≥ t¯Z ,
where λ0Z ≡ λZ(0) . (3.18)
At time tX , or asymptotically if tX = +∞, λX(t) must be nil by the
transversality condition (3.15). Because the solar U.E becomes the only
available resource, the U.E price is equal to p˜ = u′(q˜y) where q˜y solves u′(qy) =
c′(qy). Then using (3.5) and (3.6) with u′ = p˜, λZ = 0, ηz = 0, g(ηz) = 0,
and γx and γηx both nil, we may determine the unburned stock of coal left
underground, denoted by X˜, as the stock which together with the conversion




and p˜ = b′(ηx) . (3.19)
The sequential determination of first η˜x, and next X˜, is illustrated in the
below figure 3.
In Figure 3, p˜ is given by the useful energy demand-supply matching in
the green economy, thus does not depend upon the costs in the extraction and
20Note that tX = +∞ is not excluded a priori since the marginal extraction cost depends
on the cumulated extraction, as pointed out by Salant et al. (1983).
21However we show also (see Proposition P.5) that the abatement of emissions ends
within the period at the ceiling, that is before t¯Z .
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Figure 3: Determination of the Optimal Terminal Transformation
Rate of Coal into Useful Energy, η˜x, and the Unburned Stock of
Coal, X˜.
coal transformation sectors. The optimal values of ηx is first determined as
the value η˜x at which the horizontal p˜ intersects the curve b′(ηx) (eq. (3.5) ).
Next consider the average cost curves I, II and III with respective minima
at ηxI , ηxII and ηxIII , corresponding respectively to XI > XII = X˜ > XIII ,
hence ηxI < ηxII = η˜x < ηxIII . The curve II is the only one for which the
minimum is located at ηxII = η˜x, hence the corresponding underground stock
XII = X˜ is the only stock for which the minimum of the average cost is equal
to p˜ (c.f eq. (3.5)) . The following characteristics of X˜ is worth to be pointed
out.
Proposition P. 1 Stranded coal.
Along an optimal path solving the social planner problem (S.P ) within
which the ceiling constraint is binding on some time interval, the coal stock X˜
to be left unexploited underground does not depend upon the unitary pollution
content, ζ, nor upon the cap Z¯ on the pollution stock, and nor upon α, the
self-dilution rate of the pollution stock.
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4 Dynamics during the unconstrained periods
During the unconstrained periods the dynamics of the flows are easy to de-
termine because either λZ = 0 or λ˙Z > 0 when λZ > 0, contrary to what
happens within the ceiling regime, during which the sign of λ˙Z is a priori
ambiguous (c.f. (3.14) with νZ(t) > 0).
Consider first a pre-ceiling phase or a post-ceiling phase with abatement
and S.U.E production. Since (3.6) holds with γηx = 0, we may substitute
b′(ηx) for u′ in (3.5) to get:
b′(ηx(t))ηx(t) = ω(t) + b(ηx(t)) + ζ [g(ηz(t)) + (1− ηz(t))λZ(t)] .(4.1)
Time differentiating the last term of the r.h.s of (4.1) and substituting g′(ηz(t))
for λZ(t) (from (3.8) with γηz = 0), we obtain:
d
dt
[g(ηz(t)) + (1− ηz(t))λZ(t)] = (1− ηz(t))λ˙Z(t) , (4.2)
so that time differentiating (4.1) results in:
η˙x(t) =
ω˙(t) + ζ(1− ηz(t))λ˙Z(t)
b′′(ηx(t))ηx(t)
> 0 . (4.3)




> 0 . (4.4)
Now restore u′(q(t)) instead of b′(ηx(t)) in the l.h.s of (4.1) and once again
time differentiate while taking (4.2) into account to determine q˙(t):
q˙(t) =
ω˙(t) + ζ(1− ηz(t))λ˙Z(t)
u′′(q(t))ηx(t)
< 0 ⇐⇒ p˙(t) > 0 , (4.5)
and from (4.3)-(4.5) we get:




η˙x(t) < 0 . (4.6)




≥ 0 and d
dt
{ζ(1− ηz(t))x(t)} ≤ 0 , (4.7)
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with the strict inequality within a pre-ceiling period and an equality within
a post-ceiling period. The same qualitative results hold without S.U.E pro-
duction. To sum up:
Proposition P. 2 Dynamics during the unconstrained phases of coal
exploitation
Along an optimal path, during the unconstrained phases:
a. The transformation rate of the extracted coal into useful energy, ηx(t),
increases, the extracted coal input of the transformation industry, x(t),
decreases and the compound of both effects results into a decrease of the
coal useful energy production.
b. When the solar energy must be exploited, its production qy(t) increases
once started but this increase does not balance the decrease of the solar
useful energy production qx(t), hence the consumption of useful energy
q(t) decreases and its price, p(t), increases.
c. When pollution must be abated, the abatement rate, ηz(t), increases
once abatement starts and since the potential emissions, ζx(t), de-
crease, then the flow of pollution released in the atmosphere, ζ(1 −
ηz(t))x(t), decreases.
d. The shadow cost of pollution, λZ, is either nil or either positive and
time increasing.
5 The ceiling regime
As pointed out in the beginning of the above section 4 the problem during the
ceiling regime is that the sign of λ˙Z(t) is not known. Thus the direct method
developed for the unconstrained periods consisting in time differentiating the
f.o.c’s, next proceed to some substitutions to express the command variables
as functions of ω˙ and λ˙Z and last deduce from ω˙ > 0 and λ˙Z > / = 0 the
signs of the time derivatives of these command variables, cannot be used any
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more. However when the abatement option is too costly we can exploit other
structural characteristics of the problem.
In what follows we denote by x¯(ηz) the maximum quantity of coal that the
coal transformation industry may use when the ceiling constraint is binding:




ζ(1− ηz) , x¯
′(ηz) =
αZ¯
ζ(1− ηz)2 > 0 and
x¯(ηz)
x¯′(ηz)
= 1− ηz .
(5.1)
5.1 Phases of the ceiling regime without abatement
Let us assume that the abatement is too costly so that ηz(t) = 0 hence
x(t) = x¯(0) = αZ¯/ζ. Then we may determine ηx and whether the S.U.E
must be used or not.
Would the S.U.E not be used, ηx would be determined as the solution of
(3.6) with qy = 0, that is:
u′ (ηxx¯(0)) = b′(ηx) . (5.2)
Let ηcx denote the solution, then either u′ (ηcxx¯(0)) ≤ c′(0+) and qy = 0 is
optimal or u′ (ηcxx¯(0)) > c′(0+) and it is optimal to exploit the solar option.
In the case u′ (ηcxx¯(0)) ≤ c′(0+), then the optimal U.E production amounts
to qcx = ηcxx¯(0) and from (3.5) with ηz = 0, we obtain:
u′ (ηcxx¯(0)) η
c
x = ω + b(η
c
x) + ζλZ =⇒ λ˙Z = −ω˙/ζ < 0 . (5.3)
In the opposite case both the transformation rate ηx and the S.U.E pro-
duction rate qy are simultaneously determined as the solution of (3.6) and
(3.7):
u′ (ηxx¯(0) + qy) = b′(ηx) and u′ (ηxx¯(0) + qy) = c′(qy) . (5.4)
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ηcx = ω + b(η
c
x) + ζλZ =⇒ λ˙Z = −ω˙/ζ < 0 . (5.5)
The Proposition P.3 sums up the results.
Proposition P. 3 Dynamics of the ceiling regime under uncompet-
itive abatement
Within a phase of the ceiling regime during which it is optimal to not
abate, hence during which the coal input of the coal transformation industry
is constant, x(t) = x¯(0) = αZ¯/ζ:
a. The transformation rate of coal into useful energy, ηx(t), must be kept
constant hence also the production of coal useful energy qx(t).
b. The production of solar useful energy, qy(t) (possibly nil), must also be
kept constant, hence the total production of useful energy, q(t).
c. Although the atmospheric CO2 stock is constant at the ceiling level Z¯,
its shadow marginal cost, λZ(t), decreases.
What remains to determine is the value of the constant sum ω + ζλZ .
But for that we need additional characteristics of the optimal path and must
wait up to the Proposition P.5 in the next Section 6.
5.2 Phases of the ceiling regime with abatement
Now we have to take into account that x¯(ηz) is evolving through time. To
overcome the difficulty we reformulate the problem that the society faces as
a static problem in which only the full marginal cost of coal, ω, is taken as
given, like in the preceding formulation of the Section 3, and next express
the command variables and λZ as functions of ω. Last, since ω˙ > 0 even
when the ceiling constraint is active (c.f. (3.16)) we determine the signs of
the time derivatives of the command variables and λZ during the phase of
the ceiling regime with abatement.
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5.2.1 Alternative formulation of the optimality problem
To determine its U.E consumption the society must simultaneously choose
the C.U.E-S.U.E mix, the transformation rate of coal into U.E and the pro-
portion of potential emissions to abate, under a maximum processed coal
constraint. Let (S.S.P ) be the static social planner problem to solve:22
(S.S.P ) maxx,ηx,ηy ,ηz u(ηxx+ qy)− ωx− b(ηx)x− c(qy)− g(ηz)ζx
s.t. x¯(ηz)− x ≥ 0 , ηz ≥ 0 and qy ≥ 0 .
Let us denote by µx the multiplier associated to the coal constraint and by
Lc the Lagrangian of (S.S.P ):
Lc = u(ηxx+ qy)− ωx− b(ηx)x− c(qy)− g(ηz)ζx+ µx [x¯(ηz)− x]
+γηzηz + γyqy .
The f.o.c’s are:
w.r.t. x : u′(ηxx+ qy)ηx = ω + b(ηx) + ζg(ηz) + µx (5.6)
w.r.t. ηx : u′(ηxx+ qy)x = b′(ηx)x (5.7)
w.r.t. qy : u′(ηxx+ qy) = c′(qy)− γy (5.8)
w.r.t. ηz : g′(ηz)ζx = µxx¯′(ηz)− γηz , (5.9)
together with the standard complementary slackness conditions.
The condition (5.7) relative to ηx is the same than the condition (3.6) in
the initial formulation of the (S.P.) problem for γηx = 0 and the condition
(5.8) relative to qy is the same than (3.7).
The conditions (5.6) and (5.8) are the new formulations of the initial
conditions (3.5) and (3.7) respectively. In (5.6) appears now µx instead of
ζ(1− ηz)λZ and in (5.9), µxx¯′(ηz) is substituted for λZζx in (3.8).
Note that in (5.6)-(5.9), x¯ = x¯(ηz) since the ceiling constraint is active by
assumption, hence µx > 0. The multiplier µx is the current shadow marginal
22Since the ceiling constraint is tight then x > 0 and ηx > 0, and we omit the corre-
sponding non-negativity constraints.
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cost of the ceiling constraint expressed here as a constraint over the maximum
coal input that the C.T.I may process.
5.2.2 Marginal cost of useful energy
a. Arbitrage between efficiency and abatement in the coal sector
Let us assume a fixed S.U.E production qy (possibly qy = 0). Then to
increase its U.E consumption by increasing its C.U.E production, the society
can resort to two policies: An increase of the efficiency rate ηx and/or an
increase of the abatement rate ηz to relax the constraint on the maximum
use of coal combined with an increase of the coal input.
Marginal cost of qx through increases of ηx
An increase dqx > 0 requires an increase dηx = dqx/x¯(ηz) of the trans-
formation rate and since the increase of the unitary transformation cost,
b′(ηx)dη − x, applies to the whole amount of processed coal, we get:
Marginal cost of qx = x¯(ηz)b′(ηx)dηx = b′(ηx)dηx . (5.10)
Marginal cost of qx through increases of ηz
With increases of the abatement rate ηz the marginal cost of qx includes
two components: The cost of extraction, processing and partial pollution
abatement of the additional coal input allowed by the increase of ηz, x¯(ηz)dηz,
and the increase of the cost of the abated pollution, ηzζx¯(ηz), induced by the
increase of the unitary abatement cost, g′(ηz)dηz.
An increase dqx > 0 requires an increase dηz = dqx/ηxx¯′(ηz) of the abate-
ment rate, hence:
- the cost of the additional coal x¯′(ηz)dηz to be transformed into U.E
amounts to:




[ω + b(ηx) + ζg(ηz)] dqx ;
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[ζ(1− ηz)g′(ηz)] dηz .
Summing up the two components, we get:
Marginal cost of qx =
1
ηx
{ω + b(ηx) + ζ [g(ηz) + (1− ηz)g′(ηz)]} dqx .
(5.11)
If it is optimal to abate, both marginal costs must be equalized so that,




{ω∗ + b(η∗x) + ζ [g(η∗z) + (1− η∗z)g′(η∗z)]} . (5.12)
b. Arbitrage between coal and solar energies
The marginal cost of solar energy is equal to c′(qy), hence:
- either the solar energy is too costly, that is:
b′(η∗x) ≤ c′(0+) , (5.13)
- or the solar energy is competitive, that is there exists q∗y such that:
b′(η∗x) = c
′(q∗y) . (5.14)
23Note that η∗z > 0 implies γηz = 0, hence (5.9) reduces to g′ = µx, and u′ = b′ by (5.7),
hence substituting g′ for µx and b′ for u′ in (5.6), we obtain (5.12).
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5.2.3 Dynamics at the ceiling with abatement
Assuming that it is optimal to abate and that the solar sector is competitive
while the ceiling constraint is binding, then (5.6)-(5.9) may be rewritten as:24





ζ(1− ηz) + qy
)
− b′(ηx) = 0 (5.16)
b′(ηx)− c′(qy) = 0 (5.17)
ζ(1− ηz)g′(ηz)− µx = 0 . (5.18)
Differentiating, and after some substitutions detailed in Appendix A.1,


































< 0 . (5.20)
































< 0 . (5.22)
It is easy to check that similar results hold for all the variables, qy ex-
cepted, when only coal is exploited. To conclude, since ω˙ > 0:
24(5.15)-(5.17) are obtained from (5.6)-(5.8) by substituting b′ for u′ (thank to (5.7))
together with x = x¯(ηz) = αZ¯/ζ(1 − ηz) in the arguments of u′. Next (5.18) is obtained
from (5.9) noting that x = x¯(ηz) and x¯(ηz)/x¯′(ηz) = 1− ηz (see (5.1)).
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Proposition P. 4 Dynamics of the ceiling regime under competitive
abatement
Within a phase of the ceiling regime during which it is optimal to abate,
hence during which the coal input of the coal transformation industry amounts
to x(t) = x¯(ηz(t)), ηz(t) > 0:
a. The transformation rate of coal into useful energy, ηx(t), must increase
while the abatement rate, ηz(t), must decrease inducing a decrease of the
quantity of coal processed by the coal transformation industry, x¯(ηz(t)).
On the whole this second effect dominates the first one and the produc-
tion of coal useful energy, qx(t), decreases.
b. When the solar energy sector is competitive, its production rate, qy(t),
must increase, but this increase is smaller than the decrease of the coal
useful energy production, qx(t), so that the consumption of useful en-
ergy, q(t), decreases.
c. Although the atmospheric pollution is constant, Z(t) = Z¯, its shadow
marginal cost, λZ(t), decreases.
6 Optimal paths
Combining the results of the Propositions P.1-P.4 together with the conti-
nuity of ω(t) and λZ(t) we conclude that all the optimal paths along which
abating the potential emissions is required have the following common struc-
ture.25
Proposition P. 5 Structural characteristics of the optimal paths with
abatement
Along any path:
25Under A.1-A.6 both λX(t) and λZ(t) are continuous according to Seierstad and Syd-
sæter (1987, Th 16, p 244), hence also all the paths x(t), qx(t), qy(t), ηz(t) on [0,∞) and
ηx(t) on [0, tX).
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a. If it is optimal to abate during some time interval [ta, t¯a), then the
ceiling constraint must bind during an interval [tZ , t¯Z).
Assuming that the ceiling constraint binds and that it is optimal to abate:
b. It is never optimal to start, next stop and last restart pollution abate-
ment. Abatement must be carried on during a single time interval
[ta, t¯a), ta < t¯a.
c. The ceiling constraint binds during a single time interval [tZ , t¯Z), 0 ≤
tZ < t¯Z.
d. Abatement must be started before the beginning of the ceiling period and
must be closed within the period: 0 ≤ ta < tZ < t¯a < t¯Z.
e. There exists a post-ceiling period [t¯Z , tX), t¯Z < tX (possibly tX = +∞),
during which coal exploitation must go on before the advent of the green
regime of exclusive solar energy consumption.
The proofs are given in Appendix A.2.
The only structural differences amongst the possible optimal paths lie:
- in the time ta at which the abatement begins, either immediately at
time t = 0, or later within the pre-ceiling period [0, tZ), according to
the abatement costs are low or high;
- and in the time ty at which begins the exploitation of the solar energy.
According to its costs be low or high, the solar energy production must
be started either before t¯a, the end of the abatement phase (possibly
ty = 0), or after t¯Z the end of the ceiling regime and then clearly
before tX , but never within the second sub-period at the ceiling, [t¯a, t¯Z),
during which all the command variables are constant, including the
solar energy production, nil or positive.
With the Proposition P.5 we are in position to determine the values of
of ω(t¯Z) and λZ(t¯Z), hence the constant value of ω(t) + ζλZ(t) during the
26
no-abatement phase of the ceiling regime. During this phase of the ceiling
regime, x(t) = x¯(0). Immediately before the end of the preceding phase
also at the ceiling, at time t¯−a , λZ(t¯−a ) = g′(0+) by (3.8). Thus given that
ηx(t) = η
c
x and qy(t) = qcy (possibly qcy = 0), t ∈ [t¯a, t¯Z), determined in the
sub-section 5.1, then by continuity ω(t¯Z) must solve (3.5) with ηz = 0 and










ω(t) + ζλZ(t) = ω(t¯Z) + ζg
′(0+) , t ∈ [t¯a, t¯Z ] . (6.24)
An example of optimal scenario is illustrated in the Figures 4-7, in which
neither the abatement nor the production of solar energy begin immediately,
0 < ta and 0 < ty, but the solar energy production begins before the abate-
ment, hence also before the ceiling regime: 0 < ty < ta < tZ .
The U.E price path is illustrated in Figure 4 together with the shadow
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Figure 4: Optimal Paths of Useful Energy Price and Shadow
Marginal Cost of the Pollution Stock. Case 0 < ty < ta and tX <∞.
27
The U.E price increases till the time tX at which ends the coal exploita-
tion, except for the second sub-period at the ceiling without abatement,
(t¯a, t¯Z), during which it is constant and denoted by pc in the figure. The
shadow marginal cost of pollution increases from an initially positive level,
λZ(0) > 0, up to a peak λZ(tZ) > g′(0+), at the beginning of the ceiling
period and next decreases during the ceiling period down to 0 at the end of
the period.
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q(t)






<latexit sha1_base64="umRZN1V3YG8z5AA1Vgvh8Ims6Jg=">AAAC83icjVHLLgRBFD3a+z1Y2l QMCZtJtw0LEomNJYmZEZpJdamho6e7VVcLJvMXdnZi6wds+QfxB/yFW6UlHhGq092nzr3nVN17gzQKM+26z11Od09vX//A4NDwyOjYeGlispYluRKyKpIoUTsBz2QUxrKqQx3JnVRJ3goiWQ9O1k28fiZVF ibxtr5I5X6LH8VhMxRcE9UoVWZPG+fzemGV+VLzxvmBYH5TcdH2eZQec+YHXLHdTtu/pHBntlEquxXXLvYTeAUoo1ibSekJPg6RQCBHCxIxNOEIHBk9e/DgIiVuH23iFKHQxiU6GCJtTlmSMjixJ/Q9ot1e wca0N56ZVQs6JaJXkZJhjjQJ5SnC5jRm47l1Nuxv3m3rae52Qf+g8GoRq3FM7F+6j8z/6kwtGk0s2xpCqim1jKlOFC657Yq5OftUlSaHlDiDDymuCAur/Ogzs5rM1m56y238xWYa1uxFkZvj1dySBux9H+ dPUFuseG7F21osr60Uox7ANGYwT/Ncwho2sIkqeV/hHg94dHLn2rlxbt9Tna5CM4Uvy7l7AzEDoXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="umRZN1V3YG8z5AA1Vgvh8Ims6Jg=">AAAC83icjVHLLgRBFD3a+z1Y2l QMCZtJtw0LEomNJYmZEZpJdamho6e7VVcLJvMXdnZi6wds+QfxB/yFW6UlHhGq092nzr3nVN17gzQKM+26z11Od09vX//A4NDwyOjYeGlispYluRKyKpIoUTsBz2QUxrKqQx3JnVRJ3goiWQ9O1k28fiZVF ibxtr5I5X6LH8VhMxRcE9UoVWZPG+fzemGV+VLzxvmBYH5TcdH2eZQec+YHXLHdTtu/pHBntlEquxXXLvYTeAUoo1ibSekJPg6RQCBHCxIxNOEIHBk9e/DgIiVuH23iFKHQxiU6GCJtTlmSMjixJ/Q9ot1e wca0N56ZVQs6JaJXkZJhjjQJ5SnC5jRm47l1Nuxv3m3rae52Qf+g8GoRq3FM7F+6j8z/6kwtGk0s2xpCqim1jKlOFC657Yq5OftUlSaHlDiDDymuCAur/Ogzs5rM1m56y238xWYa1uxFkZvj1dySBux9H+ dPUFuseG7F21osr60Uox7ANGYwT/Ncwho2sIkqeV/hHg94dHLn2rlxbt9Tna5CM4Uvy7l7AzEDoXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="umRZN1V3YG8z5AA1Vgvh8Ims6Jg=">AAAC83icjVHLLgRBFD3a+z1Y2l QMCZtJtw0LEomNJYmZEZpJdamho6e7VVcLJvMXdnZi6wds+QfxB/yFW6UlHhGq092nzr3nVN17gzQKM+26z11Od09vX//A4NDwyOjYeGlispYluRKyKpIoUTsBz2QUxrKqQx3JnVRJ3goiWQ9O1k28fiZVF ibxtr5I5X6LH8VhMxRcE9UoVWZPG+fzemGV+VLzxvmBYH5TcdH2eZQec+YHXLHdTtu/pHBntlEquxXXLvYTeAUoo1ibSekJPg6RQCBHCxIxNOEIHBk9e/DgIiVuH23iFKHQxiU6GCJtTlmSMjixJ/Q9ot1e wca0N56ZVQs6JaJXkZJhjjQJ5SnC5jRm47l1Nuxv3m3rae52Qf+g8GoRq3FM7F+6j8z/6kwtGk0s2xpCqim1jKlOFC657Yq5OftUlSaHlDiDDymuCAur/Ogzs5rM1m56y238xWYa1uxFkZvj1dySBux9H+ dPUFuseG7F21osr60Uox7ANGYwT/Ncwho2sIkqeV/hHg94dHLn2rlxbt9Tna5CM4Uvy7l7AzEDoXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="umRZN1V3YG8z5AA1Vgvh8Ims6Jg=">AAAC83icjVHLLgRBFD3a+z1Y2l QMCZtJtw0LEomNJYmZEZpJdamho6e7VVcLJvMXdnZi6wds+QfxB/yFW6UlHhGq092nzr3nVN17gzQKM+26z11Od09vX//A4NDwyOjYeGlispYluRKyKpIoUTsBz2QUxrKqQx3JnVRJ3goiWQ9O1k28fiZVF ibxtr5I5X6LH8VhMxRcE9UoVWZPG+fzemGV+VLzxvmBYH5TcdH2eZQec+YHXLHdTtu/pHBntlEquxXXLvYTeAUoo1ibSekJPg6RQCBHCxIxNOEIHBk9e/DgIiVuH23iFKHQxiU6GCJtTlmSMjixJ/Q9ot1e wca0N56ZVQs6JaJXkZJhjjQJ5SnC5jRm47l1Nuxv3m3rae52Qf+g8GoRq3FM7F+6j8z/6kwtGk0s2xpCqim1jKlOFC657Yq5OftUlSaHlDiDDymuCAur/Ogzs5rM1m56y238xWYa1uxFkZvj1dySBux9H+ dPUFuseG7F21osr60Uox7ANGYwT/Ncwho2sIkqeV/hHg94dHLn2rlxbt9Tna5CM4Uvy7l7AzEDoXU=</latexit>
q(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="v9FTUoPOrkbvauWM0ab5bJ3gssw=">AAACyXicjVHLTsJA FD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2unBB4sbEDSbySJCYdhhwpLSlnRqRuPIH3OqPGf9A/8I7Y0lUYnSatmfOvefM3Hvd0BOxtKzXjDE3v7C4lF3OrayurW/kN7cacZBEjNdZ4AVRy3Vi7g mf16WQHm+FEXeGrseb7uBYxZs3PIpF4J/Lccg7Q6fvi55gjiSqURyV5H7xMl+wypZe5iywU1BAumpB/gUX6CIAQ4IhOHxIwh4cxPS0YcNCSFwHE+IiQkLHOe6RI21CWZwyHGIH 9O3Trp2yPu2VZ6zVjE7x6I1IaWKPNAHlRYTVaaaOJ9pZsb95T7SnutuY/m7qNSRW4orYv3TTzP/qVC0SPRzqGgTVFGpGVcdSl0R3Rd3c/FKVJIeQOIW7FI8IM62c9tnUmljXrnr r6PibzlSs2rM0N8G7uiUN2P45zlnQqJRtq2yfVQrVo3TUWexgFyWa5wGqOEENdfK+xiOe8GycGiPj1rj7TDUyqWYb35bx8AGX8JCt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v9FTUoPOrkbvauWM0ab5bJ3gssw=">AAACyXicjVHLTsJA FD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2unBB4sbEDSbySJCYdhhwpLSlnRqRuPIH3OqPGf9A/8I7Y0lUYnSatmfOvefM3Hvd0BOxtKzXjDE3v7C4lF3OrayurW/kN7cacZBEjNdZ4AVRy3Vi7g mf16WQHm+FEXeGrseb7uBYxZs3PIpF4J/Lccg7Q6fvi55gjiSqURyV5H7xMl+wypZe5iywU1BAumpB/gUX6CIAQ4IhOHxIwh4cxPS0YcNCSFwHE+IiQkLHOe6RI21CWZwyHGIH 9O3Trp2yPu2VZ6zVjE7x6I1IaWKPNAHlRYTVaaaOJ9pZsb95T7SnutuY/m7qNSRW4orYv3TTzP/qVC0SPRzqGgTVFGpGVcdSl0R3Rd3c/FKVJIeQOIW7FI8IM62c9tnUmljXrnr r6PibzlSs2rM0N8G7uiUN2P45zlnQqJRtq2yfVQrVo3TUWexgFyWa5wGqOEENdfK+xiOe8GycGiPj1rj7TDUyqWYb35bx8AGX8JCt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v9FTUoPOrkbvauWM0ab5bJ3gssw=">AAACyXicjVHLTsJA FD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2unBB4sbEDSbySJCYdhhwpLSlnRqRuPIH3OqPGf9A/8I7Y0lUYnSatmfOvefM3Hvd0BOxtKzXjDE3v7C4lF3OrayurW/kN7cacZBEjNdZ4AVRy3Vi7g mf16WQHm+FEXeGrseb7uBYxZs3PIpF4J/Lccg7Q6fvi55gjiSqURyV5H7xMl+wypZe5iywU1BAumpB/gUX6CIAQ4IhOHxIwh4cxPS0YcNCSFwHE+IiQkLHOe6RI21CWZwyHGIH 9O3Trp2yPu2VZ6zVjE7x6I1IaWKPNAHlRYTVaaaOJ9pZsb95T7SnutuY/m7qNSRW4orYv3TTzP/qVC0SPRzqGgTVFGpGVcdSl0R3Rd3c/FKVJIeQOIW7FI8IM62c9tnUmljXrnr r6PibzlSs2rM0N8G7uiUN2P45zlnQqJRtq2yfVQrVo3TUWexgFyWa5wGqOEENdfK+xiOe8GycGiPj1rj7TDUyqWYb35bx8AGX8JCt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v9FTUoPOrkbvauWM0ab5bJ3gssw=">AAACyXicjVHLTsJA FD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2unBB4sbEDSbySJCYdhhwpLSlnRqRuPIH3OqPGf9A/8I7Y0lUYnSatmfOvefM3Hvd0BOxtKzXjDE3v7C4lF3OrayurW/kN7cacZBEjNdZ4AVRy3Vi7g mf16WQHm+FEXeGrseb7uBYxZs3PIpF4J/Lccg7Q6fvi55gjiSqURyV5H7xMl+wypZe5iywU1BAumpB/gUX6CIAQ4IhOHxIwh4cxPS0YcNCSFwHE+IiQkLHOe6RI21CWZwyHGIH 9O3Trp2yPu2VZ6zVjE7x6I1IaWKPNAHlRYTVaaaOJ9pZsb95T7SnutuY/m7qNSRW4orYv3TTzP/qVC0SPRzqGgTVFGpGVcdSl0R3Rd3c/FKVJIeQOIW7FI8IM62c9tnUmljXrnr r6PibzlSs2rM0N8G7uiUN2P45zlnQqJRtq2yfVQrVo3TUWexgFyWa5wGqOEENdfK+xiOe8GycGiPj1rj7TDUyqWYb35bx8AGX8JCt</latexit>
tX
<latexit sha1_base64="d4a1N7pdTHNuvct7ft42yEj0AcQ=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckdaNLlyQuDGuMLFAgoS0w4ATSttMpxpC3PgDbvXLjH+gf+GdsSQqMTpN2zPn3nNm7r1BEopUOc5rwVpYXFpeKa6W1tY3NrfK2zvNNM4k4x6Lw1i2Az/loYi4p4Q KeTuR3B8HIW8FozMdb91ymYo4ulKThHfH/jASA8F8RZRXVb12tVeuODXHLHseuDmoIF+NuPyCa/QRgyHDGBwRFOEQPlJ6OnDhICGuiylxkpAwcY57lEibURanDJ/YEX2HtOvkbER7 7ZkaNaNTQnolKW0ckCamPElYn2abeGacNfub99R46rtN6B/kXmNiFW6I/Us3y/yvTteiMMCJqUFQTYlhdHUsd8lMV/TN7S9VKXJIiNO4T3FJmBnlrM+20aSmdt1b38TfTKZm9Z7luR ne9S1pwO7Pcc6D5lHNdWru5VGlfpqPuog97OOQ5nmMOs7RgEfeAo94wrN1YSXWnTX5TLUKuWYX35b18AFXCZCY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d4a1N7pdTHNuvct7ft42yEj0AcQ=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckdaNLlyQuDGuMLFAgoS0w4ATSttMpxpC3PgDbvXLjH+gf+GdsSQqMTpN2zPn3nNm7r1BEopUOc5rwVpYXFpeKa6W1tY3NrfK2zvNNM4k4x6Lw1i2Az/loYi4p4Q KeTuR3B8HIW8FozMdb91ymYo4ulKThHfH/jASA8F8RZRXVb12tVeuODXHLHseuDmoIF+NuPyCa/QRgyHDGBwRFOEQPlJ6OnDhICGuiylxkpAwcY57lEibURanDJ/YEX2HtOvkbER7 7ZkaNaNTQnolKW0ckCamPElYn2abeGacNfub99R46rtN6B/kXmNiFW6I/Us3y/yvTteiMMCJqUFQTYlhdHUsd8lMV/TN7S9VKXJIiNO4T3FJmBnlrM+20aSmdt1b38TfTKZm9Z7luR ne9S1pwO7Pcc6D5lHNdWru5VGlfpqPuog97OOQ5nmMOs7RgEfeAo94wrN1YSXWnTX5TLUKuWYX35b18AFXCZCY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d4a1N7pdTHNuvct7ft42yEj0AcQ=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckdaNLlyQuDGuMLFAgoS0w4ATSttMpxpC3PgDbvXLjH+gf+GdsSQqMTpN2zPn3nNm7r1BEopUOc5rwVpYXFpeKa6W1tY3NrfK2zvNNM4k4x6Lw1i2Az/loYi4p4Q KeTuR3B8HIW8FozMdb91ymYo4ulKThHfH/jASA8F8RZRXVb12tVeuODXHLHseuDmoIF+NuPyCa/QRgyHDGBwRFOEQPlJ6OnDhICGuiylxkpAwcY57lEibURanDJ/YEX2HtOvkbER7 7ZkaNaNTQnolKW0ckCamPElYn2abeGacNfub99R46rtN6B/kXmNiFW6I/Us3y/yvTteiMMCJqUFQTYlhdHUsd8lMV/TN7S9VKXJIiNO4T3FJmBnlrM+20aSmdt1b38TfTKZm9Z7luR ne9S1pwO7Pcc6D5lHNdWru5VGlfpqPuog97OOQ5nmMOs7RgEfeAo94wrN1YSXWnTX5TLUKuWYX35b18AFXCZCY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d4a1N7pdTHNuvct7ft42yEj0AcQ=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckdaNLlyQuDGuMLFAgoS0w4ATSttMpxpC3PgDbvXLjH+gf+GdsSQqMTpN2zPn3nNm7r1BEopUOc5rwVpYXFpeKa6W1tY3NrfK2zvNNM4k4x6Lw1i2Az/loYi4p4Q KeTuR3B8HIW8FozMdb91ymYo4ulKThHfH/jASA8F8RZRXVb12tVeuODXHLHseuDmoIF+NuPyCa/QRgyHDGBwRFOEQPlJ6OnDhICGuiylxkpAwcY57lEibURanDJ/YEX2HtOvkbER7 7ZkaNaNTQnolKW0ckCamPElYn2abeGacNfub99R46rtN6B/kXmNiFW6I/Us3y/yvTteiMMCJqUFQTYlhdHUsd8lMV/TN7S9VKXJIiNO4T3FJmBnlrM+20aSmdt1b38TfTKZm9Z7luR ne9S1pwO7Pcc6D5lHNdWru5VGlfpqPuog97OOQ5nmMOs7RgEfeAo94wrN1YSXWnTX5TLUKuWYX35b18AFXCZCY</latexit>
qc
<latexit sha1_base64="LDpBTP+pYv ClAlKWJq+1B6R+PkU=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLlyQuD GuMLFAgmjaYcAJfdlONYS48Qfc6pcZ/0D/wjtjSVRidJq2Z86958zce73YF6m0 rNeCMTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1pplCWMOyzyo6TjuSn3RcgdKaTPO3HC3cDzed sbHat4+5YnqYjCczmOeS9wh6EYCOZKopzqzSWrXpUrVs3Sy5wFdg4qyFczKr/g An1EYMgQgCOEJOzDRUpPFzYsxMT1MCEuISR0nOMeJdJmlMUpwyV2RN8h7bo5G9 JeeaZazegUn96ElCb2SBNRXkJYnWbqeKadFfub90R7qruN6e/lXgGxEtfE/qWb Zv5Xp2qRGOBQ1yCoplgzqjqWu2S6K+rm5peqJDnExCncp3hCmGnltM+m1qS6dt VbV8ffdKZi1Z7luRne1S1pwPbPcc6CVr1mWzX7rF5pHOWjLmIHu9ineR6ggRM0 4ZC3wCOe8GycGrFxZ4w/U41CrtnGt2U8fABnqZCf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LDpBTP+pYv ClAlKWJq+1B6R+PkU=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLlyQuD GuMLFAgmjaYcAJfdlONYS48Qfc6pcZ/0D/wjtjSVRidJq2Z86958zce73YF6m0 rNeCMTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1pplCWMOyzyo6TjuSn3RcgdKaTPO3HC3cDzed sbHat4+5YnqYjCczmOeS9wh6EYCOZKopzqzSWrXpUrVs3Sy5wFdg4qyFczKr/g An1EYMgQgCOEJOzDRUpPFzYsxMT1MCEuISR0nOMeJdJmlMUpwyV2RN8h7bo5G9 JeeaZazegUn96ElCb2SBNRXkJYnWbqeKadFfub90R7qruN6e/lXgGxEtfE/qWb Zv5Xp2qRGOBQ1yCoplgzqjqWu2S6K+rm5peqJDnExCncp3hCmGnltM+m1qS6dt VbV8ffdKZi1Z7luRne1S1pwPbPcc6CVr1mWzX7rF5pHOWjLmIHu9ineR6ggRM0 4ZC3wCOe8GycGrFxZ4w/U41CrtnGt2U8fABnqZCf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LDpBTP+pYv ClAlKWJq+1B6R+PkU=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLlyQuD GuMLFAgmjaYcAJfdlONYS48Qfc6pcZ/0D/wjtjSVRidJq2Z86958zce73YF6m0 rNeCMTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1pplCWMOyzyo6TjuSn3RcgdKaTPO3HC3cDzed sbHat4+5YnqYjCczmOeS9wh6EYCOZKopzqzSWrXpUrVs3Sy5wFdg4qyFczKr/g An1EYMgQgCOEJOzDRUpPFzYsxMT1MCEuISR0nOMeJdJmlMUpwyV2RN8h7bo5G9 JeeaZazegUn96ElCb2SBNRXkJYnWbqeKadFfub90R7qruN6e/lXgGxEtfE/qWb Zv5Xp2qRGOBQ1yCoplgzqjqWu2S6K+rm5peqJDnExCncp3hCmGnltM+m1qS6dt VbV8ffdKZi1Z7luRne1S1pwPbPcc6CVr1mWzX7rF5pHOWjLmIHu9ineR6ggRM0 4ZC3wCOe8GycGrFxZ4w/U41CrtnGt2U8fABnqZCf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LDpBTP+pYv ClAlKWJq+1B6R+PkU=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLlyQuD GuMLFAgmjaYcAJfdlONYS48Qfc6pcZ/0D/wjtjSVRidJq2Z86958zce73YF6m0 rNeCMTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1pplCWMOyzyo6TjuSn3RcgdKaTPO3HC3cDzed sbHat4+5YnqYjCczmOeS9wh6EYCOZKopzqzSWrXpUrVs3Sy5wFdg4qyFczKr/g An1EYMgQgCOEJOzDRUpPFzYsxMT1MCEuISR0nOMeJdJmlMUpwyV2RN8h7bo5G9 JeeaZazegUn96ElCb2SBNRXkJYnWbqeKadFfub90R7qruN6e/lXgGxEtfE/qWb Zv5Xp2qRGOBQ1yCoplgzqjqWu2S6K+rm5peqJDnExCncp3hCmGnltM+m1qS6dt VbV8ffdKZi1Z7luRne1S1pwPbPcc6CVr1mWzX7rF5pHOWjLmIHu9ineR6ggRM0 4ZC3wCOe8GycGrFxZ4w/U41CrtnGt2U8fABnqZCf</latexit>
With
abatement
<latexit sha1_base64="HdcC+OIXtxfG2ewy5gL7Ki xR+1c=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfUZdugkVwVZJudOGi4MZlBfuAWsoknbZD8yKZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L /wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxr5IpW2/FoyV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fP3D9oplGWeLzhRX6UtF2Wcl+EvCGF9Hk7TjgLX J+33PGlircmPElFFN7Iacy7ARuGYiA8JonqmWZLyJFVKjGXSR7wUPbMsl2x9bKWgZODMvJVj8wX3KKPCB4yBOAI IQn7YEjp6cCBjZi4LmbEJYSEjnPMUSJtRlmcMhixY/oOadfJ2ZD2yjPVao9O8elNSGnhhDQR5SWE1WmWjmfaWb G/ec+0p7rblP5u7hUQKzEi9i/dIvO/OlWLxADnugZBNcWaUdV5uUumu6Jubn2pSpJDTJzCfYonhD2tXPTZ0ppU1 656y3T8TWcqVu29PDfDu7olDdj5Oc5l0KxWHLviXFfLtYt81EUc4RinNM8z1HCFOhrkPcEjnvBstIy5cWfcf6Ya hVxziG/LePgAToWVRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdcC+OIXtxfG2ewy5gL7Ki xR+1c=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfUZdugkVwVZJudOGi4MZlBfuAWsoknbZD8yKZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L /wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxr5IpW2/FoyV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fP3D9oplGWeLzhRX6UtF2Wcl+EvCGF9Hk7TjgLX J+33PGlircmPElFFN7Iacy7ARuGYiA8JonqmWZLyJFVKjGXSR7wUPbMsl2x9bKWgZODMvJVj8wX3KKPCB4yBOAI IQn7YEjp6cCBjZi4LmbEJYSEjnPMUSJtRlmcMhixY/oOadfJ2ZD2yjPVao9O8elNSGnhhDQR5SWE1WmWjmfaWb G/ec+0p7rblP5u7hUQKzEi9i/dIvO/OlWLxADnugZBNcWaUdV5uUumu6Jubn2pSpJDTJzCfYonhD2tXPTZ0ppU1 656y3T8TWcqVu29PDfDu7olDdj5Oc5l0KxWHLviXFfLtYt81EUc4RinNM8z1HCFOhrkPcEjnvBstIy5cWfcf6Ya hVxziG/LePgAToWVRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdcC+OIXtxfG2ewy5gL7Ki xR+1c=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfUZdugkVwVZJudOGi4MZlBfuAWsoknbZD8yKZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L /wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxr5IpW2/FoyV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fP3D9oplGWeLzhRX6UtF2Wcl+EvCGF9Hk7TjgLX J+33PGlircmPElFFN7Iacy7ARuGYiA8JonqmWZLyJFVKjGXSR7wUPbMsl2x9bKWgZODMvJVj8wX3KKPCB4yBOAI IQn7YEjp6cCBjZi4LmbEJYSEjnPMUSJtRlmcMhixY/oOadfJ2ZD2yjPVao9O8elNSGnhhDQR5SWE1WmWjmfaWb G/ec+0p7rblP5u7hUQKzEi9i/dIvO/OlWLxADnugZBNcWaUdV5uUumu6Jubn2pSpJDTJzCfYonhD2tXPTZ0ppU1 656y3T8TWcqVu29PDfDu7olDdj5Oc5l0KxWHLviXFfLtYt81EUc4RinNM8z1HCFOhrkPcEjnvBstIy5cWfcf6Ya hVxziG/LePgAToWVRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HdcC+OIXtxfG2ewy5gL7Ki xR+1c=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfUZdugkVwVZJudOGi4MZlBfuAWsoknbZD8yKZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L /wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxr5IpW2/FoyV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fP3D9oplGWeLzhRX6UtF2Wcl+EvCGF9Hk7TjgLX J+33PGlircmPElFFN7Iacy7ARuGYiA8JonqmWZLyJFVKjGXSR7wUPbMsl2x9bKWgZODMvJVj8wX3KKPCB4yBOAI IQn7YEjp6cCBjZi4LmbEJYSEjnPMUSJtRlmcMhixY/oOadfJ2ZD2yjPVao9O8elNSGnhhDQR5SWE1WmWjmfaWb G/ec+0p7rblP5u7hUQKzEi9i/dIvO/OlWLxADnugZBNcWaUdV5uUumu6Jubn2pSpJDTJzCfYonhD2tXPTZ0ppU1 656y3T8TWcqVu29PDfDu7olDdj5Oc5l0KxWHLviXFfLtYt81EUc4RinNM8z1HCFOhrkPcEjnvBstIy5cWfcf6Ya hVxziG/LePgAToWVRQ==</latexit>
Without
abatement
<latexit sha1_base64="kmw68zMepxBjRQ6pYvhZ7BjcLaM=">AAAC2HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nrxpf1S7dBIvgqiRudOGi4M ZlBfvAWsoknbZD8yKZCKUI7sStP+BWv0j8A/0L74wpqEV0QpIz595zZu69buyLVNr2a8FYWFxaXimummvrG5tbpe2dZhpliccbXuRHSdtlKfdFyBtSSJ+344SzwPV5yx2fqnjrmiepiMILOYl5N2DDUAyExyRRvVK5JeQoyqRlmsxlkgc8lL1Sxa7ael nzwMlBBfmqR6UXXKGPCB4yBOAIIQn7YEjp6cCBjZi4LqbEJYSEjnPcwCRtRlmcMhixY/oOadfJ2ZD2yjPVao9O8elNSGlhnzQR5SWE1WmWjmfaWbG/eU+1p7rbhP5u7hUQKzEi9i/dLPO/OlWLxADHugZBNcWaUdV5uUumu6Jubn2pSpJDTJzCfYonh D2tnPXZ0ppU1656y3T8TWcqVu29PDfDu7olDdj5Oc550DysOnbVOT+s1E7yURexiz0c0DyPUMMZ6miQ9wSPeMKzcWncGnfG/WeqUcg1ZXxbxsMHCAWWuw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kmw68zMepxBjRQ6pYvhZ7BjcLaM=">AAAC2HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nrxpf1S7dBIvgqiRudOGi4M ZlBfvAWsoknbZD8yKZCKUI7sStP+BWv0j8A/0L74wpqEV0QpIz595zZu69buyLVNr2a8FYWFxaXimummvrG5tbpe2dZhpliccbXuRHSdtlKfdFyBtSSJ+344SzwPV5yx2fqnjrmiepiMILOYl5N2DDUAyExyRRvVK5JeQoyqRlmsxlkgc8lL1Sxa7ael nzwMlBBfmqR6UXXKGPCB4yBOAIIQn7YEjp6cCBjZi4LqbEJYSEjnPcwCRtRlmcMhixY/oOadfJ2ZD2yjPVao9O8elNSGlhnzQR5SWE1WmWjmfaWbG/eU+1p7rbhP5u7hUQKzEi9i/dLPO/OlWLxADHugZBNcWaUdV5uUumu6Jubn2pSpJDTJzCfYonh D2tnPXZ0ppU1656y3T8TWcqVu29PDfDu7olDdj5Oc550DysOnbVOT+s1E7yURexiz0c0DyPUMMZ6miQ9wSPeMKzcWncGnfG/WeqUcg1ZXxbxsMHCAWWuw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kmw68zMepxBjRQ6pYvhZ7BjcLaM=">AAAC2HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nrxpf1S7dBIvgqiRudOGi4M ZlBfvAWsoknbZD8yKZCKUI7sStP+BWv0j8A/0L74wpqEV0QpIz595zZu69buyLVNr2a8FYWFxaXimummvrG5tbpe2dZhpliccbXuRHSdtlKfdFyBtSSJ+344SzwPV5yx2fqnjrmiepiMILOYl5N2DDUAyExyRRvVK5JeQoyqRlmsxlkgc8lL1Sxa7ael nzwMlBBfmqR6UXXKGPCB4yBOAIIQn7YEjp6cCBjZi4LqbEJYSEjnPcwCRtRlmcMhixY/oOadfJ2ZD2yjPVao9O8elNSGlhnzQR5SWE1WmWjmfaWbG/eU+1p7rbhP5u7hUQKzEi9i/dLPO/OlWLxADHugZBNcWaUdV5uUumu6Jubn2pSpJDTJzCfYonh D2tnPXZ0ppU1656y3T8TWcqVu29PDfDu7olDdj5Oc550DysOnbVOT+s1E7yURexiz0c0DyPUMMZ6miQ9wSPeMKzcWncGnfG/WeqUcg1ZXxbxsMHCAWWuw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kmw68zMepxBjRQ6pYvhZ7BjcLaM=">AAAC2HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nrxpf1S7dBIvgqiRudOGi4M ZlBfvAWsoknbZD8yKZCKUI7sStP+BWv0j8A/0L74wpqEV0QpIz595zZu69buyLVNr2a8FYWFxaXimummvrG5tbpe2dZhpliccbXuRHSdtlKfdFyBtSSJ+344SzwPV5yx2fqnjrmiepiMILOYl5N2DDUAyExyRRvVK5JeQoyqRlmsxlkgc8lL1Sxa7ael nzwMlBBfmqR6UXXKGPCB4yBOAIIQn7YEjp6cCBjZi4LqbEJYSEjnPcwCRtRlmcMhixY/oOadfJ2ZD2yjPVao9O8elNSGlhnzQR5SWE1WmWjmfaWbG/eU+1p7rbhP5u7hUQKzEi9i/dLPO/OlWLxADHugZBNcWaUdV5uUumu6Jubn2pSpJDTJzCfYonh D2tnPXZ0ppU1656y3T8TWcqVu29PDfDu7olDdj5Oc550DysOnbVOT+s1E7yURexiz0c0DyPUMMZ6miQ9wSPeMKzcWncGnfG/WeqUcg1ZXxbxsMHCAWWuw==</latexit>
With coal
U.E production
<latexit sha1_base64="P98CH/8IflengrGW5wu2MG1Spic=">AAAC33icjVHLSsNAFD3 Gd31V3ekmWARXJRFBl4IILivYVqhFJtOxHUwzYTIRShHcuRO3/oBb/RvxD/QvvDNG8IHohCRnzr3nzNx7ozSWmQmC5xFvdGx8YnJqujQzOze/UF5camQq11zUuYqVPo5YJmKZiLqRJhb HqRasH8WiGZ3v2XjzQuhMquTIDFLR7rNuIs8kZ4ao0/JKU5qezxWL/VKpXt33U606OX8PVoJq4Jb/E4QFqKBYNVV+wgk6UODI0YdAAkM4BkNGTwshAqTEtTEkThOSLi5wiRJpc8oSlMGI Padvl3atgk1obz0zp+Z0SkyvJqWPddIoytOE7Wm+i+fO2bK/eQ+dp73bgP5R4dUn1qBH7F+6j8z/6mwtBmfYcTVIqil1jK2OFy6564q9uf+pKkMOKXEWdyiuCXOn/Oiz7zSZq932lrn4i 8u0rN3zIjfHq70lDTj8Ps6foLFZDYNqeLhZ2d0qRj2FVaxhg+a5jV0coIY6eV/hHg949Jh37d14t++p3kihWcaX5d29AbsjmN4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P98CH/8IflengrGW5wu2MG1Spic=">AAAC33icjVHLSsNAFD3 Gd31V3ekmWARXJRFBl4IILivYVqhFJtOxHUwzYTIRShHcuRO3/oBb/RvxD/QvvDNG8IHohCRnzr3nzNx7ozSWmQmC5xFvdGx8YnJqujQzOze/UF5camQq11zUuYqVPo5YJmKZiLqRJhb HqRasH8WiGZ3v2XjzQuhMquTIDFLR7rNuIs8kZ4ao0/JKU5qezxWL/VKpXt33U606OX8PVoJq4Jb/E4QFqKBYNVV+wgk6UODI0YdAAkM4BkNGTwshAqTEtTEkThOSLi5wiRJpc8oSlMGI Padvl3atgk1obz0zp+Z0SkyvJqWPddIoytOE7Wm+i+fO2bK/eQ+dp73bgP5R4dUn1qBH7F+6j8z/6mwtBmfYcTVIqil1jK2OFy6564q9uf+pKkMOKXEWdyiuCXOn/Oiz7zSZq932lrn4i 8u0rN3zIjfHq70lDTj8Ps6foLFZDYNqeLhZ2d0qRj2FVaxhg+a5jV0coIY6eV/hHg949Jh37d14t++p3kihWcaX5d29AbsjmN4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P98CH/8IflengrGW5wu2MG1Spic=">AAAC33icjVHLSsNAFD3 Gd31V3ekmWARXJRFBl4IILivYVqhFJtOxHUwzYTIRShHcuRO3/oBb/RvxD/QvvDNG8IHohCRnzr3nzNx7ozSWmQmC5xFvdGx8YnJqujQzOze/UF5camQq11zUuYqVPo5YJmKZiLqRJhb HqRasH8WiGZ3v2XjzQuhMquTIDFLR7rNuIs8kZ4ao0/JKU5qezxWL/VKpXt33U606OX8PVoJq4Jb/E4QFqKBYNVV+wgk6UODI0YdAAkM4BkNGTwshAqTEtTEkThOSLi5wiRJpc8oSlMGI Padvl3atgk1obz0zp+Z0SkyvJqWPddIoytOE7Wm+i+fO2bK/eQ+dp73bgP5R4dUn1qBH7F+6j8z/6mwtBmfYcTVIqil1jK2OFy6564q9uf+pKkMOKXEWdyiuCXOn/Oiz7zSZq932lrn4i 8u0rN3zIjfHq70lDTj8Ps6foLFZDYNqeLhZ2d0qRj2FVaxhg+a5jV0coIY6eV/hHg949Jh37d14t++p3kihWcaX5d29AbsjmN4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P98CH/8IflengrGW5wu2MG1Spic=">AAAC33icjVHLSsNAFD3 Gd31V3ekmWARXJRFBl4IILivYVqhFJtOxHUwzYTIRShHcuRO3/oBb/RvxD/QvvDNG8IHohCRnzr3nzNx7ozSWmQmC5xFvdGx8YnJqujQzOze/UF5camQq11zUuYqVPo5YJmKZiLqRJhb HqRasH8WiGZ3v2XjzQuhMquTIDFLR7rNuIs8kZ4ao0/JKU5qezxWL/VKpXt33U606OX8PVoJq4Jb/E4QFqKBYNVV+wgk6UODI0YdAAkM4BkNGTwshAqTEtTEkThOSLi5wiRJpc8oSlMGI Padvl3atgk1obz0zp+Z0SkyvJqWPddIoytOE7Wm+i+fO2bK/eQ+dp73bgP5R4dUn1qBH7F+6j8z/6mwtBmfYcTVIqil1jK2OFy6564q9uf+pKkMOKXEWdyiuCXOn/Oiz7zSZq932lrn4i 8u0rN3zIjfHq70lDTj8Ps6foLFZDYNqeLhZ2d0qRj2FVaxhg+a5jV0coIY6eV/hHg949Jh37d14t++p3kihWcaX5d29AbsjmN4=</latexit>
Green
regime
<latexit sha1_base64="2wLrFhChFbnOADvn6RnmpduLfXQ=">AAAC0HicjVHLSsNA FD2NrxpfVZdugkVwVZIi6LLgQpdV7ANqkSSd1qF5OZmIpYi49Qfc6leJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy910sCnkrbfi0YM7Nz8wvFRXNpeWV1rbS+0UzjTPis4cdBLNqem7KAR6 whuQxYOxHMDb2AtbzhoYq3rplIeRydyVHCuqE7iHif+64kqnskGItMU7ABD9lFqWxXbL2saeDkoIx81ePSC87RQwwfGUIwRJCEA7hI6enAgY2EuC7GxAlCXMcZbmGSNqMsRhkus UP6DmjXydmI9soz1WqfTgnoFaS0sEOamPIEYXWapeOZdlbsb95j7anuNqK/l3uFxEpcEvuXbpL5X52qRaKPA10Dp5oSzajq/Nwl011RN7e+VCXJISFO4R7FBWFfKyd9trQm1bW r3ro6/qYzFav2fp6b4V3dkgbs/BznNGhWK45dcU6q5dpePuoitrCNXZrnPmo4Rh0N8r7CI57wbJwaN8adcf+ZahRyzSa+LePhA9Sck+s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2wLrFhChFbnOADvn6RnmpduLfXQ=">AAAC0HicjVHLSsNA FD2NrxpfVZdugkVwVZIi6LLgQpdV7ANqkSSd1qF5OZmIpYi49Qfc6leJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy910sCnkrbfi0YM7Nz8wvFRXNpeWV1rbS+0UzjTPis4cdBLNqem7KAR6 whuQxYOxHMDb2AtbzhoYq3rplIeRydyVHCuqE7iHif+64kqnskGItMU7ABD9lFqWxXbL2saeDkoIx81ePSC87RQwwfGUIwRJCEA7hI6enAgY2EuC7GxAlCXMcZbmGSNqMsRhkus UP6DmjXydmI9soz1WqfTgnoFaS0sEOamPIEYXWapeOZdlbsb95j7anuNqK/l3uFxEpcEvuXbpL5X52qRaKPA10Dp5oSzajq/Nwl011RN7e+VCXJISFO4R7FBWFfKyd9trQm1bW r3ro6/qYzFav2fp6b4V3dkgbs/BznNGhWK45dcU6q5dpePuoitrCNXZrnPmo4Rh0N8r7CI57wbJwaN8adcf+ZahRyzSa+LePhA9Sck+s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2wLrFhChFbnOADvn6RnmpduLfXQ=">AAAC0HicjVHLSsNA FD2NrxpfVZdugkVwVZIi6LLgQpdV7ANqkSSd1qF5OZmIpYi49Qfc6leJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy910sCnkrbfi0YM7Nz8wvFRXNpeWV1rbS+0UzjTPis4cdBLNqem7KAR6 whuQxYOxHMDb2AtbzhoYq3rplIeRydyVHCuqE7iHif+64kqnskGItMU7ABD9lFqWxXbL2saeDkoIx81ePSC87RQwwfGUIwRJCEA7hI6enAgY2EuC7GxAlCXMcZbmGSNqMsRhkus UP6DmjXydmI9soz1WqfTgnoFaS0sEOamPIEYXWapeOZdlbsb95j7anuNqK/l3uFxEpcEvuXbpL5X52qRaKPA10Dp5oSzajq/Nwl011RN7e+VCXJISFO4R7FBWFfKyd9trQm1bW r3ro6/qYzFav2fp6b4V3dkgbs/BznNGhWK45dcU6q5dpePuoitrCNXZrnPmo4Rh0N8r7CI57wbJwaN8adcf+ZahRyzSa+LePhA9Sck+s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2wLrFhChFbnOADvn6RnmpduLfXQ=">AAAC0HicjVHLSsNA FD2NrxpfVZdugkVwVZIi6LLgQpdV7ANqkSSd1qF5OZmIpYi49Qfc6leJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy910sCnkrbfi0YM7Nz8wvFRXNpeWV1rbS+0UzjTPis4cdBLNqem7KAR6 whuQxYOxHMDb2AtbzhoYq3rplIeRydyVHCuqE7iHif+64kqnskGItMU7ABD9lFqWxXbL2saeDkoIx81ePSC87RQwwfGUIwRJCEA7hI6enAgY2EuC7GxAlCXMcZbmGSNqMsRhkus UP6DmjXydmI9soz1WqfTgnoFaS0sEOamPIEYXWapeOZdlbsb95j7anuNqK/l3uFxEpcEvuXbpL5X52qRaKPA10Dp5oSzajq/Nwl011RN7e+VCXJISFO4R7FBWFfKyd9trQm1bW r3ro6/qYzFav2fp6b4V3dkgbs/BznNGhWK45dcU6q5dpePuoitrCNXZrnPmo4Rh0N8r7CI57wbJwaN8adcf+ZahRyzSa+LePhA9Sck+s=</latexit>
q(t) = q˜y
<latexit sha1_base64="eKTxuvz0BjHt/Vkxv4+MDyB+xgM=">AA AC2HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf1S7dBFuhbkpSBN0IBTcuK9gHtqUk6bQOTZM0mQilCO7ErT/gVr9I/AP9C++MKahFdEKSM+fec2buvXbg8kgYxm tKW1hcWl5Jr2bW1jc2t7LbO/XIj0OH1Rzf9cOmbUXM5R6rCS5c1gxCZo1slzXs4amMN65ZGHHfuxCTgHVG1sDjfe5YgqhuNlcYF8WBfqK3BX d7TB93J4VuNm+UDLX0eWAmII9kVf3sC9rowYeDGCMweBCEXViI6GnBhIGAuA6mxIWEuIoz3CBD2piyGGVYxA7pO6BdK2E92kvPSKkdOsWlN ySljn3S+JQXEpan6SoeK2fJ/uY9VZ7ybhP624nXiFiBK2L/0s0y/6uTtQj0caxq4FRToBhZnZO4xKor8ub6l6oEOQTESdyjeEjYUcpZn3Wli VTtsreWir+pTMnKvZPkxniXt6QBmz/HOQ/q5ZJplMzzcr5ymIw6jV3soUjzPEIFZ6iiRt4TPOIJz9qldqvdafefqVoq0eTwbWkPH4kvlaw=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eKTxuvz0BjHt/Vkxv4+MDyB+xgM=">AA AC2HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf1S7dBFuhbkpSBN0IBTcuK9gHtqUk6bQOTZM0mQilCO7ErT/gVr9I/AP9C++MKahFdEKSM+fec2buvXbg8kgYxm tKW1hcWl5Jr2bW1jc2t7LbO/XIj0OH1Rzf9cOmbUXM5R6rCS5c1gxCZo1slzXs4amMN65ZGHHfuxCTgHVG1sDjfe5YgqhuNlcYF8WBfqK3BX d7TB93J4VuNm+UDLX0eWAmII9kVf3sC9rowYeDGCMweBCEXViI6GnBhIGAuA6mxIWEuIoz3CBD2piyGGVYxA7pO6BdK2E92kvPSKkdOsWlN ySljn3S+JQXEpan6SoeK2fJ/uY9VZ7ybhP624nXiFiBK2L/0s0y/6uTtQj0caxq4FRToBhZnZO4xKor8ub6l6oEOQTESdyjeEjYUcpZn3Wli VTtsreWir+pTMnKvZPkxniXt6QBmz/HOQ/q5ZJplMzzcr5ymIw6jV3soUjzPEIFZ6iiRt4TPOIJz9qldqvdafefqVoq0eTwbWkPH4kvlaw=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eKTxuvz0BjHt/Vkxv4+MDyB+xgM=">AA AC2HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf1S7dBFuhbkpSBN0IBTcuK9gHtqUk6bQOTZM0mQilCO7ErT/gVr9I/AP9C++MKahFdEKSM+fec2buvXbg8kgYxm tKW1hcWl5Jr2bW1jc2t7LbO/XIj0OH1Rzf9cOmbUXM5R6rCS5c1gxCZo1slzXs4amMN65ZGHHfuxCTgHVG1sDjfe5YgqhuNlcYF8WBfqK3BX d7TB93J4VuNm+UDLX0eWAmII9kVf3sC9rowYeDGCMweBCEXViI6GnBhIGAuA6mxIWEuIoz3CBD2piyGGVYxA7pO6BdK2E92kvPSKkdOsWlN ySljn3S+JQXEpan6SoeK2fJ/uY9VZ7ybhP624nXiFiBK2L/0s0y/6uTtQj0caxq4FRToBhZnZO4xKor8ub6l6oEOQTESdyjeEjYUcpZn3Wli VTtsreWir+pTMnKvZPkxniXt6QBmz/HOQ/q5ZJplMzzcr5ymIw6jV3soUjzPEIFZ6iiRt4TPOIJz9qldqvdafefqVoq0eTwbWkPH4kvlaw=< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eKTxuvz0BjHt/Vkxv4+MDyB+xgM=">AA AC2HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf1S7dBFuhbkpSBN0IBTcuK9gHtqUk6bQOTZM0mQilCO7ErT/gVr9I/AP9C++MKahFdEKSM+fec2buvXbg8kgYxm tKW1hcWl5Jr2bW1jc2t7LbO/XIj0OH1Rzf9cOmbUXM5R6rCS5c1gxCZo1slzXs4amMN65ZGHHfuxCTgHVG1sDjfe5YgqhuNlcYF8WBfqK3BX d7TB93J4VuNm+UDLX0eWAmII9kVf3sC9rowYeDGCMweBCEXViI6GnBhIGAuA6mxIWEuIoz3CBD2piyGGVYxA7pO6BdK2E92kvPSKkdOsWlN ySljn3S+JQXEpan6SoeK2fJ/uY9VZ7ybhP624nXiFiBK2L/0s0y/6uTtQj0caxq4FRToBhZnZO4xKor8ub6l6oEOQTESdyjeEjYUcpZn3Wli VTtsreWir+pTMnKvZPkxniXt6QBmz/HOQ/q5ZJplMzzcr5ymIw6jV3soUjzPEIFZ6iiRt4TPOIJz9qldqvdafefqVoq0eTwbWkPH4kvlaw=< /latexit>
Figure 5: Useful Energy Production Rates. Case 0 < ty < ta and
tX <∞.
Except for the second sub-period at the ceiling, up to the time tX , the
beginning of the green energy regime, the production of coal U.E declines.
The consumption of the coal input by the C.T.I decreases because its price
increases and compensating improvements of the transformation rate ηx are
not sufficient to balance the input cutting down because higher transforma-
tion rates are also more costly. Once started the production of solar U.E
increases, except during the no-abatement episode at the ceiling, but not
sufficiently to wholly compensate for the coal U.E production fall, hence the
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U.E consumption decreases down to q˜ in the green regime.
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Abatement period
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Figure 6: Potential Emissions, Released Emissions and Abatement
Flows.
The path of potential emissions, ζx(t), mimics the path of the coal input
use, that is decreases up to time tX except within the no abatement interlude
at the ceiling during which it is constant. The released flow, (1−ηz(t))ζx(t),
is also decreasing except during the whole ceiling regime period. Before the
beginning of the abatement phase the released flow is equal to the potential
flow which is decreasing. With abatement before the ceiling regime, the po-
tential flow decreases whereas the abatement rate increases, thus the decrease
of the released emissions accelerates. Next during the first ceiling sub-period
with abatement, the potential flow decreases but the abatement rate also de-
creases. The result is that the released flow is constant and exactly balances
the self-dilution flow αZ¯. Within the second sub-period at the ceiling with-
out abatement, the released flow is again equal to the potential flow itself
equal to the self-dilution flow.
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Before the ceiling period, the released flow is larger than αZ¯. If not, since
Z0 < Z¯, and the potential flow is time decreasing, the ceiling constraint could
never bind. After the ceiling period the emission flow is lower than αZ¯ and
without abatement, so that Z(t) never comes back to the critical level Z¯.
Although the total emissions decrease, the emissions per unit of useful
energy follow a non-monotonic path as illustrated in Figure 7.
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Released pollution
per unit of coal U.E
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Figure 7: Released Emissions.
(1): per unit of coal useful energy
(2): per unit of useful energy
In the Figure 7 the path of emissions per unit of C.U.E is the top one.
During the initial phase without abatement, [0, ta), the ratio "released pollu-
tion/ C.U.E production" amounts to ζ/ηx(t) and since ηx(t) increases then
the emission content of coal U.E decreases.
Within the second phase with abatement and before the ceiling regime,









= −ζ [ηx(t)η˙z(t) + (1− ηz(t))η˙x(t)]
ηx(t)2
< 0 ,
so that the decrease of the released pollution per unit of C.U.E accelerates.
But within the next phase, the sub-period at the ceiling with abatement,
(tZ , t¯a), the released flow is constant, equal to αZ¯, while qx(t) decreases
resulting in an increasing unitary pollution level. The following phase (t¯a, t¯Z)
is characterized by a constant production qx(t) = qcx and a constant pollution
flow αZ¯, hence a constant unitary pollution content of the coal U.E. During
the post-ceiling period of coal exploitation, (t¯Z , tX), the ratio is again equal
to ζ/ηx(t), hence is decreasing down to some positive level.
The profile of the path of released pollution per unit of U.E (C.U.E +
S.U.E) is the same because q˙(t) and q˙x(t) have the same signs during the
different phases of the scenario. It is lower once the solar sector is active and
the discrepancy increases through time since the proportion of S.U.E in the
energy mix increases, except during the second sub-period at the ceiling, and
falls down to 0 at tX .
We may conclude from the non-monotonicity of the optimal polluting
content of C.U.E and U.E paths that mandates prescribing a decreasing
(possibly by step) unitary released pollution content of the useful energy
production are not a first best policy in the present model.
On the whole what could maybe seem surprising is that, as the time
is nearer the advent of the ceiling constrained regime, the abatement effort
must grow but, once the constraint binds, the effort must be progressively
relaxed down to 0 before the end of the ceiling regime. Hence the dominant
logic seems to be a sequentially dominant prospective one: As far as the
ceiling constraint is not yet hurting, the urgent problem is to prepare a not
too difficult constrained episode and, once constrained, the problem is also
to prepare the following unconstrained episode during which abatement is no
more useful, while maintaining a not too low U.E consumption.
These locally dominant effects translate to the global arbitrage scheme in
which the society is embedded. As time goes on, the increasing full marginal
cost of the non-renewable resource (extraction + mining rent) becomes the
globally dominant effect and progressively the acuteness of the ceiling prob-
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lem vanishes. However what remains surprising is that, during the second
phase of the ceiling regime the extraction rate of the non-renewable resource
together with its conversion rate must be kept constant, and also the pro-
duction of renewable energy, so that the energy mix must also be kept un-
modified.
7 Limited storage capacity of the captured pol-
lution
A well known limit of the abatement option is the disposability of favourable
sequestration sites, a highly debated issue.26 To take into account these lim-
ited availability of the sequestration sites and the fact that they are more or
less easily accessible we extend the model by introducing a specific seques-
tration cost h distinct from the capture cost g, as in Lafforgue et al. (2008-a,
2008-b).
Let us denote by S¯ the upper bound of the sum of the storage capacities
of the different sites, and by S(t) the not yet used sequestration capacity at
time t. Given that the captured pollution flow must be sequestered, then
S(t) = S¯ − ζ ∫ t
0
ηz(τ)x(τ)dτ . Like for the coal mines let us order the storage
sites by decreasing order of accessibility costs and denote by h(S) the unitary
sequestration cost of the abated pollution when the part S of the storage
capacity has not yet be filled. The function h(S) is assumed to satisfy the
following assumption A.7.
Assumption A. 7 h : [0, S¯) → R+ is twice continuously differentiable on
(0, S¯), strictly decreasing, h′(S) < 0, strictly convex, h′′(S) > 0, with h(S¯) >
0, h′(S¯−) < 0, h(0+) = +∞ and h′(0+) = −∞.27
26See Leung et al. (2014).
27Clearly the simple version of the model may be seen as a model in which the average
sequestration cost is constant, independent from the cumulative sequestration, and the
storage capacity is sufficiently large to not be saturated along the optimal path so that the
scarcity rent (constant in discounted terms in this case) is nil, that is: g(ηz) = gˆ(ηz) +ηzh
where gˆ(.) satisfies the Assumption A.4 and h is some positive constant, so that the total
abatement cost amounts to [gˆ(ηz) + ηzh] ζx. If gˆ(.) satisfies A.4 then g(.) also satisfies
A.4.
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Producing dirty coal U.E requires two natural resource inputs: a nonre-
newable one, coal, and a renewable one, the pollution stock which is self-
diluting. Producing clean coal U.E by capturing and sequestering the po-
tential pollution requires now the use of two nonrenewable inputs, coal and
sequestration capacity. The extra monetary cost induced by producing clean
coal U.E rather than dirty one amounts to (g(ηz(t))/ηz(t) + h(S(t)) per unit
of abated pollution at time t, to which must be added the rent corresponding
to the sequestration capacity.





{u (ηx(t)x(t) + qy(t))− a(X(t))x(t)− b(ηx(t))x(t)− c(qy(t))
− [g(ηz(t) + h(S(t))] ζηz(t)x(t)} e−ρtdt (7.1)
s.t. (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and:
S˙(t) = −ζηz(t)x(t) , S(0) = S¯ > 0 given . (7.2)
Let us denote by λS the co-state variable of S, then the Lagrangian of
the problem is:
L = u(ηxx+ qy)− a(X)x− b(ηx)x− c(qy)− g(ηz)ζx− h(S)ζηzx− λXx
−λZ [(1− ηz)ζx− αZ]− λSζηzx+ ν[Z¯ − Z] + γxx+ γηxηx + γηzηz + γyqy .
The f.o.c’s (3.6) and (3.7) relative to ηx and qy respectively still hold, and
the f.o.c’s relative to x and ηz read:
w.r.t. x : u′(ηxx+ qy)ηx = a(X) + λX + b(ηx)
+ζ [q(ηz + (1− ηz)λZ + ηz(h(S) + λS)]− γx (7.3)
w.r.t. ηz : λZζx = [g′(ηz) + h(S) + λS] ζx− γηz . (7.4)
The dynamics of λX and λZ are unmodified, that is (3.13) and (3.14)
respectively still hold, and:
λ˙S = ρλS − ∂L
∂S
=⇒ λ˙S = ρλS + h′(S)ζηzx . (7.5)
28We omit the capacity constraint S(t) ≥ 0 which is never active under A.7.
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The transversality condition becomes:
lim
t↑∞
[λX(t)X(t) + λS(t)S(t) + λZ(t)Z(t)] e
−ρt = 0 . (7.6)
Like for the coal mines rent, the current sequestration sites rents, λS, may
be either increasing or decreasing during the period of pollution abatement
since in (7.5) the term h′(S)ζηzx is negative. However denoting by θ the full
marginal sequestration cost, θ ≡ h(S) + λS, we get:
θ˙(t) = h˙(S(t)) + λ˙S(t) = −h′(S(t))ζηz(t)x(t) + ρλS(t) + h′(S(t))ζηz(t)x(t)
= ρλS(t) . (7.7)
The marginal sequestration cost increases when the society produces clean
coal U.E.29 Thus we may rewrite (7.4) as:
ηz > 0 =⇒ λZ(t) = g′(ηz(t)) + θ(t) . (7.8)
The cost of a slight abatement increase, ζxdηz, which amounts to [g′(ηz)
+θ]ζxdηz, must be equal to the saving of the shadow marginal cost of the
same pollution release, λZζxdηz.
Also, substituting b′(ηx) for u′(ηxx+ qy) thank to (3.6) which still holds,
we may rewrite (7.3) as:
b′(ηx) =
ω + b(ηx) + ζ [g(ηz) + ηzθ + (1− ηz)λZ ]
ηx
, (7.9)
a condition similar to (3.10) stating that the full average cost of the coal
transformation industry must be minimized.
Note that during the last part of the coal exploitation period it is no
more necessary to abate the pollution. Hence ηz, g(ηz) and λZ are all nil,
and the conditions determining the stock of unburned coal are the same than
the conditions (3.19) supra.
Like for the original model without specific sequestration costs we have
to take care of the indetermination of the sign of λ˙Z during the period at the
ceiling since (3.14) is still commanding the dynamics of λZ .





−ρt} = h′(S(t))ζηz(t)x(t)e−ρt < 0 .
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7.1 Dynamics during the unconstrained periods
Substituting b′(ηx) for u′ in (7.3) thank to (3.6) gets:
b′(ηx)ηx = ω + b(ηx) + ζ [g(ηz) + (1− ηz)λZ + ηzθ] (7.10)




(1− ηz(t))λ˙Z(t) + ηz(t)θ˙(t)
]
b′′(ηx(t))ηx(t)
> 0 , (7.11)
since during an unconstrained period, ω˙(t), λ˙Z(t) and θ˙(t) are all strictly
positive if ηz(t) > 0, or the two firsts are positive and the third one is nil
if ηz(t) = 0 but the ceiling constraint is still binding, or last the first one
is positive and λZ(t) is nil if ηz(t) is itself nil if the ceiling constraint never
binds thereafter.
Since the f.o.c. (3.7) relative to qy(t) does not change, we get the same
expression than (4.4) for q˙y(t) when qy(t) > 0;
qy(t) > 0 =⇒ q˙y(t) = b
′′ (ηx(t)) η˙x(t)
c′′(qy(t))
> 0 . (7.12)





(1− ηz(t))λ˙Z(t) + ηz(t)θ˙(t)
]
u′′(q(t))ηx(t)
< 0 ⇐⇒ p˙(t) > 0 ,
(7.13)
and from (7.11)-(7.13) we get the same relation than (4.6) without seques-
tration costs:




η˙x(t) < 0 . (7.14)
Last let us show that the fraction of the potential emissions which is
abated increases during such a phase preceding the ceiling regime while the
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flow of pollution released in the atmosphere decreases. From (7.8), λ˙Z =
(ρ+ α)λZ and θ˙ = ρλS, we get:
ηz(t) > 0 =⇒ η˙z(t) = λ˙Z(t)− θ˙(t)
g′′(ηz(t))
=
ρ(λZ(t)− λS(t)) + αλZ(t)
g′′(ηz(t))
=
ρ [g′(ηz(t)) + h(S(t))] + αλZ(t)
g′′(ηz(t))




{ζ(1− ηz(t))x(t)} = ζ [−η˙z(t)x(t) + (1− ηz(t))x˙(t)] < 0 . (7.16)
Note that (7.15) implies that during the unconstrained period preceding the
ceiling, once it is optimal to abate, the instantaneous increase rate of the
shadow marginal cost of the atmospheric pollution stock λ˙Z is larger than
the instantaneous increase rate of the full sequestration cost θ˙.
To sum up, all the qualitative properties of the dynamics of the uncon-
strained phases without sequestration costs are preserved when these last
costs are distinct of the pure capture costs. Let us show now that it is also
the case for the phases of the ceiling regime.
7.2 Dynamics during the ceiling regime
Phase at the ceiling with abatement
For this phase the analogous of the reduced system (5.19) is the following

























The matrix of the system (7.17) is the same than the matrix of the system
(5.19), hence the derivatives with respect to ω and the signs of the derivatives
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< 0 . (7.21)









< 0 . (7.22)
Since both ω˙ > 0 and θ˙ > 0 and because the signs of the derivatives
with respect to ω and θ are the same we may conclude that all the decision
variables moves through time in the same direction in both versions of the
model during the phase at the ceiling with abatement.
Phase at the ceiling without abatement
During such a phase (ηcx, qcy), the constant value of (ηx(t), qy(t)) is deter-
mined like in Sections 5 and 6. The reason is that without abatement the
f.o.c’s are the same in both versions of the model, since then ηz = 0, hence
g(0) = 0, λS(t) = 0 and ω(t)+ζλZ(t) = ω(t¯a)+ζλZ(t¯a), t ∈ [t¯a, t¯Z ]. The only
difference is that now λZ(t¯Z) is equal to (by (7.4) at t¯−a and the continuity
of λZ):
λZ(t¯a) = g
′(0+) + h(S(t¯a)) , (7.23)
30However note that the values of the arguments of the functions appearing in both
matrix (5.19) and (7.17) are not the same. Thus although the signs of the derivatives
dηx/dω and dηz/dω are the same their values are different.
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where S(t¯a) is the sequestration capacity which is left unfilled when the
abatement ends. The sum ω(t¯a) + ζλZ(t¯a), equivalently the sum ω(t¯a) +







= ω(t¯a) + b(η
c
x) + ζλZ(t¯a)







To sum up, we may conclude that the Propositions P.1 - P.5 are still valid
for this more developed version of the model.
8 Alternative upper bounds of the efficiency,
abatement and solar costs
To facilitate the analysis we have assumed that the costs, b, g and c tend
to infinity when ηx, ηz, and qy tend toward their upper bounds, respectively
η¯x, η¯z and q¯y. Assuming instead that they have finite values, b(η¯x), g(η¯z)
and c(q¯y), together with finite derivatives, b′(η¯−x ), g′(η¯−z ) and c′(q¯−y ) could be
empirically more relevant. Under this alternative assumption, the number of
different types of phase explode, according to ηx, ηz and qy are blockaded or
not at their upper bounds.31 However the multiplicity of phase types does
not translate into a too large number of qualitatively different optimal paths
because first, most phases have strong common features with the similar
phases of the initial model and second, the necessary continuity of the com-
mand and co-state variables severely limits the number of phase sequences
eligible to optimality.
The key features are:32
31There exist now 43 phase types: 18 before the ceiling regime, 18 during the ceiling
regime, 6 after the ceiling regime before the advent of the green economy and last the
green regime. For example, before the ceiling regime ηx may be blockaded or not, ηz may
be either nil, or positive and not blockaded, or last blockaded at its maximum η¯z, and the
same too for the solar energy production, hence 2× 3× 3 = 18 different types of phases.
There exist also 18 phase types in the ceiling regime, but after the ceiling regime ηz is
necessarily nil hence only 2× 3 = 6 kinds of phases.
32In what follows we index by the superscript ′b′ the time at which blockading begins
and ends. For abatement, tba and t¯ba are the times at which the abatement effort begins
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First ηx always increases except during two phases of the ceiling regime
(see the next key feature) up to be possibly blockaded at η¯x and then stay
blockaded up to the end of coal exploitation.
Second, if not blockaded before tZ , the beginning of the ceiling regime, ηz
is never blockaded because it begins to decrease once at the ceiling as in the
preceding scenarios. But if blockaded at η¯z before tZ it stays blockaded up
to some time t¯ba, ta < t¯ba < t¯a, at the beginning of the ceiling regime. In this
case the ceiling regime includes three successive phases: A first phase [tZ , t¯ba]
with ηz(t) = η¯z and x(t) = x¯(η¯z), a second phase (t¯ba, t¯a) during which ηz(t)
decreases from its maximum level η¯x down to 0 and as a consequence, x(t)
decreases from x¯(η¯z) down to x¯(0), and a last phase [t¯a, t¯Z) during which
ηz(t) = 0 and x(t) = x¯(0). The reason is that λZ(t) increases before tZ
even if ηz(t) is blockaded before tZ (c.f. (3.14) and (3.17)), hence at time
tZ : λZ(tZ) > g′(η¯−z ).33 Since λZ(t) is continuous there must exist some time
interval [tZ , t¯ba), t¯ba < t¯a, during which λZ(t) decreases down to g′(η¯−z ), and
after which ηz(t) enter the phase of decrease.34 Like in the last phase [t¯a, t¯Z ],
ηx(t) is constant during the first phase [tZ , t¯ba] hence also qx(t) = ηx(t)x¯(η¯z).
Third qy(t) increases once the solar option becomes competitive, except
during the initial phase at the ceiling with ηz blockaded if such a phase
exists, and the last phase of the ceiling without abatement, phases during
which qy(t) is constant. Since qx(t) too is constant then q(t) is constant hence
the U.E price. Thus the solar U.E may not begin to be competitive during
such phases. Last, when blockaded qy(t) stays blockaded forever including in
and ends to be at its maximum rate: ηz(t) = η¯z, tba ≤ t ≤ t¯ba. For ηx and qy, tbx and tby
are the dates at which ηx and qy begin to be blockaded. We may adopt these simpler
notations because once blockaded, ηx and qy never come back to unconstrained levels.
33With two constraints η¯z−ηz ≥ 0 and ηz ≥ 0 the Lagrangian of the problem (S.P ) must
include two components γ¯ηz[η¯z − ηz] and γηzηz so that the f.o.c (3.8) w.r.t. ηz becomes:
λZζx = g
′(ηz)ζx+ γ¯ηz − γηz , γ¯ηz ≥ 0 and γ¯ηz[η¯z − ηz] = 0 , and γηz ≥ 0 and γηzηz = 0 .
Hence when ηz begins to be blockaded before tZ , then at tZ , γη(tZ) = 0 and:
λZ(tZ)ζx¯(η¯z) = g
′(η¯−z )ζx¯(η¯z) + γ¯ηz(tZ) and γ¯ηz(tZ) > 0 .
34We show in Appendix A.4 that λZ(t) decreases when ηz(t) is blockaded at η¯z in the
ceiling regime and that during such a phase ηx(t) is constant, blockaded or not, and also
qy(t).
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the ultimate green regime.
Fourth during the pre-ceiling and post-ceiling phases the flow of pollution
released within the atmosphere is always decreasing even if either ηx, or ηz,
or both are blockaded because x(t) decreases.
To conclude, the differences between the present optimal paths and the
optimal paths of the initial specification of the model lie:
- in the possible never ending freezes of ηx and qy at η¯x and q¯y beginning
respectively at some time tbx and tby, tbx < tX and ty < tby < tX ;
- in a possible temporary freeze of ηz at η¯z during a time interval [tba, t¯ba]
beginning before the arrival at the ceiling and ending within the ceiling
regime: 0 ≤ ta ≤ tba < tZ < t¯ba < t¯a < t¯Z ;
- in that, except the phase [ta, t¯ba] at the ceiling with ηz blockaded and
the phase [t¯a, t¯Z ] at the ceiling without abatement, ηx and qy may begin
to be blockaded at whatever time of the coal exploitation period [0, tX)
according to b(η¯x) and c(q¯y) are high or low and, for sufficiently low
costs, the initial maximum rates, ηx(0) = η¯x and qy(0) = q¯y, may be
proved optimal;
- in that the abatement effort may begin to be blockaded at whatever
date of the interval [0, tZ), including the initial date t = 0, provided
that g(η¯z) be sufficiently low.
An example of optimal path along which ηz is blockaded at its maximum
η¯z while both ηx and qy are free, is illustrated in Figure 8. The S.U.E produc-
tion rate, qy, (not illustrated) becomes positive only during the post-ceiling
period, (t¯Z , tx), of coal exploitation.
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⌘z blockaded
<latexit sha1_base64="OOYtEoPJwjKfMg/p9qSsFMYXD K4=">AAAC13icjVHLTsJAFD3UF74Rl24awcQVadnokujGJSbyMEDIdBiwobRNOzUiMe6MW3/Arf6R8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdp e+bce87MvdcJPTeWlvWaMebmFxaXsssrq2vrG5u5rXw9DpKIixoPvCBqOiwWnuuLmnSlJ5phJNjI8UTDGR6reONSRLEb+ GdyHIrOiA18t+9yJonq5vLFtpCse100HS/gQ9YTvW6uYJUsvcxZYKeggHRVg9wL2ughAEeCEQR8SMIeGGJ6WrBhISSugw lxESFXxwVusELahLIEZTBih/Qd0K6Vsj7tlWes1ZxO8eiNSGlijzQB5UWE1WmmjifaWbG/eU+0p7rbmP5O6jUiVuKC2L90 08z/6lQtEn0c6hpcqinUjKqOpy6J7oq6ufmlKkkOIXEK9ygeEeZaOe2zqTWxrl31lun4m85UrNrzNDfBu7olDdj+Oc5ZU C+XbKtkn5YLlaN01FnsYBf7NM8DVHCCKmrkfYVHPOHZODdujTvj/jPVyKSabXxbxsMH4hiWTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOYtEoPJwjKfMg/p9qSsFMYXD K4=">AAAC13icjVHLTsJAFD3UF74Rl24awcQVadnokujGJSbyMEDIdBiwobRNOzUiMe6MW3/Arf6R8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdp e+bce87MvdcJPTeWlvWaMebmFxaXsssrq2vrG5u5rXw9DpKIixoPvCBqOiwWnuuLmnSlJ5phJNjI8UTDGR6reONSRLEb+ GdyHIrOiA18t+9yJonq5vLFtpCse100HS/gQ9YTvW6uYJUsvcxZYKeggHRVg9wL2ughAEeCEQR8SMIeGGJ6WrBhISSugw lxESFXxwVusELahLIEZTBih/Qd0K6Vsj7tlWes1ZxO8eiNSGlijzQB5UWE1WmmjifaWbG/eU+0p7rbmP5O6jUiVuKC2L90 08z/6lQtEn0c6hpcqinUjKqOpy6J7oq6ufmlKkkOIXEK9ygeEeZaOe2zqTWxrl31lun4m85UrNrzNDfBu7olDdj+Oc5ZU C+XbKtkn5YLlaN01FnsYBf7NM8DVHCCKmrkfYVHPOHZODdujTvj/jPVyKSabXxbxsMH4hiWTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOYtEoPJwjKfMg/p9qSsFMYXD K4=">AAAC13icjVHLTsJAFD3UF74Rl24awcQVadnokujGJSbyMEDIdBiwobRNOzUiMe6MW3/Arf6R8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdp e+bce87MvdcJPTeWlvWaMebmFxaXsssrq2vrG5u5rXw9DpKIixoPvCBqOiwWnuuLmnSlJ5phJNjI8UTDGR6reONSRLEb+ GdyHIrOiA18t+9yJonq5vLFtpCse100HS/gQ9YTvW6uYJUsvcxZYKeggHRVg9wL2ughAEeCEQR8SMIeGGJ6WrBhISSugw lxESFXxwVusELahLIEZTBih/Qd0K6Vsj7tlWes1ZxO8eiNSGlijzQB5UWE1WmmjifaWbG/eU+0p7rbmP5O6jUiVuKC2L90 08z/6lQtEn0c6hpcqinUjKqOpy6J7oq6ufmlKkkOIXEK9ygeEeZaOe2zqTWxrl31lun4m85UrNrzNDfBu7olDdj+Oc5ZU C+XbKtkn5YLlaN01FnsYBf7NM8DVHCCKmrkfYVHPOHZODdujTvj/jPVyKSabXxbxsMH4hiWTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOYtEoPJwjKfMg/p9qSsFMYXD K4=">AAAC13icjVHLTsJAFD3UF74Rl24awcQVadnokujGJSbyMEDIdBiwobRNOzUiMe6MW3/Arf6R8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdp e+bce87MvdcJPTeWlvWaMebmFxaXsssrq2vrG5u5rXw9DpKIixoPvCBqOiwWnuuLmnSlJ5phJNjI8UTDGR6reONSRLEb+ GdyHIrOiA18t+9yJonq5vLFtpCse100HS/gQ9YTvW6uYJUsvcxZYKeggHRVg9wL2ughAEeCEQR8SMIeGGJ6WrBhISSugw lxESFXxwVusELahLIEZTBih/Qd0K6Vsj7tlWes1ZxO8eiNSGlijzQB5UWE1WmmjifaWbG/eU+0p7rbmP5O6jUiVuKC2L90 08z/6lQtEn0c6hpcqinUjKqOpy6J7oq6ufmlKkkOIXEK9ygeEeZaOe2zqTWxrl31lun4m85UrNrzNDfBu7olDdj+Oc5ZU C+XbKtkn5YLlaN01FnsYBf7NM8DVHCCKmrkfYVHPOHZODdujTvj/jPVyKSabXxbxsMH4hiWTg==</latexit>
⌘z blockaded
<latexit sha1_base64="OOYtEoPJwjKfMg/p9qSsFMYXD K4=">AAAC13icjVHLTsJAFD3UF74Rl24awcQVadnokujGJSbyMEDIdBiwobRNOzUiMe6MW3/Arf6R8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdp e+bce87MvdcJPTeWlvWaMebmFxaXsssrq2vrG5u5rXw9DpKIixoPvCBqOiwWnuuLmnSlJ5phJNjI8UTDGR6reONSRLEb+ GdyHIrOiA18t+9yJonq5vLFtpCse100HS/gQ9YTvW6uYJUsvcxZYKeggHRVg9wL2ughAEeCEQR8SMIeGGJ6WrBhISSugw lxESFXxwVusELahLIEZTBih/Qd0K6Vsj7tlWes1ZxO8eiNSGlijzQB5UWE1WmmjifaWbG/eU+0p7rbmP5O6jUiVuKC2L90 08z/6lQtEn0c6hpcqinUjKqOpy6J7oq6ufmlKkkOIXEK9ygeEeZaOe2zqTWxrl31lun4m85UrNrzNDfBu7olDdj+Oc5ZU C+XbKtkn5YLlaN01FnsYBf7NM8DVHCCKmrkfYVHPOHZODdujTvj/jPVyKSabXxbxsMH4hiWTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOYtEoPJwjKfMg/p9qSsFMYXD K4=">AAAC13icjVHLTsJAFD3UF74Rl24awcQVadnokujGJSbyMEDIdBiwobRNOzUiMe6MW3/Arf6R8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdp e+bce87MvdcJPTeWlvWaMebmFxaXsssrq2vrG5u5rXw9DpKIixoPvCBqOiwWnuuLmnSlJ5phJNjI8UTDGR6reONSRLEb+ GdyHIrOiA18t+9yJonq5vLFtpCse100HS/gQ9YTvW6uYJUsvcxZYKeggHRVg9wL2ughAEeCEQR8SMIeGGJ6WrBhISSugw lxESFXxwVusELahLIEZTBih/Qd0K6Vsj7tlWes1ZxO8eiNSGlijzQB5UWE1WmmjifaWbG/eU+0p7rbmP5O6jUiVuKC2L90 08z/6lQtEn0c6hpcqinUjKqOpy6J7oq6ufmlKkkOIXEK9ygeEeZaOe2zqTWxrl31lun4m85UrNrzNDfBu7olDdj+Oc5ZU C+XbKtkn5YLlaN01FnsYBf7NM8DVHCCKmrkfYVHPOHZODdujTvj/jPVyKSabXxbxsMH4hiWTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOYtEoPJwjKfMg/p9qSsFMYXD K4=">AAAC13icjVHLTsJAFD3UF74Rl24awcQVadnokujGJSbyMEDIdBiwobRNOzUiMe6MW3/Arf6R8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdp e+bce87MvdcJPTeWlvWaMebmFxaXsssrq2vrG5u5rXw9DpKIixoPvCBqOiwWnuuLmnSlJ5phJNjI8UTDGR6reONSRLEb+ GdyHIrOiA18t+9yJonq5vLFtpCse100HS/gQ9YTvW6uYJUsvcxZYKeggHRVg9wL2ughAEeCEQR8SMIeGGJ6WrBhISSugw lxESFXxwVusELahLIEZTBih/Qd0K6Vsj7tlWes1ZxO8eiNSGlijzQB5UWE1WmmjifaWbG/eU+0p7rbmP5O6jUiVuKC2L90 08z/6lQtEn0c6hpcqinUjKqOpy6J7oq6ufmlKkkOIXEK9ygeEeZaOe2zqTWxrl31lun4m85UrNrzNDfBu7olDdj+Oc5ZU C+XbKtkn5YLlaN01FnsYBf7NM8DVHCCKmrkfYVHPOHZODdujTvj/jPVyKSabXxbxsMH4hiWTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOYtEoPJwjKfMg/p9qSsFMYXD K4=">AAAC13icjVHLTsJAFD3UF74Rl24awcQVadnokujGJSbyMEDIdBiwobRNOzUiMe6MW3/Arf6R8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdp e+bce87MvdcJPTeWlvWaMebmFxaXsssrq2vrG5u5rXw9DpKIixoPvCBqOiwWnuuLmnSlJ5phJNjI8UTDGR6reONSRLEb+ GdyHIrOiA18t+9yJonq5vLFtpCse100HS/gQ9YTvW6uYJUsvcxZYKeggHRVg9wL2ughAEeCEQR8SMIeGGJ6WrBhISSugw lxESFXxwVusELahLIEZTBih/Qd0K6Vsj7tlWes1ZxO8eiNSGlijzQB5UWE1WmmjifaWbG/eU+0p7rbmP5O6jUiVuKC2L90 08z/6lQtEn0c6hpcqinUjKqOpy6J7oq6ufmlKkkOIXEK9ygeEeZaOe2zqTWxrl31lun4m85UrNrzNDfBu7olDdj+Oc5ZU C+XbKtkn5YLlaN01FnsYBf7NM8DVHCCKmrkfYVHPOHZODdujTvj/jPVyKSabXxbxsMH4hiWTg==</latexit>
ceiling regime
<latexit sha1_base64="Xy/56FyipLazvvBKVnVV7xH6/1k=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZJuFFcFNy4r2gfUKsl0WofmxWQilCKIW3/Arf6U+Af6F94ZU1CL6IQkZ86958zce/0kEKlynNeCNTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1ppnEnGmywOYtnxvZQHIuJNJVT AO4nkXugHvO2PjnW8fcNlKuLoXI0T3gu9YSQGgnmKqEvGBSmHtuRDEfKrcsWpOmbZs8DNQQX5asTlF1ygjxgMGUJwRFCEA3hI6enChYOEuB4mxElCwsQ5blEibUZZnDI8Ykf0HdKum 7MR7bVnatSMTgnolaS0sUeamPIkYX2abeKZcdbsb94T46nvNqa/n3uFxCpcE/uXbpr5X52uRWGAQ1ODoJoSw+jqWO6Sma7om9tfqlLkkBCncZ/ikjAzymmfbaNJTe26t56Jv5lMzeo 9y3MzvOtb0oDdn+OcBa1a1XWq7mmtUj/KR13EDnaxT/M8QB0naKBJ3hKPeMKzdWaNrTvr/jPVKuSabXxb1sMHTjSU8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xy/56FyipLazvvBKVnVV7xH6/1k=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZJuFFcFNy4r2gfUKsl0WofmxWQilCKIW3/Arf6U+Af6F94ZU1CL6IQkZ86958zce/0kEKlynNeCNTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1ppnEnGmywOYtnxvZQHIuJNJVT AO4nkXugHvO2PjnW8fcNlKuLoXI0T3gu9YSQGgnmKqEvGBSmHtuRDEfKrcsWpOmbZs8DNQQX5asTlF1ygjxgMGUJwRFCEA3hI6enChYOEuB4mxElCwsQ5blEibUZZnDI8Ykf0HdKum 7MR7bVnatSMTgnolaS0sUeamPIkYX2abeKZcdbsb94T46nvNqa/n3uFxCpcE/uXbpr5X52uRWGAQ1ODoJoSw+jqWO6Sma7om9tfqlLkkBCncZ/ikjAzymmfbaNJTe26t56Jv5lMzeo 9y3MzvOtb0oDdn+OcBa1a1XWq7mmtUj/KR13EDnaxT/M8QB0naKBJ3hKPeMKzdWaNrTvr/jPVKuSabXxb1sMHTjSU8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xy/56FyipLazvvBKVnVV7xH6/1k=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZJuFFcFNy4r2gfUKsl0WofmxWQilCKIW3/Arf6U+Af6F94ZU1CL6IQkZ86958zce/0kEKlynNeCNTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1ppnEnGmywOYtnxvZQHIuJNJVT AO4nkXugHvO2PjnW8fcNlKuLoXI0T3gu9YSQGgnmKqEvGBSmHtuRDEfKrcsWpOmbZs8DNQQX5asTlF1ygjxgMGUJwRFCEA3hI6enChYOEuB4mxElCwsQ5blEibUZZnDI8Ykf0HdKum 7MR7bVnatSMTgnolaS0sUeamPIkYX2abeKZcdbsb94T46nvNqa/n3uFxCpcE/uXbpr5X52uRWGAQ1ODoJoSw+jqWO6Sma7om9tfqlLkkBCncZ/ikjAzymmfbaNJTe26t56Jv5lMzeo 9y3MzvOtb0oDdn+OcBa1a1XWq7mmtUj/KR13EDnaxT/M8QB0naKBJ3hKPeMKzdWaNrTvr/jPVKuSabXxb1sMHTjSU8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xy/56FyipLazvvBKVnVV7xH6/1k=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZJuFFcFNy4r2gfUKsl0WofmxWQilCKIW3/Arf6U+Af6F94ZU1CL6IQkZ86958zce/0kEKlynNeCNTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1ppnEnGmywOYtnxvZQHIuJNJVT AO4nkXugHvO2PjnW8fcNlKuLoXI0T3gu9YSQGgnmKqEvGBSmHtuRDEfKrcsWpOmbZs8DNQQX5asTlF1ygjxgMGUJwRFCEA3hI6enChYOEuB4mxElCwsQ5blEibUZZnDI8Ykf0HdKum 7MR7bVnatSMTgnolaS0sUeamPIkYX2abeKZcdbsb94T46nvNqa/n3uFxCpcE/uXbpr5X52uRWGAQ1ODoJoSw+jqWO6Sma7om9tfqlLkkBCncZ/ikjAzymmfbaNJTe26t56Jv5lMzeo 9y3MzvOtb0oDdn+OcBa1a1XWq7mmtUj/KR13EDnaxT/M8QB0naKBJ3hKPeMKzdWaNrTvr/jPVKuSabXxb1sMHTjSU8Q==</latexit>
ta
<latexit sha1_base64="6IzKgEwukmILn oBD/DnWJt/nMag=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA9oS0nS aR2aJmEyKZTSnbj1B9zqL4l/oH/hnTEFtYhOSHLm3HvOzL3XiwOeSNt+zRkrq2vrG/nNw tb2zu6euX/QSKJU+KzuR0EkWp6bsICHrC65DFgrFswdewFreqNLFW9OmEh4FN7Iacy6Y3 cY8gH3XUlUzzRLnTTsM6H0luy5pZ5ZtMu2XtYycDJQRLZqkfmCDvqI4CPFGAwhJOEALhJ 62nBgIyauixlxghDXcYY5CqRNKYtRhkvsiL5D2rUzNqS98ky02qdTAnoFKS2ckCaiPEF YnWbpeKqdFfub90x7qrtN6e9lXmNiJW6J/Uu3yPyvTtUiMcC5roFTTbFmVHV+5pLqrqib W1+qkuQQE6dwn+KCsK+Viz5bWpPo2lVvXR1/05mKVXs/y03xrm5JA3Z+jnMZNCplxy471 5Vi9SIbdR5HOMYpzfMMVVyhhjp5T/CIJzwbTWNu3Bn3n6lGLtMc4tsyHj4A5QOVgA==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6IzKgEwukmILn oBD/DnWJt/nMag=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA9oS0nS aR2aJmEyKZTSnbj1B9zqL4l/oH/hnTEFtYhOSHLm3HvOzL3XiwOeSNt+zRkrq2vrG/nNw tb2zu6euX/QSKJU+KzuR0EkWp6bsICHrC65DFgrFswdewFreqNLFW9OmEh4FN7Iacy6Y3 cY8gH3XUlUzzRLnTTsM6H0luy5pZ5ZtMu2XtYycDJQRLZqkfmCDvqI4CPFGAwhJOEALhJ 62nBgIyauixlxghDXcYY5CqRNKYtRhkvsiL5D2rUzNqS98ky02qdTAnoFKS2ckCaiPEF YnWbpeKqdFfub90x7qrtN6e9lXmNiJW6J/Uu3yPyvTtUiMcC5roFTTbFmVHV+5pLqrqib W1+qkuQQE6dwn+KCsK+Viz5bWpPo2lVvXR1/05mKVXs/y03xrm5JA3Z+jnMZNCplxy471 5Vi9SIbdR5HOMYpzfMMVVyhhjp5T/CIJzwbTWNu3Bn3n6lGLtMc4tsyHj4A5QOVgA==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6IzKgEwukmILn oBD/DnWJt/nMag=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA9oS0nS aR2aJmEyKZTSnbj1B9zqL4l/oH/hnTEFtYhOSHLm3HvOzL3XiwOeSNt+zRkrq2vrG/nNw tb2zu6euX/QSKJU+KzuR0EkWp6bsICHrC65DFgrFswdewFreqNLFW9OmEh4FN7Iacy6Y3 cY8gH3XUlUzzRLnTTsM6H0luy5pZ5ZtMu2XtYycDJQRLZqkfmCDvqI4CPFGAwhJOEALhJ 62nBgIyauixlxghDXcYY5CqRNKYtRhkvsiL5D2rUzNqS98ky02qdTAnoFKS2ckCaiPEF YnWbpeKqdFfub90x7qrtN6e9lXmNiJW6J/Uu3yPyvTtUiMcC5roFTTbFmVHV+5pLqrqib W1+qkuQQE6dwn+KCsK+Viz5bWpPo2lVvXR1/05mKVXs/y03xrm5JA3Z+jnMZNCplxy471 5Vi9SIbdR5HOMYpzfMMVVyhhjp5T/CIJzwbTWNu3Bn3n6lGLtMc4tsyHj4A5QOVgA==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6IzKgEwukmILn oBD/DnWJt/nMag=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA9oS0nS aR2aJmEyKZTSnbj1B9zqL4l/oH/hnTEFtYhOSHLm3HvOzL3XiwOeSNt+zRkrq2vrG/nNw tb2zu6euX/QSKJU+KzuR0EkWp6bsICHrC65DFgrFswdewFreqNLFW9OmEh4FN7Iacy6Y3 cY8gH3XUlUzzRLnTTsM6H0luy5pZ5ZtMu2XtYycDJQRLZqkfmCDvqI4CPFGAwhJOEALhJ 62nBgIyauixlxghDXcYY5CqRNKYtRhkvsiL5D2rUzNqS98ky02qdTAnoFKS2ckCaiPEF YnWbpeKqdFfub90x7qrtN6e9lXmNiJW6J/Uu3yPyvTtUiMcC5roFTTbFmVHV+5pLqrqib W1+qkuQQE6dwn+KCsK+Viz5bWpPo2lVvXR1/05mKVXs/y03xrm5JA3Z+jnMZNCplxy471 5Vi9SIbdR5HOMYpzfMMVVyhhjp5T/CIJzwbTWNu3Bn3n6lGLtMc4tsyHj4A5QOVgA==</ latexit>
tba
<latexit sha1_base64="NvIqgxAnVogNz N+K+AzGxggnHwI=">AAAC13icjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfsS7dBFvBVUncKK4KblxWsA9pa0nS aQ3Ni8lELEXciVt/wK3+kfgH+hfeGVNQi+iEJGfOvefM3Hud2PcSYZqvOW1ufmFxKb9cW FldW9/QN4uNJEq5y+pu5Ee85dgJ872Q1YUnfNaKObMDx2dNZ3Qs480rxhMvCs/EOGbdwB 6G3sBzbUFUTy+WO2nYZ1zqDdGzL5xyTy+ZFVMtYxZYGSghW7VIf0EHfURwkSIAQwhB2Ie NhJ42LJiIietiQhwn5Kk4ww0KpE0pi1GGTeyIvkPatTM2pL30TJTapVN8ejkpDeySJqI 8TlieZqh4qpwl+5v3RHnKu43p72ReAbECl8T+pZtm/lcnaxEY4FDV4FFNsWJkdW7mkqqu yJsbX6oS5BATJ3Gf4pywq5TTPhtKk6jaZW9tFX9TmZKVezfLTfEub0kDtn6OcxY09iuWW bFO90vVo2zUeWxjB3s0zwNUcYIa6uR9jUc84Vk71261O+3+M1XLZZotfFvawwcFfpZU</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NvIqgxAnVogNz N+K+AzGxggnHwI=">AAAC13icjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfsS7dBFvBVUncKK4KblxWsA9pa0nS aQ3Ni8lELEXciVt/wK3+kfgH+hfeGVNQi+iEJGfOvefM3Hud2PcSYZqvOW1ufmFxKb9cW FldW9/QN4uNJEq5y+pu5Ee85dgJ872Q1YUnfNaKObMDx2dNZ3Qs480rxhMvCs/EOGbdwB 6G3sBzbUFUTy+WO2nYZ1zqDdGzL5xyTy+ZFVMtYxZYGSghW7VIf0EHfURwkSIAQwhB2Ie NhJ42LJiIietiQhwn5Kk4ww0KpE0pi1GGTeyIvkPatTM2pL30TJTapVN8ejkpDeySJqI 8TlieZqh4qpwl+5v3RHnKu43p72ReAbECl8T+pZtm/lcnaxEY4FDV4FFNsWJkdW7mkqqu yJsbX6oS5BATJ3Gf4pywq5TTPhtKk6jaZW9tFX9TmZKVezfLTfEub0kDtn6OcxY09iuWW bFO90vVo2zUeWxjB3s0zwNUcYIa6uR9jUc84Vk71261O+3+M1XLZZotfFvawwcFfpZU</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NvIqgxAnVogNz N+K+AzGxggnHwI=">AAAC13icjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfsS7dBFvBVUncKK4KblxWsA9pa0nS aQ3Ni8lELEXciVt/wK3+kfgH+hfeGVNQi+iEJGfOvefM3Hud2PcSYZqvOW1ufmFxKb9cW FldW9/QN4uNJEq5y+pu5Ee85dgJ872Q1YUnfNaKObMDx2dNZ3Qs480rxhMvCs/EOGbdwB 6G3sBzbUFUTy+WO2nYZ1zqDdGzL5xyTy+ZFVMtYxZYGSghW7VIf0EHfURwkSIAQwhB2Ie NhJ42LJiIietiQhwn5Kk4ww0KpE0pi1GGTeyIvkPatTM2pL30TJTapVN8ejkpDeySJqI 8TlieZqh4qpwl+5v3RHnKu43p72ReAbECl8T+pZtm/lcnaxEY4FDV4FFNsWJkdW7mkqqu yJsbX6oS5BATJ3Gf4pywq5TTPhtKk6jaZW9tFX9TmZKVezfLTfEub0kDtn6OcxY09iuWW bFO90vVo2zUeWxjB3s0zwNUcYIa6uR9jUc84Vk71261O+3+M1XLZZotfFvawwcFfpZU</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NvIqgxAnVogNz N+K+AzGxggnHwI=">AAAC13icjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfsS7dBFvBVUncKK4KblxWsA9pa0nS aQ3Ni8lELEXciVt/wK3+kfgH+hfeGVNQi+iEJGfOvefM3Hud2PcSYZqvOW1ufmFxKb9cW FldW9/QN4uNJEq5y+pu5Ee85dgJ872Q1YUnfNaKObMDx2dNZ3Qs480rxhMvCs/EOGbdwB 6G3sBzbUFUTy+WO2nYZ1zqDdGzL5xyTy+ZFVMtYxZYGSghW7VIf0EHfURwkSIAQwhB2Ie NhJ42LJiIietiQhwn5Kk4ww0KpE0pi1GGTeyIvkPatTM2pL30TJTapVN8ejkpDeySJqI 8TlieZqh4qpwl+5v3RHnKu43p72ReAbECl8T+pZtm/lcnaxEY4FDV4FFNsWJkdW7mkqqu yJsbX6oS5BATJ3Gf4pywq5TTPhtKk6jaZW9tFX9TmZKVezfLTfEub0kDtn6OcxY09iuWW bFO90vVo2zUeWxjB3s0zwNUcYIa6uR9jUc84Vk71261O+3+M1XLZZotfFvawwcFfpZU</ latexit>
tZ
<latexit sha1_base64="zqEAllrx/me9QmpwExdLuhAenAk=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA+0pSTptA5NkzCZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L/wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxQFPpG2/5oyl5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3N1rJFEqfFb3oyASLc9NWMBDVpd cBqwVC+aOvIA1veG5ijfHTCQ8Cq/kJGadkTsIeZ/7riSqa5qldhr2mFB6S3avS12zaJdtvaxF4GSgiGzVIvMFbfQQwUeKERhCSMIBXCT03MCBjZi4DqbECUJcxxlmKJA2pSxGGS6xQ /oOaHeTsSHtlWei1T6dEtArSGnhiDQR5QnC6jRLx1PtrNjfvKfaU91tQn8v8xoRK3FL7F+6eeZ/daoWiT5OdQ2caoo1o6rzM5dUd0Xd3PpSlSSHmDiFexQXhH2tnPfZ0ppE16566+r 4m85UrNr7WW6Kd3VLGrDzc5yLoFEpO3bZuawUq2fZqPM4wCGOaZ4nqOICNdTJe4xHPOHZaBoz4864/0w1cplmH9+W8fAB1FyVeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zqEAllrx/me9QmpwExdLuhAenAk=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA+0pSTptA5NkzCZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L/wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxQFPpG2/5oyl5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3N1rJFEqfFb3oyASLc9NWMBDVpd cBqwVC+aOvIA1veG5ijfHTCQ8Cq/kJGadkTsIeZ/7riSqa5qldhr2mFB6S3avS12zaJdtvaxF4GSgiGzVIvMFbfQQwUeKERhCSMIBXCT03MCBjZi4DqbECUJcxxlmKJA2pSxGGS6xQ /oOaHeTsSHtlWei1T6dEtArSGnhiDQR5QnC6jRLx1PtrNjfvKfaU91tQn8v8xoRK3FL7F+6eeZ/daoWiT5OdQ2caoo1o6rzM5dUd0Xd3PpSlSSHmDiFexQXhH2tnPfZ0ppE16566+r 4m85UrNr7WW6Kd3VLGrDzc5yLoFEpO3bZuawUq2fZqPM4wCGOaZ4nqOICNdTJe4xHPOHZaBoz4864/0w1cplmH9+W8fAB1FyVeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zqEAllrx/me9QmpwExdLuhAenAk=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA+0pSTptA5NkzCZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L/wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxQFPpG2/5oyl5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3N1rJFEqfFb3oyASLc9NWMBDVpd cBqwVC+aOvIA1veG5ijfHTCQ8Cq/kJGadkTsIeZ/7riSqa5qldhr2mFB6S3avS12zaJdtvaxF4GSgiGzVIvMFbfQQwUeKERhCSMIBXCT03MCBjZi4DqbECUJcxxlmKJA2pSxGGS6xQ /oOaHeTsSHtlWei1T6dEtArSGnhiDQR5QnC6jRLx1PtrNjfvKfaU91tQn8v8xoRK3FL7F+6eeZ/daoWiT5OdQ2caoo1o6rzM5dUd0Xd3PpSlSSHmDiFexQXhH2tnPfZ0ppE16566+r 4m85UrNr7WW6Kd3VLGrDzc5yLoFEpO3bZuawUq2fZqPM4wCGOaZ4nqOICNdTJe4xHPOHZaBoz4864/0w1cplmH9+W8fAB1FyVeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zqEAllrx/me9QmpwExdLuhAenAk=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA+0pSTptA5NkzCZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L/wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxQFPpG2/5oyl5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3N1rJFEqfFb3oyASLc9NWMBDVpd cBqwVC+aOvIA1veG5ijfHTCQ8Cq/kJGadkTsIeZ/7riSqa5qldhr2mFB6S3avS12zaJdtvaxF4GSgiGzVIvMFbfQQwUeKERhCSMIBXCT03MCBjZi4DqbECUJcxxlmKJA2pSxGGS6xQ /oOaHeTsSHtlWei1T6dEtArSGnhiDQR5QnC6jRLx1PtrNjfvKfaU91tQn8v8xoRK3FL7F+6eeZ/daoWiT5OdQ2caoo1o6rzM5dUd0Xd3PpSlSSHmDiFexQXhH2tnPfZ0ppE16566+r 4m85UrNr7WW6Kd3VLGrDzc5yLoFEpO3bZuawUq2fZqPM4wCGOaZ4nqOICNdTJe4xHPOHZaBoz4864/0w1cplmH9+W8fAB1FyVeQ==</latexit>
t¯ba
<latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit>
t¯a
<latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit>
t¯Z
<latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit>
ty
<latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="zqEAllrx/me9QmpwExdLuhAenAk=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA+0pSTptA5NkzCZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L/wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxQFPpG2/5oyl5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3N1rJFEqfFb3oyASLc9NWMBDVpd cBqwVC+aOvIA1veG5ijfHTCQ8Cq/kJGadkTsIeZ/7riSqa5qldhr2mFB6S3avS12zaJdtvaxF4GSgiGzVIvMFbfQQwUeKERhCSMIBXCT03MCBjZi4DqbECUJcxxlmKJA2pSxGGS6xQ /oOaHeTsSHtlWei1T6dEtArSGnhiDQR5QnC6jRLx1PtrNjfvKfaU91tQn8v8xoRK3FL7F+6eeZ/daoWiT5OdQ2caoo1o6rzM5dUd0Xd3PpSlSSHmDiFexQXhH2tnPfZ0ppE16566+r 4m85UrNr7WW6Kd3VLGrDzc5yLoFEpO3bZuawUq2fZqPM4wCGOaZ4nqOICNdTJe4xHPOHZaBoz4864/0w1cplmH9+W8fAB1FyVeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zqEAllrx/me9QmpwExdLuhAenAk=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA+0pSTptA5NkzCZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L/wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxQFPpG2/5oyl5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3N1rJFEqfFb3oyASLc9NWMBDVpd cBqwVC+aOvIA1veG5ijfHTCQ8Cq/kJGadkTsIeZ/7riSqa5qldhr2mFB6S3avS12zaJdtvaxF4GSgiGzVIvMFbfQQwUeKERhCSMIBXCT03MCBjZi4DqbECUJcxxlmKJA2pSxGGS6xQ /oOaHeTsSHtlWei1T6dEtArSGnhiDQR5QnC6jRLx1PtrNjfvKfaU91tQn8v8xoRK3FL7F+6eeZ/daoWiT5OdQ2caoo1o6rzM5dUd0Xd3PpSlSSHmDiFexQXhH2tnPfZ0ppE16566+r 4m85UrNr7WW6Kd3VLGrDzc5yLoFEpO3bZuawUq2fZqPM4wCGOaZ4nqOICNdTJe4xHPOHZaBoz4864/0w1cplmH9+W8fAB1FyVeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zqEAllrx/me9QmpwExdLuhAenAk=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA+0pSTptA5NkzCZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L/wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxQFPpG2/5oyl5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3N1rJFEqfFb3oyASLc9NWMBDVpd cBqwVC+aOvIA1veG5ijfHTCQ8Cq/kJGadkTsIeZ/7riSqa5qldhr2mFB6S3avS12zaJdtvaxF4GSgiGzVIvMFbfQQwUeKERhCSMIBXCT03MCBjZi4DqbECUJcxxlmKJA2pSxGGS6xQ /oOaHeTsSHtlWei1T6dEtArSGnhiDQR5QnC6jRLx1PtrNjfvKfaU91tQn8v8xoRK3FL7F+6eeZ/daoWiT5OdQ2caoo1o6rzM5dUd0Xd3PpSlSSHmDiFexQXhH2tnPfZ0ppE16566+r 4m85UrNr7WW6Kd3VLGrDzc5yLoFEpO3bZuawUq2fZqPM4wCGOaZ4nqOICNdTJe4xHPOHZaBoz4864/0w1cplmH9+W8fAB1FyVeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zqEAllrx/me9QmpwExdLuhAenAk=">AAAC1XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUZdugq3gqiTdKK4KblxWsA+0pSTptA5NkzCZFErpTtz6A271l8Q/0L/wzpiCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rxQFPpG2/5oyl5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3N1rJFEqfFb3oyASLc9NWMBDVpd cBqwVC+aOvIA1veG5ijfHTCQ8Cq/kJGadkTsIeZ/7riSqa5qldhr2mFB6S3avS12zaJdtvaxF4GSgiGzVIvMFbfQQwUeKERhCSMIBXCT03MCBjZi4DqbECUJcxxlmKJA2pSxGGS6xQ /oOaHeTsSHtlWei1T6dEtArSGnhiDQR5QnC6jRLx1PtrNjfvKfaU91tQn8v8xoRK3FL7F+6eeZ/daoWiT5OdQ2caoo1o6rzM5dUd0Xd3PpSlSSHmDiFexQXhH2tnPfZ0ppE16566+r 4m85UrNr7WW6Kd3VLGrDzc5yLoFEpO3bZuawUq2fZqPM4wCGOaZ4nqOICNdTJe4xHPOHZaBoz4864/0w1cplmH9+W8fAB1FyVeQ==</latexit>
t¯ba
<latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit>
t¯a
<latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit>
t¯Z
<latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit>
ty
<latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit>
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t¯ba
<latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HogV+2lu3TdU0SXWO84yKXtEjuI=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAF D3GV62vqks3wVZwVZJuFFcFNy5bsA9oa5mk0xqaF5OJUori1h9wq38l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPvOTP3Xif2vURa1uuCsbi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dptJlAqXN9zIj0TbYQn3vZA3pCd 93o4FZ4Hj85YzPlPx1jUXiReFF3IS817ARqE39FwmieqWug4TpuyzS6fULxStsqWXOQ/sDBSRrVpUeEEXA0RwkSIARwhJ2AdDQk8HNizExPUwJU4Q8nSc4xZ50qaUxSmDETum74h2n YwNaa88E6126RSfXkFKE4ekiShPEFanmTqeamfF/uY91Z7qbhP6O5lXQKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiSGONE1eFRTrBlVnZu5pLor6ubml6okOcTEKTyguCDsauWsz6bWJLp21Vum4286U7F q72a5Kd7VLWnA9s9xzoNmpWxbZbteKVZPs1HnsI8DHNE8j1HFOWpokHeMRzzh2agbN8adcf+Zaixkmj18W8bDB1O1k1Y=</latexit>
t¯a
<latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QykEM/2VVeCURwE7DF4jKQG6bt8=">AAACzXicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG3diIo8IhEzLgA19ZTo1Iahbf8Ct/pbxD/QvvDOWRCVGp2l75tx7zsy914l9L5GW9ZozFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NreL2TjOJUuHyhhv5kWg7LOG+F/KG9KT P27HgLHB83nLGpyreuuEi8aLwUk5i3gvYKPSGnsskUVflrsOEKfus3C+WrIqllzkP7AyUkK16VHxBFwNEcJEiAEcISdgHQ0JPBzYsxMT1MCVOEPJ0nOMOBdKmlMUpgxE7pu+Idp2MD WmvPBOtdukUn15BShMHpIkoTxBWp5k6nmpnxf7mPdWe6m4T+juZV0CsxDWxf+lmmf/VqVokhjjWNXhUU6wZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLgg7GrlrM+m1iS6dtVbpuNvOlOxau9 muSne1S1pwPbPcc6DZrViWxX7olqqnWSjzmMP+zikeR6hhjPU0SDvEI94wrNxbqTGrXH/mWrkMs0uvi3j4QM4wZKC</latexit>
t¯Z
<latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jA2AQk4MKUz8xXkZsuc2DpeCWIo=">AAACzXicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+6sYB/0QUmm0xqaF5OJUKpu/QG3+lviH+hfeGdMQS2iE5KcOfeeM3PvdWPfS6RlveaMhcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i900iiVDBeZ5EfiZbrJNz3Ql6XnvR 5KxbcCVyfN93xmYo3b7hIvCi8kpOY9wJnFHpDjzmSqHa56zrClP12uV8sWRVLL3Me2BkoIVu1qPiCLgaIwJAiAEcISdiHg4SeDmxYiInrYUqcIOTpOMcdCqRNKYtThkPsmL4j2nUyN qS98ky0mtEpPr2ClCYOSBNRniCsTjN1PNXOiv3Ne6o91d0m9Hczr4BYiWti/9LNMv+rU7VIDHGia/CoplgzqjqWuaS6K+rm5peqJDnExCk8oLggzLRy1mdTaxJdu+qto+NvOlOxas+ y3BTv6pY0YPvnOOdB46hiWxX78qhUPc1Gncce9nFI8zxGFeeooU7eIR7xhGfjwkiNW+P+M9XIZZpdfFvGwwcoGpJ7</latexit>
ty
<latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLt14hR7Yi80AuTnBlWMiDsFOy0=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiRuFFcFN+KqgmkLtZRkOq1D8yKZKKG48Qfc6peJf6B/4Z0xBbWITkhy5tx7zsy914t9kUrLei0ZC4tLyyvl1cra+sbmVnV7p51GWcK4wyI/Srqem3JfhNyRQvq 8GyfcDTyfd7zJmYp3bnmSiii8knnM+4E7DsVIMFcS5dTlIK8PqjWrYellzgO7ADUUqxVVX3CNISIwZAjAEUIS9uEipacHGxZi4vqYEpcQEjrOcY8KaTPK4pThEjuh75h2vYINaa88U 61mdIpPb0JKEwekiSgvIaxOM3U8086K/c17qj3V3XL6e4VXQKzEDbF/6WaZ/9WpWiRGONE1CKop1oyqjhUume6Kurn5pSpJDjFxCg8pnhBmWjnrs6k1qa5d9dbV8TedqVi1Z0Vuhnd 1Sxqw/XOc86B91LCthn15VGueFqMuYw/7OKR5HqOJc7TgkLfAI57wbFwYsXFn5J+pRqnQ7OLbMh4+AKTwkLc=</latexit>
tx
<latexit sha1_base64="b0BH5RxXUP6g2ZnNT5+ffZShVUU=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG+MKEwskSEg7DDihr7RTlRA3/oBb/TLjH+hfeGcsiUqMTtP2zLn3nJl7rxf7IpWW9VowFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NrfL2TiuNsoRxh0V+lHQ8N+W+CLkjhfR 5J064G3g+b3vjUxVv3/AkFVF4KScx7wXuKBRDwVxJlFOV/btqv1yxapZe5jywc1BBvppR+QVXGCACQ4YAHCEkYR8uUnq6sGEhJq6HKXEJIaHjHPcokTajLE4ZLrFj+o5o183ZkPbKM 9VqRqf49CakNHFAmojyEsLqNFPHM+2s2N+8p9pT3W1Cfy/3CoiVuCb2L90s8786VYvEEMe6BkE1xZpR1bHcJdNdUTc3v1QlySEmTuEBxRPCTCtnfTa1JtW1q966Ov6mMxWr9izPzfC ubkkDtn+Ocx606jXbqtkX9UrjJB91EXvYxyHN8wgNnKEJh7wFHvGEZ+PciI1bY/KZahRyzS6+LePhA6KPkLY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b0BH5RxXUP6g2ZnNT5+ffZShVUU=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG+MKEwskSEg7DDihr7RTlRA3/oBb/TLjH+hfeGcsiUqMTtP2zLn3nJl7rxf7IpWW9VowFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NrfL2TiuNsoRxh0V+lHQ8N+W+CLkjhfR 5J064G3g+b3vjUxVv3/AkFVF4KScx7wXuKBRDwVxJlFOV/btqv1yxapZe5jywc1BBvppR+QVXGCACQ4YAHCEkYR8uUnq6sGEhJq6HKXEJIaHjHPcokTajLE4ZLrFj+o5o183ZkPbKM 9VqRqf49CakNHFAmojyEsLqNFPHM+2s2N+8p9pT3W1Cfy/3CoiVuCb2L90s8786VYvEEMe6BkE1xZpR1bHcJdNdUTc3v1QlySEmTuEBxRPCTCtnfTa1JtW1q966Ov6mMxWr9izPzfC ubkkDtn+Ocx606jXbqtkX9UrjJB91EXvYxyHN8wgNnKEJh7wFHvGEZ+PciI1bY/KZahRyzS6+LePhA6KPkLY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b0BH5RxXUP6g2ZnNT5+ffZShVUU=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG+MKEwskSEg7DDihr7RTlRA3/oBb/TLjH+hfeGcsiUqMTtP2zLn3nJl7rxf7IpWW9VowFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NrfL2TiuNsoRxh0V+lHQ8N+W+CLkjhfR 5J064G3g+b3vjUxVv3/AkFVF4KScx7wXuKBRDwVxJlFOV/btqv1yxapZe5jywc1BBvppR+QVXGCACQ4YAHCEkYR8uUnq6sGEhJq6HKXEJIaHjHPcokTajLE4ZLrFj+o5o183ZkPbKM 9VqRqf49CakNHFAmojyEsLqNFPHM+2s2N+8p9pT3W1Cfy/3CoiVuCb2L90s8786VYvEEMe6BkE1xZpR1bHcJdNdUTc3v1QlySEmTuEBxRPCTCtnfTa1JtW1q966Ov6mMxWr9izPzfC ubkkDtn+Ocx606jXbqtkX9UrjJB91EXvYxyHN8wgNnKEJh7wFHvGEZ+PciI1bY/KZahRyzS6+LePhA6KPkLY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b0BH5RxXUP6g2ZnNT5+ffZShVUU=">AAACyHicjVHLTsJAF D3UF+ILdemmEUxckZaNxhWJG+MKEwskSEg7DDihr7RTlRA3/oBb/TLjH+hfeGcsiUqMTtP2zLn3nJl7rxf7IpWW9VowFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NrfL2TiuNsoRxh0V+lHQ8N+W+CLkjhfR 5J064G3g+b3vjUxVv3/AkFVF4KScx7wXuKBRDwVxJlFOV/btqv1yxapZe5jywc1BBvppR+QVXGCACQ4YAHCEkYR8uUnq6sGEhJq6HKXEJIaHjHPcokTajLE4ZLrFj+o5o183ZkPbKM 9VqRqf49CakNHFAmojyEsLqNFPHM+2s2N+8p9pT3W1Cfy/3CoiVuCb2L90s8786VYvEEMe6BkE1xZpR1bHcJdNdUTc3v1QlySEmTuEBxRPCTCtnfTa1JtW1q966Ov6mMxWr9izPzfC ubkkDtn+Ocx606jXbqtkX9UrjJB91EXvYxyHN8wgNnKEJh7wFHvGEZ+PciI1bY/KZahRyzS6+LePhA6KPkLY=</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="QUDOOVSjYTPB4AVcvmKU94VO1QM=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiTdKK4KbrqsaFuhFkmm0xqaF5OJUorgD7jVTxP/QP/CO+MU1CI6IcmZc+85M/dePw2DTDrOa8FaWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7nSzJBeNtloSJuPS9jIdBzNsykCG /TAX3Ij/kXX98quLdWy6yIIkv5CTl/cgbxcEwYJ4k6rwqq9flilNz9LLngWtABWa1kvILrjBAAoYcEThiSMIhPGT09ODCQUpcH1PiBKFAxznuUSJtTlmcMjxix/Qd0a5n2Jj2yjPTa kanhPQKUto4IE1CeYKwOs3W8Vw7K/Y376n2VHeb0N83XhGxEjfE/qWbZf5Xp2qRGOJY1xBQTalmVHXMuOS6K+rm9peqJDmkxCk8oLggzLRy1mdbazJdu+qtp+NvOlOxas9Mbo53dUs asPtznPOgU6+5Ts09q1caJ2bURexhH4c0zyM00EQLbfIe4RFPeLaaVmzl1t1nqlUwml18W9bDB1Xhj8s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QUDOOVSjYTPB4AVcvmKU94VO1QM=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiTdKK4KbrqsaFuhFkmm0xqaF5OJUorgD7jVTxP/QP/CO+MU1CI6IcmZc+85M/dePw2DTDrOa8FaWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7nSzJBeNtloSJuPS9jIdBzNsykCG /TAX3Ij/kXX98quLdWy6yIIkv5CTl/cgbxcEwYJ4k6rwqq9flilNz9LLngWtABWa1kvILrjBAAoYcEThiSMIhPGT09ODCQUpcH1PiBKFAxznuUSJtTlmcMjxix/Qd0a5n2Jj2yjPTa kanhPQKUto4IE1CeYKwOs3W8Vw7K/Y376n2VHeb0N83XhGxEjfE/qWbZf5Xp2qRGOJY1xBQTalmVHXMuOS6K+rm9peqJDmkxCk8oLggzLRy1mdbazJdu+qtp+NvOlOxas9Mbo53dUs asPtznPOgU6+5Ts09q1caJ2bURexhH4c0zyM00EQLbfIe4RFPeLaaVmzl1t1nqlUwml18W9bDB1Xhj8s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QUDOOVSjYTPB4AVcvmKU94VO1QM=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiTdKK4KbrqsaFuhFkmm0xqaF5OJUorgD7jVTxP/QP/CO+MU1CI6IcmZc+85M/dePw2DTDrOa8FaWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7nSzJBeNtloSJuPS9jIdBzNsykCG /TAX3Ij/kXX98quLdWy6yIIkv5CTl/cgbxcEwYJ4k6rwqq9flilNz9LLngWtABWa1kvILrjBAAoYcEThiSMIhPGT09ODCQUpcH1PiBKFAxznuUSJtTlmcMjxix/Qd0a5n2Jj2yjPTa kanhPQKUto4IE1CeYKwOs3W8Vw7K/Y376n2VHeb0N83XhGxEjfE/qWbZf5Xp2qRGOJY1xBQTalmVHXMuOS6K+rm9peqJDmkxCk8oLggzLRy1mdbazJdu+qtp+NvOlOxas9Mbo53dUs asPtznPOgU6+5Ts09q1caJ2bURexhH4c0zyM00EQLbfIe4RFPeLaaVmzl1t1nqlUwml18W9bDB1Xhj8s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QUDOOVSjYTPB4AVcvmKU94VO1QM=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugq3gqiTdKK4KbrqsaFuhFkmm0xqaF5OJUorgD7jVTxP/QP/CO+MU1CI6IcmZc+85M/dePw2DTDrOa8FaWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7nSzJBeNtloSJuPS9jIdBzNsykCG /TAX3Ij/kXX98quLdWy6yIIkv5CTl/cgbxcEwYJ4k6rwqq9flilNz9LLngWtABWa1kvILrjBAAoYcEThiSMIhPGT09ODCQUpcH1PiBKFAxznuUSJtTlmcMjxix/Qd0a5n2Jj2yjPTa kanhPQKUto4IE1CeYKwOs3W8Vw7K/Y376n2VHeb0N83XhGxEjfE/qWbZf5Xp2qRGOJY1xBQTalmVHXMuOS6K+rm9peqJDmkxCk8oLggzLRy1mdbazJdu+qtp+NvOlOxas9Mbo53dUs asPtznPOgU6+5Ts09q1caJ2bURexhH4c0zyM00EQLbfIe4RFPeLaaVmzl1t1nqlUwml18W9bDB1Xhj8s=</latexit>
ceiling regime
<latexit sha1_base64="Xy/56FyipLazvvBKVnVV7xH6/1k=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZJuFFcFNy4r2gfUKsl0WofmxWQilCKIW3/Arf6U+Af6F94ZU1CL6IQkZ86958zce/0kEKlynNeCNTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1ppnEnGmywOYtnxvZQHIuJNJVT AO4nkXugHvO2PjnW8fcNlKuLoXI0T3gu9YSQGgnmKqEvGBSmHtuRDEfKrcsWpOmbZs8DNQQX5asTlF1ygjxgMGUJwRFCEA3hI6enChYOEuB4mxElCwsQ5blEibUZZnDI8Ykf0HdKum 7MR7bVnatSMTgnolaS0sUeamPIkYX2abeKZcdbsb94T46nvNqa/n3uFxCpcE/uXbpr5X52uRWGAQ1ODoJoSw+jqWO6Sma7om9tfqlLkkBCncZ/ikjAzymmfbaNJTe26t56Jv5lMzeo 9y3MzvOtb0oDdn+OcBa1a1XWq7mmtUj/KR13EDnaxT/M8QB0naKBJ3hKPeMKzdWaNrTvr/jPVKuSabXxb1sMHTjSU8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xy/56FyipLazvvBKVnVV7xH6/1k=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZJuFFcFNy4r2gfUKsl0WofmxWQilCKIW3/Arf6U+Af6F94ZU1CL6IQkZ86958zce/0kEKlynNeCNTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1ppnEnGmywOYtnxvZQHIuJNJVT AO4nkXugHvO2PjnW8fcNlKuLoXI0T3gu9YSQGgnmKqEvGBSmHtuRDEfKrcsWpOmbZs8DNQQX5asTlF1ygjxgMGUJwRFCEA3hI6enChYOEuB4mxElCwsQ5blEibUZZnDI8Ykf0HdKum 7MR7bVnatSMTgnolaS0sUeamPIkYX2abeKZcdbsb94T46nvNqa/n3uFxCpcE/uXbpr5X52uRWGAQ1ODoJoSw+jqWO6Sma7om9tfqlLkkBCncZ/ikjAzymmfbaNJTe26t56Jv5lMzeo 9y3MzvOtb0oDdn+OcBa1a1XWq7mmtUj/KR13EDnaxT/M8QB0naKBJ3hKPeMKzdWaNrTvr/jPVKuSabXxb1sMHTjSU8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xy/56FyipLazvvBKVnVV7xH6/1k=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZJuFFcFNy4r2gfUKsl0WofmxWQilCKIW3/Arf6U+Af6F94ZU1CL6IQkZ86958zce/0kEKlynNeCNTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1ppnEnGmywOYtnxvZQHIuJNJVT AO4nkXugHvO2PjnW8fcNlKuLoXI0T3gu9YSQGgnmKqEvGBSmHtuRDEfKrcsWpOmbZs8DNQQX5asTlF1ygjxgMGUJwRFCEA3hI6enChYOEuB4mxElCwsQ5blEibUZZnDI8Ykf0HdKum 7MR7bVnatSMTgnolaS0sUeamPIkYX2abeKZcdbsb94T46nvNqa/n3uFxCpcE/uXbpr5X52uRWGAQ1ODoJoSw+jqWO6Sma7om9tfqlLkkBCncZ/ikjAzymmfbaNJTe26t56Jv5lMzeo 9y3MzvOtb0oDdn+OcBa1a1XWq7mmtUj/KR13EDnaxT/M8QB0naKBJ3hKPeMKzdWaNrTvr/jPVKuSabXxb1sMHTjSU8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xy/56FyipLazvvBKVnVV7xH6/1k=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZJuFFcFNy4r2gfUKsl0WofmxWQilCKIW3/Arf6U+Af6F94ZU1CL6IQkZ86958zce/0kEKlynNeCNTe/sLhUXC6trK6tb5Q3t1ppnEnGmywOYtnxvZQHIuJNJVT AO4nkXugHvO2PjnW8fcNlKuLoXI0T3gu9YSQGgnmKqEvGBSmHtuRDEfKrcsWpOmbZs8DNQQX5asTlF1ygjxgMGUJwRFCEA3hI6enChYOEuB4mxElCwsQ5blEibUZZnDI8Ykf0HdKum 7MR7bVnatSMTgnolaS0sUeamPIkYX2abeKZcdbsb94T46nvNqa/n3uFxCpcE/uXbpr5X52uRWGAQ1ODoJoSw+jqWO6Sma7om9tfqlLkkBCncZ/ikjAzymmfbaNJTe26t56Jv5lMzeo 9y3MzvOtb0oDdn+OcBa1a1XWq7mmtUj/KR13EDnaxT/M8QB0naKBJ3hKPeMKzdWaNrTvr/jPVKuSabXxb1sMHTjSU8Q==</latexit>
⇣x¯(⌘¯z)
<latexit sha1_base 64="n3qNow1vjqnuoNgpXSo9lGDw25k="> AAAC4HicjVG7TsMwFD0Nr1JeAUaWiBapLFX SBcRUiYURJNoikapyUrdETZPIcRAPMbCxI VZ+gBW+BvEH8BdcmyABFQJHsY/PvefY19dL wiCVtv1SMCYmp6ZnirOlufmFxSVzeaWVxp nwedOPw1gceSzlYRDxpgxkyI8SwdnIC3nb G+6qePuUizSIo0N5nvDOiA2ioB/4TBLVNdc q7gWXzHI9Jqyzql5cIroXm5WuWbZrth7WO HByUEY+9mPzGS56iOEjwwgcESThEAwpfcdw YCMhroNL4gShQMc5rlAibUZZnDIYsUOaB7 Q7ztmI9soz1WqfTgnpF6S0sEGamPIEYXWap eOZdlbsb96X2lPd7ZxWL/caEStxQuxfus/ M/+pULRJ9bOsaAqop0Yyqzs9dMv0q6ubWl6 okOSTEKdyjuCDsa+XnO1tak+ra1dsyHX/V mYpVez/PzfCmbkkNdn62cxy06jXHrjkH9X JjJ291EWtYR5X6uYUG9rCPJnlf4wGPeDI84 8a4Ne4+Uo1CrlnFt2HcvwO6rZlC</latex it><latexit sha1_base 64="n3qNow1vjqnuoNgpXSo9lGDw25k="> AAAC4HicjVG7TsMwFD0Nr1JeAUaWiBapLFX SBcRUiYURJNoikapyUrdETZPIcRAPMbCxI VZ+gBW+BvEH8BdcmyABFQJHsY/PvefY19dL wiCVtv1SMCYmp6ZnirOlufmFxSVzeaWVxp nwedOPw1gceSzlYRDxpgxkyI8SwdnIC3nb G+6qePuUizSIo0N5nvDOiA2ioB/4TBLVNdc q7gWXzHI9Jqyzql5cIroXm5WuWbZrth7WO HByUEY+9mPzGS56iOEjwwgcESThEAwpfcdw YCMhroNL4gShQMc5rlAibUZZnDIYsUOaB7 Q7ztmI9soz1WqfTgnpF6S0sEGamPIEYXWap eOZdlbsb96X2lPd7ZxWL/caEStxQuxfus/ M/+pULRJ9bOsaAqop0Yyqzs9dMv0q6ubWl6 okOSTEKdyjuCDsa+XnO1tak+ra1dsyHX/V mYpVez/PzfCmbkkNdn62cxy06jXHrjkH9X JjJ291EWtYR5X6uYUG9rCPJnlf4wGPeDI84 8a4Ne4+Uo1CrlnFt2HcvwO6rZlC</latex it><latexit sha1_base 64="n3qNow1vjqnuoNgpXSo9lGDw25k="> AAAC4HicjVG7TsMwFD0Nr1JeAUaWiBapLFX SBcRUiYURJNoikapyUrdETZPIcRAPMbCxI VZ+gBW+BvEH8BdcmyABFQJHsY/PvefY19dL wiCVtv1SMCYmp6ZnirOlufmFxSVzeaWVxp nwedOPw1gceSzlYRDxpgxkyI8SwdnIC3nb G+6qePuUizSIo0N5nvDOiA2ioB/4TBLVNdc q7gWXzHI9Jqyzql5cIroXm5WuWbZrth7WO HByUEY+9mPzGS56iOEjwwgcESThEAwpfcdw YCMhroNL4gShQMc5rlAibUZZnDIYsUOaB7 Q7ztmI9soz1WqfTgnpF6S0sEGamPIEYXWap eOZdlbsb96X2lPd7ZxWL/caEStxQuxfus/ M/+pULRJ9bOsaAqop0Yyqzs9dMv0q6ubWl6 okOSTEKdyjuCDsa+XnO1tak+ra1dsyHX/V mYpVez/PzfCmbkkNdn62cxy06jXHrjkH9X JjJ291EWtYR5X6uYUG9rCPJnlf4wGPeDI84 8a4Ne4+Uo1CrlnFt2HcvwO6rZlC</latex it><latexit sha1_base 64="n3qNow1vjqnuoNgpXSo9lGDw25k="> AAAC4HicjVG7TsMwFD0Nr1JeAUaWiBapLFX SBcRUiYURJNoikapyUrdETZPIcRAPMbCxI VZ+gBW+BvEH8BdcmyABFQJHsY/PvefY19dL wiCVtv1SMCYmp6ZnirOlufmFxSVzeaWVxp nwedOPw1gceSzlYRDxpgxkyI8SwdnIC3nb G+6qePuUizSIo0N5nvDOiA2ioB/4TBLVNdc q7gWXzHI9Jqyzql5cIroXm5WuWbZrth7WO HByUEY+9mPzGS56iOEjwwgcESThEAwpfcdw YCMhroNL4gShQMc5rlAibUZZnDIYsUOaB7 Q7ztmI9soz1WqfTgnpF6S0sEGamPIEYXWap eOZdlbsb96X2lPd7ZxWL/caEStxQuxfus/ M/+pULRJ9bOsaAqop0Yyqzs9dMv0q6ubWl6 okOSTEKdyjuCDsa+XnO1tak+ra1dsyHX/V mYpVez/PzfCmbkkNdn62cxy06jXHrjkH9X JjJ291EWtYR5X6uYUG9rCPJnlf4wGPeDI84 8a4Ne4+Uo1CrlnFt2HcvwO6rZlC</latex it>
↵Z¯
<latexit sha1_base 64="I5AsKGza/VWWTNQ4WKtEp3mm/z4="> AAAC1HicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ID1KWbRjBxRVo 2GlckblxiIo8IhEzLAA2lbaZTE4KujFt/w K1+k/EP9C+8M5ZEJUanaXvm3HPuzL3XiXwv lpb1mjGWlldW17LruY3Nre18YWe3EYeJcH ndDf1QtBwWc98LeF160uetSHA2cXzedMZn Kt685iL2wuBSTiPenbBh4A08l0mieoV8qcP 8aMTMjsOEeVXqFYpW2dLLXAR2CopIVy0sv KCDPkK4SDABRwBJ2AdDTE8bNixExHUxI04Q 8nSc4xY58iak4qRgxI7pO6RdO2UD2qucsX a7dIpPryCniUPyhKQThNVppo4nOrNif8s90 znV3ab0d9JcE2IlRsT+5Zsr/+tTtUgMcKJ r8KimSDOqOjfNkuiuqJubX6qSlCEiTuE+xQ VhVzvnfTa1J9a1q94yHX/TSsWqvZtqE7yr W9KA7Z/jXASNStm2yvZFpVg9TUedxT4OcE TzPEYV56ihrmf+iCc8Gw3jxrgz7j+lRib17 OHbMh4+AIyQlI0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="I5AsKGza/VWWTNQ4WKtEp3mm/z4="> AAAC1HicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ID1KWbRjBxRVo 2GlckblxiIo8IhEzLAA2lbaZTE4KujFt/w K1+k/EP9C+8M5ZEJUanaXvm3HPuzL3XiXwv lpb1mjGWlldW17LruY3Nre18YWe3EYeJcH ndDf1QtBwWc98LeF160uetSHA2cXzedMZn Kt685iL2wuBSTiPenbBh4A08l0mieoV8qcP 8aMTMjsOEeVXqFYpW2dLLXAR2CopIVy0sv KCDPkK4SDABRwBJ2AdDTE8bNixExHUxI04Q 8nSc4xY58iak4qRgxI7pO6RdO2UD2qucsX a7dIpPryCniUPyhKQThNVppo4nOrNif8s90 znV3ab0d9JcE2IlRsT+5Zsr/+tTtUgMcKJ r8KimSDOqOjfNkuiuqJubX6qSlCEiTuE+xQ VhVzvnfTa1J9a1q94yHX/TSsWqvZtqE7yr W9KA7Z/jXASNStm2yvZFpVg9TUedxT4OcE TzPEYV56ihrmf+iCc8Gw3jxrgz7j+lRib17 OHbMh4+AIyQlI0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="I5AsKGza/VWWTNQ4WKtEp3mm/z4="> AAAC1HicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ID1KWbRjBxRVo 2GlckblxiIo8IhEzLAA2lbaZTE4KujFt/w K1+k/EP9C+8M5ZEJUanaXvm3HPuzL3XiXwv lpb1mjGWlldW17LruY3Nre18YWe3EYeJcH ndDf1QtBwWc98LeF160uetSHA2cXzedMZn Kt685iL2wuBSTiPenbBh4A08l0mieoV8qcP 8aMTMjsOEeVXqFYpW2dLLXAR2CopIVy0sv KCDPkK4SDABRwBJ2AdDTE8bNixExHUxI04Q 8nSc4xY58iak4qRgxI7pO6RdO2UD2qucsX a7dIpPryCniUPyhKQThNVppo4nOrNif8s90 znV3ab0d9JcE2IlRsT+5Zsr/+tTtUgMcKJ r8KimSDOqOjfNkuiuqJubX6qSlCEiTuE+xQ VhVzvnfTa1J9a1q94yHX/TSsWqvZtqE7yr W9KA7Z/jXASNStm2yvZFpVg9TUedxT4OcE TzPEYV56ihrmf+iCc8Gw3jxrgz7j+lRib17 OHbMh4+AIyQlI0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="I5AsKGza/VWWTNQ4WKtEp3mm/z4="> AAAC1HicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ID1KWbRjBxRVo 2GlckblxiIo8IhEzLAA2lbaZTE4KujFt/w K1+k/EP9C+8M5ZEJUanaXvm3HPuzL3XiXwv lpb1mjGWlldW17LruY3Nre18YWe3EYeJcH ndDf1QtBwWc98LeF160uetSHA2cXzedMZn Kt685iL2wuBSTiPenbBh4A08l0mieoV8qcP 8aMTMjsOEeVXqFYpW2dLLXAR2CopIVy0sv KCDPkK4SDABRwBJ2AdDTE8bNixExHUxI04Q 8nSc4xY58iak4qRgxI7pO6RdO2UD2qucsX a7dIpPryCniUPyhKQThNVppo4nOrNif8s90 znV3ab0d9JcE2IlRsT+5Zsr/+tTtUgMcKJ r8KimSDOqOjfNkuiuqJubX6qSlCEiTuE+xQ VhVzvnfTa1J9a1q94yHX/TSsWqvZtqE7yr W9KA7Z/jXASNStm2yvZFpVg9TUedxT4OcE TzPEYV56ihrmf+iCc8Gw3jxrgz7j+lRib17 OHbMh4+AIyQlI0=</latexit>
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x(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="B6GTcZopnN/Zh CPOKyOVp8ih8vc=">AAACyXicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2GlckbkzcYCKPBIlp y4Ajpa3TqQGJK3/Arf6Y8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdpe+bce87MvdeNfB5Ly3rNGHPzC4tL2eXcy ura+kZ+c6sRh4nwWN0L/VC0XCdmPg9YXXLps1YkmDN0fdZ0B8cq3rxlIuZhcC7HEesMnX 7Ae9xzJFGN4qgk94uX+YJVtvQyZ4GdggLSVQvzL7hAFyE8JBiCIYAk7MNBTE8bNixExHU wIU4Q4jrOcI8caRPKYpThEDugb5927ZQNaK88Y6326BSfXkFKE3ukCSlPEFanmTqeaGf F/uY90Z7qbmP6u6nXkFiJK2L/0k0z/6tTtUj0cKhr4FRTpBlVnZe6JLor6ubml6okOUTE KdyluCDsaeW0z6bWxLp21VtHx990pmLV3ktzE7yrW9KA7Z/jnAWNStm2yvZZpVA9Skedx Q52UaJ5HqCKE9RQJ+9rPOIJz8apcWOMjLvPVCOTarbxbRkPH6gSkLI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B6GTcZopnN/Zh CPOKyOVp8ih8vc=">AAACyXicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2GlckbkzcYCKPBIlp y4Ajpa3TqQGJK3/Arf6Y8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdpe+bce87MvdeNfB5Ly3rNGHPzC4tL2eXcy ura+kZ+c6sRh4nwWN0L/VC0XCdmPg9YXXLps1YkmDN0fdZ0B8cq3rxlIuZhcC7HEesMnX 7Ae9xzJFGN4qgk94uX+YJVtvQyZ4GdggLSVQvzL7hAFyE8JBiCIYAk7MNBTE8bNixExHU wIU4Q4jrOcI8caRPKYpThEDugb5927ZQNaK88Y6326BSfXkFKE3ukCSlPEFanmTqeaGf F/uY90Z7qbmP6u6nXkFiJK2L/0k0z/6tTtUj0cKhr4FRTpBlVnZe6JLor6ubml6okOUTE KdyluCDsaeW0z6bWxLp21VtHx990pmLV3ktzE7yrW9KA7Z/jnAWNStm2yvZZpVA9Skedx Q52UaJ5HqCKE9RQJ+9rPOIJz8apcWOMjLvPVCOTarbxbRkPH6gSkLI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B6GTcZopnN/Zh CPOKyOVp8ih8vc=">AAACyXicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2GlckbkzcYCKPBIlp y4Ajpa3TqQGJK3/Arf6Y8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdpe+bce87MvdeNfB5Ly3rNGHPzC4tL2eXcy ura+kZ+c6sRh4nwWN0L/VC0XCdmPg9YXXLps1YkmDN0fdZ0B8cq3rxlIuZhcC7HEesMnX 7Ae9xzJFGN4qgk94uX+YJVtvQyZ4GdggLSVQvzL7hAFyE8JBiCIYAk7MNBTE8bNixExHU wIU4Q4jrOcI8caRPKYpThEDugb5927ZQNaK88Y6326BSfXkFKE3ukCSlPEFanmTqeaGf F/uY90Z7qbmP6u6nXkFiJK2L/0k0z/6tTtUj0cKhr4FRTpBlVnZe6JLor6ubml6okOUTE KdyluCDsaeW0z6bWxLp21VtHx990pmLV3ktzE7yrW9KA7Z/jnAWNStm2yvZZpVA9Skedx Q52UaJ5HqCKE9RQJ+9rPOIJz8apcWOMjLvPVCOTarbxbRkPH6gSkLI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B6GTcZopnN/Zh CPOKyOVp8ih8vc=">AAACyXicjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2GlckbkzcYCKPBIlp y4Ajpa3TqQGJK3/Arf6Y8Q/0L7wzlkQlRqdpe+bce87MvdeNfB5Ly3rNGHPzC4tL2eXcy ura+kZ+c6sRh4nwWN0L/VC0XCdmPg9YXXLps1YkmDN0fdZ0B8cq3rxlIuZhcC7HEesMnX 7Ae9xzJFGN4qgk94uX+YJVtvQyZ4GdggLSVQvzL7hAFyE8JBiCIYAk7MNBTE8bNixExHU wIU4Q4jrOcI8caRPKYpThEDugb5927ZQNaK88Y6326BSfXkFKE3ukCSlPEFanmTqeaGf F/uY90Z7qbmP6u6nXkFiJK2L/0k0z/6tTtUj0cKhr4FRTpBlVnZe6JLor6ubml6okOUTE KdyluCDsaeW0z6bWxLp21VtHx990pmLV3ktzE7yrW9KA7Z/jnAWNStm2yvZZpVA9Skedx Q52UaJ5HqCKE9RQJ+9rPOIJz8apcWOMjLvPVCOTarbxbRkPH6gSkLI=</latexit>
qx(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="PnJFsrpES+U4W f9HS97zXAsMKYQ=">AAACy3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2GlckbtyYYCKPBAlp y4ANpa3TqRHRpT/gVv/L+Af6F94Zh0QlRqdpe+bcc+7MvdeNAz8RlvWaMebmFxaXssu5l dW19Y385lYjiVLusboXBRFvuU7CAj9kdeGLgLVizpyRG7CmOzyW8eY144kfhediHLPOyB mEft/3HEFUq3jVvSmJ/WI3X7DKllrmLLA1KECvWpR/wQV6iOAhxQgMIQThAA4SetqwYSE mroMJcZyQr+IM98iRNyUVI4VD7JC+A9q1NRvSXuZMlNujUwJ6OTlN7JEnIh0nLE8zVTx VmSX7W+6JyinvNqa/q3ONiBW4JPYv31T5X5+sRaCPQ1WDTzXFipHVeTpLqroib25+qUpQ hpg4iXsU54Q95Zz22VSeRNUue+uo+JtSSlbuPa1N8S5vSQO2f45zFjQqZdsq22eVQvVIj zqLHeyiRPM8QBUnqKGu5viIJzwbp0Zi3Bp3n1Ijoz3b+LaMhw/mj5GW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PnJFsrpES+U4W f9HS97zXAsMKYQ=">AAACy3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2GlckbtyYYCKPBAlp y4ANpa3TqRHRpT/gVv/L+Af6F94Zh0QlRqdpe+bcc+7MvdeNAz8RlvWaMebmFxaXssu5l dW19Y385lYjiVLusboXBRFvuU7CAj9kdeGLgLVizpyRG7CmOzyW8eY144kfhediHLPOyB mEft/3HEFUq3jVvSmJ/WI3X7DKllrmLLA1KECvWpR/wQV6iOAhxQgMIQThAA4SetqwYSE mroMJcZyQr+IM98iRNyUVI4VD7JC+A9q1NRvSXuZMlNujUwJ6OTlN7JEnIh0nLE8zVTx VmSX7W+6JyinvNqa/q3ONiBW4JPYv31T5X5+sRaCPQ1WDTzXFipHVeTpLqroib25+qUpQ hpg4iXsU54Q95Zz22VSeRNUue+uo+JtSSlbuPa1N8S5vSQO2f45zFjQqZdsq22eVQvVIj zqLHeyiRPM8QBUnqKGu5viIJzwbp0Zi3Bp3n1Ijoz3b+LaMhw/mj5GW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PnJFsrpES+U4W f9HS97zXAsMKYQ=">AAACy3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2GlckbtyYYCKPBAlp y4ANpa3TqRHRpT/gVv/L+Af6F94Zh0QlRqdpe+bcc+7MvdeNAz8RlvWaMebmFxaXssu5l dW19Y385lYjiVLusboXBRFvuU7CAj9kdeGLgLVizpyRG7CmOzyW8eY144kfhediHLPOyB mEft/3HEFUq3jVvSmJ/WI3X7DKllrmLLA1KECvWpR/wQV6iOAhxQgMIQThAA4SetqwYSE mroMJcZyQr+IM98iRNyUVI4VD7JC+A9q1NRvSXuZMlNujUwJ6OTlN7JEnIh0nLE8zVTx VmSX7W+6JyinvNqa/q3ONiBW4JPYv31T5X5+sRaCPQ1WDTzXFipHVeTpLqroib25+qUpQ hpg4iXsU54Q95Zz22VSeRNUue+uo+JtSSlbuPa1N8S5vSQO2f45zFjQqZdsq22eVQvVIj zqLHeyiRPM8QBUnqKGu5viIJzwbp0Zi3Bp3n1Ijoz3b+LaMhw/mj5GW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PnJFsrpES+U4W f9HS97zXAsMKYQ=">AAACy3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxwQ1o2GlckbtyYYCKPBAlp y4ANpa3TqRHRpT/gVv/L+Af6F94Zh0QlRqdpe+bcc+7MvdeNAz8RlvWaMebmFxaXssu5l dW19Y385lYjiVLusboXBRFvuU7CAj9kdeGLgLVizpyRG7CmOzyW8eY144kfhediHLPOyB mEft/3HEFUq3jVvSmJ/WI3X7DKllrmLLA1KECvWpR/wQV6iOAhxQgMIQThAA4SetqwYSE mroMJcZyQr+IM98iRNyUVI4VD7JC+A9q1NRvSXuZMlNujUwJ6OTlN7JEnIh0nLE8zVTx VmSX7W+6JyinvNqa/q3ONiBW4JPYv31T5X5+sRaCPQ1WDTzXFipHVeTpLqroib25+qUpQ hpg4iXsU54Q95Zz22VSeRNUue+uo+JtSSlbuPa1N8S5vSQO2f45zFjQqZdsq22eVQvVIj zqLHeyiRPM8QBUnqKGu5viIJzwbp0Zi3Bp3n1Ijoz3b+LaMhw/mj5GW</latexit>
x, qx
<latexit sha1_base 64="I33KrHV+BxzoknXnmWpKpraMf8w="> AAACy3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxcGNK y0bgicePGBBN5JEhIWwZsKG3tTA2ILv0Bt /pfxj/Qv/DOOCQqMTpN2zPnnnNn7r1uHPhc WNZrxpibX1hcyi7nVlbX1jfym1t1HqWJx2 peFERJ03U4C/yQ1YQvAtaME+YM3YA13MGJ jDduWML9KLwQ45i1h04/9Hu+5wiimsXRgXn dGRU7+YJVstQyZ4GtQQF6VaP8Cy7RRQQPK YZgCCEIB3DA6WnBhoWYuDYmxCWEfBVnuEeO vCmpGCkcYgf07dOupdmQ9jInV26PTgnoTc hpYo88EekSwvI0U8VTlVmyv+WeqJzybmP6u zrXkFiBK2L/8k2V//XJWgR6OFI1+FRTrBh ZnaezpKor8ubml6oEZYiJk7hL8YSwp5zTPp vKw1XtsreOir8ppWTl3tPaFO/yljRg++c4 Z0G9XLKtkn1eLlSO9aiz2MEu9mmeh6jgFF XU1Bwf8YRn48zgxq1x9yk1MtqzjW/LePgA4 vqRlQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="I33KrHV+BxzoknXnmWpKpraMf8w="> AAACy3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxcGNK y0bgicePGBBN5JEhIWwZsKG3tTA2ILv0Bt /pfxj/Qv/DOOCQqMTpN2zPnnnNn7r1uHPhc WNZrxpibX1hcyi7nVlbX1jfym1t1HqWJx2 peFERJ03U4C/yQ1YQvAtaME+YM3YA13MGJ jDduWML9KLwQ45i1h04/9Hu+5wiimsXRgXn dGRU7+YJVstQyZ4GtQQF6VaP8Cy7RRQQPK YZgCCEIB3DA6WnBhoWYuDYmxCWEfBVnuEeO vCmpGCkcYgf07dOupdmQ9jInV26PTgnoTc hpYo88EekSwvI0U8VTlVmyv+WeqJzybmP6u zrXkFiBK2L/8k2V//XJWgR6OFI1+FRTrBh ZnaezpKor8ubml6oEZYiJk7hL8YSwp5zTPp vKw1XtsreOir8ppWTl3tPaFO/yljRg++c4 Z0G9XLKtkn1eLlSO9aiz2MEu9mmeh6jgFF XU1Bwf8YRn48zgxq1x9yk1MtqzjW/LePgA4 vqRlQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="I33KrHV+BxzoknXnmWpKpraMf8w="> AAACy3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxcGNK y0bgicePGBBN5JEhIWwZsKG3tTA2ILv0Bt /pfxj/Qv/DOOCQqMTpN2zPnnnNn7r1uHPhc WNZrxpibX1hcyi7nVlbX1jfym1t1HqWJx2 peFERJ03U4C/yQ1YQvAtaME+YM3YA13MGJ jDduWML9KLwQ45i1h04/9Hu+5wiimsXRgXn dGRU7+YJVstQyZ4GtQQF6VaP8Cy7RRQQPK YZgCCEIB3DA6WnBhoWYuDYmxCWEfBVnuEeO vCmpGCkcYgf07dOupdmQ9jInV26PTgnoTc hpYo88EekSwvI0U8VTlVmyv+WeqJzybmP6u zrXkFiBK2L/8k2V//XJWgR6OFI1+FRTrBh ZnaezpKor8ubml6oEZYiJk7hL8YSwp5zTPp vKw1XtsreOir8ppWTl3tPaFO/yljRg++c4 Z0G9XLKtkn1eLlSO9aiz2MEu9mmeh6jgFF XU1Bwf8YRn48zgxq1x9yk1MtqzjW/LePgA4 vqRlQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="I33KrHV+BxzoknXnmWpKpraMf8w="> AAACy3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmEUxcGNK y0bgicePGBBN5JEhIWwZsKG3tTA2ILv0Bt /pfxj/Qv/DOOCQqMTpN2zPnnnNn7r1uHPhc WNZrxpibX1hcyi7nVlbX1jfym1t1HqWJx2 peFERJ03U4C/yQ1YQvAtaME+YM3YA13MGJ jDduWML9KLwQ45i1h04/9Hu+5wiimsXRgXn dGRU7+YJVstQyZ4GtQQF6VaP8Cy7RRQQPK YZgCCEIB3DA6WnBhoWYuDYmxCWEfBVnuEeO vCmpGCkcYgf07dOupdmQ9jInV26PTgnoTc hpYo88EekSwvI0U8VTlVmyv+WeqJzybmP6u zrXkFiBK2L/8k2V//XJWgR6OFI1+FRTrBh ZnaezpKor8ubml6oEZYiJk7hL8YSwp5zTPp vKw1XtsreOir8ppWTl3tPaFO/yljRg++c4 Z0G9XLKtkn1eLlSO9aiz2MEu9mmeh6jgFF XU1Bwf8YRn48zgxq1x9yk1MtqzjW/LePgA4 vqRlQ==</latexit>
qx(t) = ⌘x(t)x(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="pWcphCUYCSscZV5hUiN9At+zn34=">AAAC3nicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUVfiJtgKdVOSbhRBKLhxWcE+oC01Sac1mJfJRCxF3LkTt/6AW/0c8Q/0L7wzpqAW0QmZOXPuPWfmzrVC14m5rr9mlKnpmdm57HxuYXFpeUVdXavHQRLZrGYHbhA1LTNmruO zGne4y5phxEzPclnDOj8U8cYli2In8E/4MGQdzxz4Tt+xTU5UV90oaBfdqyLfOdDajJsSamIqdNW8XtLl0CaBkYI80lEN1Be00UMAGwk8MPjghF2YiOlrwYCOkLgORsRFhBwZZ7hGj rQJZTHKMIk9p3lAu1bK+rQXnrFU23SKS39ESg3bpAkoLyIsTtNkPJHOgv3NeyQ9xd2GtFqpl0csxxmxf+nGmf/ViVo4+tiTNThUUygZUZ2duiTyVcTNtS9VcXIIiRO4R/GIsC2V43f WpCaWtYu3NWX8TWYKVuztNDfBu7glNdj42c5JUC+XDL1kHJfzlf201VlsYgtF6ucuKjhCFTXyvsEjnvCsnCq3yp1y/5mqZFLNOr4N5eEDTC2XfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pWcphCUYCSscZV5hUiN9At+zn34=">AAAC3nicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUVfiJtgKdVOSbhRBKLhxWcE+oC01Sac1mJfJRCxF3LkTt/6AW/0c8Q/0L7wzpqAW0QmZOXPuPWfmzrVC14m5rr9mlKnpmdm57HxuYXFpeUVdXavHQRLZrGYHbhA1LTNmruO zGne4y5phxEzPclnDOj8U8cYli2In8E/4MGQdzxz4Tt+xTU5UV90oaBfdqyLfOdDajJsSamIqdNW8XtLl0CaBkYI80lEN1Be00UMAGwk8MPjghF2YiOlrwYCOkLgORsRFhBwZZ7hGj rQJZTHKMIk9p3lAu1bK+rQXnrFU23SKS39ESg3bpAkoLyIsTtNkPJHOgv3NeyQ9xd2GtFqpl0csxxmxf+nGmf/ViVo4+tiTNThUUygZUZ2duiTyVcTNtS9VcXIIiRO4R/GIsC2V43f WpCaWtYu3NWX8TWYKVuztNDfBu7glNdj42c5JUC+XDL1kHJfzlf201VlsYgtF6ucuKjhCFTXyvsEjnvCsnCq3yp1y/5mqZFLNOr4N5eEDTC2XfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pWcphCUYCSscZV5hUiN9At+zn34=">AAAC3nicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUVfiJtgKdVOSbhRBKLhxWcE+oC01Sac1mJfJRCxF3LkTt/6AW/0c8Q/0L7wzpqAW0QmZOXPuPWfmzrVC14m5rr9mlKnpmdm57HxuYXFpeUVdXavHQRLZrGYHbhA1LTNmruO zGne4y5phxEzPclnDOj8U8cYli2In8E/4MGQdzxz4Tt+xTU5UV90oaBfdqyLfOdDajJsSamIqdNW8XtLl0CaBkYI80lEN1Be00UMAGwk8MPjghF2YiOlrwYCOkLgORsRFhBwZZ7hGj rQJZTHKMIk9p3lAu1bK+rQXnrFU23SKS39ESg3bpAkoLyIsTtNkPJHOgv3NeyQ9xd2GtFqpl0csxxmxf+nGmf/ViVo4+tiTNThUUygZUZ2duiTyVcTNtS9VcXIIiRO4R/GIsC2V43f WpCaWtYu3NWX8TWYKVuztNDfBu7glNdj42c5JUC+XDL1kHJfzlf201VlsYgtF6ucuKjhCFTXyvsEjnvCsnCq3yp1y/5mqZFLNOr4N5eEDTC2XfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pWcphCUYCSscZV5hUiN9At+zn34=">AAAC3nicjVHLSsNAF D2Nr1pfUVfiJtgKdVOSbhRBKLhxWcE+oC01Sac1mJfJRCxF3LkTt/6AW/0c8Q/0L7wzpqAW0QmZOXPuPWfmzrVC14m5rr9mlKnpmdm57HxuYXFpeUVdXavHQRLZrGYHbhA1LTNmruO zGne4y5phxEzPclnDOj8U8cYli2In8E/4MGQdzxz4Tt+xTU5UV90oaBfdqyLfOdDajJsSamIqdNW8XtLl0CaBkYI80lEN1Be00UMAGwk8MPjghF2YiOlrwYCOkLgORsRFhBwZZ7hGj rQJZTHKMIk9p3lAu1bK+rQXnrFU23SKS39ESg3bpAkoLyIsTtNkPJHOgv3NeyQ9xd2GtFqpl0csxxmxf+nGmf/ViVo4+tiTNThUUygZUZ2duiTyVcTNtS9VcXIIiRO4R/GIsC2V43f WpCaWtYu3NWX8TWYKVuztNDfBu7glNdj42c5JUC+XDL1kHJfzlf201VlsYgtF6ucuKjhCFTXyvsEjnvCsnCq3yp1y/5mqZFLNOr4N5eEDTC2XfQ==</latexit>
Potential flow
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Figure 8: Optimal Path with ηz Blockaded, ηx and qy Free.
9 Concluding remarks
Among the three options commonly considered to mitigate the harmful im-
pacts of fossil energy use on climate change, two of them: fossil energy
efficiency improvements and energy transition to clean renewables, appear
clearly complement. All along the transition from fossil fuels to a green en-
ergy regime, the fossil fuel energy efficiency increases while renewables take
an increasing share in the energy mix, with the exception of the last phase
of the ceiling regime during which they stay constant.
The history of CCS deployment is more complex. If competitive, the CCS
option is used at an increasing rate before the ceiling regime but begins to
decline once this regime begins, the pollution abatement rate falling to zero
strictly before the economy can escape the carbon constraint. CCS stands
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as an interim option most valuable when the CO2 atmospheric concentration
approaches the cap and during the beginning of the ceiling regime.
The released flow of emissions decreases before and after the ceiling
regime, a time period during which it is maintained at the constant level
allowed by the carbon cap constraint. The fall of emissions is amplified by
the abatement activity before the ceiling regime. This is not the case in terms
of potential pollution per fossil energy units or total energy production units.
Although declining before the ceiling regime, the potential carbon pollution
per fossil and total energy units rises after the beginning of the ceiling regime,
next stabilises at the end of this regime before falling once again after the
end of the carbon constrained episode. This is a consequence of the progres-
sive fading out of the emissions abatement efforts during the first part of the
ceiling regime.
Our findings, initially obtained in a highly stylised setting are robust
to alternative formulations. We have shown that they remain qualitatively
valid after taking into account the limited availability of carbon sequestra-
tion sites both in size and cost accessibility or if technical limitations apply
to the energy efficiency gains or to the abatement rates of emissions. We
have assumed a stationary energy demand but an expanding demand would
mainly amplify the time evolutions of energy efficiency, energy transition and
abatement with the possible elimination of the constant phase before the end
of the ceiling regime.
The predictable difficulties to meet the objectives of the Paris agree-
ment suggest that the climate policy mix will combine carbon mitigation
and adaptation to climate change. The adaptation option should thus also
be included into the description of an optimal climate change management
policy. It is currently claimed that the cost gap of CCS could be filled by
sufficient learning-by-doing or technical progress in abatement techniques.35
More generally the innovation literature has largely emphasised the role of
technical progress in the transition toward a non-fossil based energy system.
We leave these issues for further research.
35See Amigues et al. (2016) for an analysis of the dynamic implications of learning-by-
doing in carbon pollution abatement.
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Appendix
A.1 Building up the reduced system (5.19)
In (5.6) let us substitute ζ(1− ηz)g′(ηz) for µx (from (5.6) and (5.9)) and b′
for u′ (from (5.7) ) to get:
b′(ηx)ηx − b(ηx)− ζ [g(ηz) + (1− ηz)g′(ηz)] = ω .
Differentiating results into:
b′′(ηx)ηxdηx − ζ(1− ηz)g′′(ηz)dηz = dω . (A.1.1)












ζ(1− ηz)2dηz = 0 , (A.1.2)
hence, together with (A.1.1), (5.19) in matrix form.
A.2 Proof of the Proposition P.5
a. Abatement is required only if the ceiling constraint binds
Assume that pollution is abated during some time interval, (ta, t¯a) but
that sup{Z(t), t > ta} < Z¯. Then it is possible to save costs by reduc-
ing slightly the abatement while preserving the inequality, hence the non-
optimality of the path.
b. Unicity of the abatement period
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Let us assume that the pollution is abated during two separate intervals
∆′ = (t′a, t¯
′
a) and ∆′′ = (t′′a, t¯′′a), 0 ≤ t′a < t¯′a < t′′a < t¯′′a:
ηz(t)

> 0 , t ∈ ∆′ ∪∆′′




= g′(ηz(t)) > g′(0+) , t ∈ ∆′ ∪∆′′
≤ g′(0+) , t /∈ ∆′ ∪∆′′ .
(A.2.1)
b.1 Assume first that the ceiling constraint does not bind within the in-




(ρ+α)(t−t¯′a) > g′(0+) , t ∈ (t¯′a, t′′a) ,
so that it would be optimal to abate within the interval, a contradiction.
b.2 Assume now that the ceiling constraint binds within an interval (t′Z , t¯′Z)
beginning before t′′a and consider the two cases t¯′Z > t′′a and t¯′Z ≤ t′′a.
b.2.1 Case: t¯′a > t′′a
In this case there would exist a first interval (t′′a − δ, t′′a), δ > 0 and suffi-
ciently small, at the ceiling without abatement followed by a second interval
(t′′a, t
′′
a+δ) at the ceiling with abatement. During the first interval, x(t) = x¯(0)
and during the second one, x(t) = x¯(ηz(t)) > x¯(0), and is decreasing by the
Proposition P.4-a (since ηz(t) decreases then x¯(ηz(t)) decreases during this
second time interval). This is possible if and only if x(t) jumps up at time
t′′a, but x(t) must be time continuous.36
b.2.2 Case: t¯′a ≤ t′′a
36From (3.6) and (3.7), ηx(t) and qy(t) have to be time continuous along an optimal
path since p(t) is time continuous, together with q(t). Thus qx(t) = q(t) − qy(t) is time
continuous and x(t) = qx(t)/ηx(t) is also time continuous.
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Note that abatement within (t′′a, t¯′′a) implies that there exists an interval
(t′′a, t¯
′′
Z), t′′a ≤ t′′Z < t¯′′Z , at the ceiling. If not it would not be optimal to abate
during the interval (t′′a, t¯′′a). Furthermore if t′′Z = t′′a, we are brought back to
the preceding case in which there exists a phase at the ceiling, the first part
of which before t′′a is without abatement and the second and following phase,




Thus let us assume that t′′a < t′′Z and show that x(t
′′+
a ) > x¯(0). If first
t′′Z < t¯
′′
a, then there exists a phase (t′′a, t′′Z) unconstrained with abatement
followed by a phase (t′′Z , t′′Z + δ), δ > 0 and t′′Z + δ < t¯′′a, constrained with
abatement. Within the whole interval (t′′a, t′′Z + δ), x(t) is decreasing (by
Propositions P.2-a for the first sub-interval (t′′a, t′′Z) and by Proposition P.4-a
for the second sub-interval (t′′Z , t′′Z + δ)) and because x(t) = x¯(ηz(t)) > x¯(0),
t ∈ (t′′Z , t′′Z + δ), since ηz(t) > 0, then x(t′′+a ) > x¯(0). The same kind of
argument holds if t′′Z ≥ t¯′′a. If t′′Z ≥ t¯′′a, then (t′′Z , t′′Z + δ), δ > 0 and sufficiently
small, is a phase at the ceiling without abatement during which x(t) = x¯(0)
preceded by either only one phase (t′′a, t¯′′Z) during which x(t) decreases, when
t¯′′a = t
′′
Z , or by two phases (t′′a, t¯′′Z) and (t¯′′a, t′′Z) respectively during which x(t)
decreases, when t′′Z > t¯′′a.
Let us come back to what happens before t′′a taking care that x(t
′′+
a ) >
x¯(0). First, if t¯′Z = t′′a, then (t¯′Z − δ, t¯′Z), δ > 0 and sufficiently small, is a
phase at the ceiling without abatement during which x(t) = x¯(0), so that
x(t) should jump up at time t = t′′a. Second, if t¯′a < t′′a, then there exist two
phases (t¯′Z − δ, t¯′Z) and (t¯′Z , t′′a), the first one during which x(t) = x¯(0) and
the second one during which x(t) decreases and by continuity of x(t), we get
x(t
′′−
a ) < x¯(0). Again x(t) should jump up at time t = t′′a.
c. Unicity of the ceiling period
Assume that there exist two successive disconnected periods at the ceiling,
[t′Z , t¯
′
Z ] and [t′′Z , t¯′′Z ], t′Z < t¯′Z < t′′Z < t¯′′Z , with an unconstrained period in
between: Z(t) < Z¯, t ∈ (t¯′Z , t′′Z).
c.1 Assume first that there is no abatement during the intermediate period
(t¯′Z , t
′′
Z). Then this period is an unconstrained period without abatement
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during which x(t) decreases according to the Proposition P.2-a, hence also
the emission flow ζx(t). Note also that at t = t¯
′−
Z , the abatement is nil. If
not λZ(t) would jump at time t = t¯′Z from some value larger than g′(0+)
down to some value at most equal to g′(0+). This implies that x(t¯′Z) = x¯(0).
Thus the emission flow is strictly lower than αZ¯/ζ during the intermediate
time interval so that Z(t), starting from Z¯ at time t¯′Z is strictly lower than
Z¯ during the whole intermediate interval. We conclude that Z(t) should
be discontinuous at t′′Z jumping from some level lower than Z¯ up to Z¯, an
impossibility.
c.2 Assume now that there is abatement during the intermediate period
(t¯′Z , t
′′
Z) while taking care that the abatement period is a unique time interval
(tZ , t¯a), according to the above Proposition P.5-b. Let us show that the
result is either an impossibility or a contradiction whatever the location of
the interval (ta, t¯a) with respect to the intervals [t′Z , t¯′Z ] and [t′′Z , t¯′′Z ]. Let us
consider the two cases t¯a ≤ t′′Z and t′′Z < t¯a.
c.2.1 Case : t¯a ≤ t′′Z
Consider first the case t¯′Z ≤ ta, implying that [t′′Z , t¯′Z ] is a period at the
ceiling without abatement so that x(t¯′Z) = x¯(0) = αZ¯/ζ sustaining the emis-
sion flow αZ¯. Then either ta = t¯′Z or t¯′Z < ta. If ta = t¯′Z , then the interval
(t¯′Z , t
′′
Z) is an unconstrained phase with abatement during which the emis-
sions decrease so that Z(t) < Z¯, t ∈ (t¯′Z , t′′Z), with Z(t
′′−
Z ) < Z¯ and at time
t′′Z , Z(t) should jump up, an impossibility. If t¯′Z < ta, then there exist two
successive intervals (t¯′Z , ta) and (ta, t′′Z), the first one unconstrained without
abatement and the second one unconstrained with abatement during which
the emissions decrease and again Z(t
′′−
Z ) < Z¯.
In the case ta < t¯′Z , then Z(t¯′Z) = Z¯ while Z(t¯
′+
Z ) < Z¯. This is possible
if and only if the emissions at time t¯
′+









Z) is an interval unconstrained
with abatement during which the emissions decrease by Proposition P.2-c,
hence again Z(t
′′−
Z ) < Z¯ and Z(t) should jump up at time t
′′
Z .
d. Abatement begins before the arrival at the ceiling and ends
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within the ceiling period: 0 ≤ ta < tZ < t¯a < t¯Z.
Let us first show that λZ(tZ) > g′(0+) if it is ever optimal to abate.
Assume that λZ(tZ) ≤ g′(0+), then by (3.17):
λZ(t) = λZ(tZ)e
−(ρ+α)(ta−t) < g′(0+) , t ∈ [0, ta] ,
and it is optimal to not abate during the pre-ceiling period. Next λZ(t)
decreases during the period at the ceiling according to Propositions P.3-c
and P.4-c so that λZ(t) < g′(0), t ∈ (tZ , t¯Z) and it is not optimal to abate
during this period. Last λZ(t) = 0, t > t¯Z , by (3.18) because the ceiling
constraint is no more active after t¯Z and again it is not optimal to abate
after t¯Z . To sum up, it is never optimal to abate.
Now assume that λZ(tZ) > g′(0+). First define ta, 0 ≤ ta < tZ , and
tZ = inf {t : 0 ≤ t < tZ and λZ(t) > g(0+)}. Then by (3.17), λZ(t) > g′(0+),
t ∈ (ta, tZ), and it is optimal to abate during the pre-ceiling phase (ta, tZ)
and at time ta if ta = 0 and λZ(0) > g′(0). Next note that λZ(t¯Z) = 0
since after t¯Z the ceiling constraint never binds again. Thus λZ(t) being time
continuous, there exists some time t¯a, tZ < t¯a < t¯Z , defined as t¯a = sup{t :
λZ(t) > g
′(0+)}, such that, λZ(t) being monotically decreasing on (tZ , t¯Z)
by the Propositions P.3-c and P.4-c, then λZ(t) ≷ g′(0+) according to t ≶ t¯a
and it is optimal to abate during the first ceiling sub-period (tZ , t¯Z) and not
during the second one, [t¯a, t¯Z ].
e. Existence of a post-ceiling period of coal exploitation: t¯Z < tX
Because the useful energy price path {p(t) = u′(q(t) , t ≥ 0} is contin-
uous, absent such a post-ceiling period (t¯Z , tX), we should have: p(t¯−Z) =
p(t¯+Z) = p˜, where p˜ = u
′(q˜y) and q˜y solves u′(qy) = c′(qy). Next because
p(t¯−Z) = p˜, then qy(t¯
−
Z) = q˜y and by the above point d. and the Propo-
sitions P.3-a and P.3-b, we get: p(t¯−Z) = u
′(ηx(t¯−Z)αZ¯/ζ + q˜y). Clearly
ηx(t¯
−
Z)αZ¯/ζ > 0 and p(t¯
−
Z) < u
′(q˜y) = p(t¯+Z), hence a contradiction since
p(t) is continuous.
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A.3 Building up the reduced system (7.17)
With distinct capture and sequestration costs the problem (SSP ) of the
Section 5 must be rewritten as follows:37
max
x,ηx,ηz ,qy
u(ηxx+ qy)− ωx− b(ηx)x− c(qy)− [g(ηz) + ηzθ] ζx
s.t. x¯(ηz)− x ≥ 0 , , ηz ≥ 0 and qy ≥ 0 ,
where ω and θ are given.
The only f.o.c’s which have to be modified are the ones relative to x and
ηz. The system at stake is now:
w.r.t. x : u′(ηxx+ qy)ηx = ω + b(ηx) + ζ [g(ηz) + ηzθ] + µx (A.3.1)
w.r.t. ηx : u′(ηxx+ qy) = b′(ηx) (A.3.2)
w.r.t. qy : u′(ηxx+ qy) = c′(qy)− γy (A.3.3)
w.r.t. ηz : [g′(ηz) + θ] ζx = µxx¯′(ηz) + γηz (A.3.4)
where µx is the multiplier associated to the maximum extraction rate con-
straint x¯(ηz)− x ≥ 0.
Elimination of µx
Substituting x¯(ηz) for x in (A.3.4) with γηz = 0 since during the ceiling
regime with abatement the maximum coal input constraint is active and
ηz > 0, and taking care that x¯(ηz)/x¯′(ηz) = 1 − ηz according to (5.1), we
obtain:
µx = [g
′(ηz) + θ] ζ(1− ηz) (A.3.5)
Next:
- in (A.3.1) substitute b′(ηx) for u′(ηxx+ qy) thank to (A.3.2), next sub-
stitute the r.h.s. of (A.3.5) for µx and simplify;
37Like in Section 5, we omit the non-active constraints x > 0 and ηx > 0 since the aim
of the reformulation is to determine when it is optimal to abate while at the ceiling.
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- in (A.3.2) substitute αZ¯/(ζ(1− ηz)) = x¯(ηz) for x;
- assume that qy > 0 hence γy = 0 in (A.3.3) and substitute b′(ηx) for
u′(ηxx+ qy) again thank to (A.3.2),
to get the following system:





ζ(1− ηz) + qy
)
− b′(ηx) = 0 (A.3.7)
b′(ηx)− c′(qy) = 0 . (A.3.8)
Obtaining the reduced system (7.17)
Differentiate (A.3.6) and simplify to get:
b′′(ηx)ηxdηx − ζ(1− ηz)g′′(ηz)dηz = dω + dθ . (A.3.9)





and differentiate (A.3.2), substitute the r.h.s of (A.3.10) for dqy and divide











ζ(1− ηz)2dηz = 0 .
(A.3.11)
The system (7.17) is (A.3.9) and (A.3.11) in matrix form.
A.4 Dynamics during a phase at the ceiling
with the abatement effort blockaded at its
maximum level η¯z
With this specification of the costs functions laid down in Section 8:
η¯x − ηx ≥ 0 , η¯z − ηz ≥ 0 and q¯y − qy ≥ 0 .
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the multipliers associated to the non-negativity constraints.
The Lagrangian of the modified (S.S.P ) problem, Lcm, is:
Lcm = u(ηxx+ qy)− ωx− b(ηx)x− c(qy)− g(ηz)ζx+ µx[x¯(ηz)− x]
+γ¯x[η¯x − ηx] + γxx+ γ¯ηz[η¯z − ηz] + γηzηz + γ¯y[η¯y − qy] + γyqy .
Assuming that only ηz is blockaded and that 0 < ηx < η¯x together with
0 < qy < q¯y, the f.o.c’s read:
w.r.t.x : u′(ηxx¯(η¯z) + qy)ηx = ω + b(ηx) + ζg(η¯z) + µx (A.4.1)
w.r.t.ηx : u′(ηxx¯(η¯z) + qy)x¯(η¯z) = b′(ηx)x¯(η¯z) (A.4.2)
w.r.t.qy : u′(ηxx¯(η¯z) + qy) = c′(qy) (A.4.3)
w.r.t.ηz : g′(η¯−z )ζx¯(η¯x) = µxx¯
′(η¯z)− γ¯ηz . (A.4.4)
Here we may not eliminate µx. What we obtain after the usual manipu-
lations is a reduced system in dηx, dµx and dω instead of the reduced system

























= −1 . (A.4.6)
Since ηx is constant then ηxx¯(η¯z) is constant and qy solving (A.4.3) neither
changes. Thus qx, qy, q and p are all constant.
With ηz blockaded at η¯z, the f.o.c relative to ηz in the initial (S.P ) prob-
lem, the equivalent of the above condition (A.4.4), would read:
λZζx¯(η¯z) = g
′(η¯−z )ζx¯(η¯z) + γ¯ηz . (A.4.7)
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= −x¯′(η¯z) < 0 . (A.4.8)
Thus, as asserted in Section 8, during such a phase, λZ(t) is decreasing since
dω/dt > 0.
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